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Grave Fears for the

Safety
Springvale.

Cukn Resolutions Are Passed With

Springvnle,
the

Rush.

3V\DkS,1i^S...

DR.
scientific and
corner

of Oak

E.

B. REED,
magnetic healer, 113 Free St
street. Portland, Me., treats all

diseases that flesh Is heir to.
consultation free. Office hours
12 m„ 1 p.

mand of

m.

to 9 p. .m

Second sight
m 9 a. m to
janedtf

Spain

ail

American

citizens

who

shall be captured by the Spanish forces,
shall treated as prisoners of war and be
be accorded humane treatment; and inform
the Spanish government that the United
States will Insist on this demand. After remarks by Mr. Call the resolution was referred
to the committee on foreign relaitons.
After an executive session the Senate ad-

Tuesday
fair; olenring

journed.

THE GREAT WORKS TOOThat

Usually

Placid

Stream

Paging Torrent—The

Becomes
of

Story

a

the

Disaster.
TO

THE

PRESS.]

Berwick, March 2.—The storm of
and Sunday was very severe
and
has dono more damage than any previous
storm in the life of the
traditional
oldest
inhabitant. On the Great Works liver, there
is not a higwhay bridge standing betweer
North Berwick and
Yeaton’s Mills at the
Junction of the Great Works and Salmor
Falls hrivers. At G reat Works, both the highSo

Lh

Saturday

way bridge and the bridge belonging to the
Newechawanick
Manufacturing company

yard are gone. Persons
Witchtrot.in what is called

and situ ated in their
in Latnic and
the back

part of the town
HAVE

TO GO

at least sis or seven miles out of the direct
way to reach South Berwick village. On the
Great Works
river the
Newichawanick
company have suffered the worst of any-

body.
it let

When the
a

highway bridge gave waj

vast amount of

ico

down

over

the

company’s
lodged It againsi
the bridge In the mill yard thereby greatlj
straining the bridge and diverting the course
af a largo body of water which went arounc
first dam-and

the bridge and lias
and

gulied

literallv

washed

awne

out the mill

yard to a depth
o;
ten feet and a width of between forty 01
About
feet.
nine
o’clock
tihs
forenoor
fifty
aeveral of the employees of the
Newechawanlck comp any tied together with ropet
out away the bridge in the yard
and
tc
some

extent

relieved

the

strain

on

tin

yard but it was almost toe
late to do much good. The water is rushing
through the basement or scouring room oJ
the No. 1 mill several feet deep and has carbuilding

s

in the

ried away a lot of horse blankets in process
of finishing and is doing a
great deal ol
in

this

room
At about eleven
o’clock the
house and wool scouring building
LEFT THEIR MOORINGS

dye

damage

to the

costly

machinery

and went down river. It is absolutely impossible at this time to estimate the loss tc
this company but it will doubtless be
very
large. On the Salmon Falls river the watei
s very
high but has not begun to do the
da mage that the Great
Works river has.
The Salmon Falls
Manufacturing companylias suffered
considerably' form washouts but
all their dams and
bridges are at this time

and conclude with a declaration that the
United States should protect American
interests thereby by intervention if necessary.
Mr. McCreary, Demoorat of Kentucky,
desired to know why the fourth in the
above series of resolutions was not read.
The
resolution pledged to the rest, the
support of Congress in oarrying out the
foraffnincr resolutions.
Hitt said tbe greater nu mber of
Mr.
the committee requested him to drop the
fourth
resolution since its
sense was
contained in the preceding resolutions.
Mr. Boutelie demanded a second to the
motion and it was ordered 175 to 19.
At
the request
of Mr. Hitt 85 minutes on
each side was allowed for debate.
Mr.
Boutelie of Maine opposed the
resolutions.
He said be hardly expected
to convinoe all the members of the House
that their public duty did not require
vote for tbe resolutions. He
them to
desired to emphasize his expression of
a few
days ago when he objected to the
summary disposition of a question of the
gravest character by what ought to be

are

from this

expanse of

are

entertained that the dam

1800 aores.

|

nothing

oase

tion of

the

up with

One such

stream.

tho

down

plunging

caught by the dam and turned upon
danger signal
its edgo, a great white
twenty feet in height. How much of tbs
dam had disappeared with tho footbridge
could not be ascertained as the rushing

was

water hid it from view.
The dam is built of very heavy timber
crib work, and it was believed yesterday

controlling

oan save

the busi-

Torrents.
■n

LITTLE ANDROSCOGGIN.

THE

on

the

Grand Trunk

Tracks,

(SPECIAL
West
et ever

raging
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depth

receded it left tons of ioe on the
A large orew of men have been
working all day to clear the traok. It is
estimated that there was from two thousand to three thousand tons of ice on the
traok. The traok is quite badly washed
out. The water is fast recoding now. It
is a serious damage to the town of Paris.
At Livermore Falls.

Magnitude

of the Freshet.

of five or six feet for half a
mile over the railroad track. When the
a

But Add to the

Reports

Paris, Maroh 2.—The worst freshknown in this vicinity has been

for the last 48 hours. Bridges
throughout the town of Paris, have been
swept away. The grist mill owned by
S. B. Dooke received serious damage
from the ice. The most serious damage
is at Snow’s Falls, where"the water rose
|
to

Still, Raving, Raging, Seething

damage.

Plied Tons of Ice

It

And Are

dynamite this evening to pre-

vent further

The

Approach

to Pride’s

Bridge from the Bight Bank, the Remains of the Centre Pier#
Submerged Approach from the Left Bank.

and the

Under the railway
whioh rests on great granite peirs
ing many feet into the air, thejre
water
The
miniature Niagara.

in a torrent

rhere Has Been Loss of Life

water

Loss of

track.

as

Well

as

long wny off.

Property.

all

right,

But the two bridges

reachwas

a

flung

were

apparently escaped inhigher water of the day

and had

It is about a mile
Staples Point that

up the
the S.

river from
U. Warren

a lurge brick power
house for the generating of electricity to
be used in the paper mills at Westbrook
five miles away, a line of wires running

Company has erected

I

rile

Presumscot, Saco, Kennebec, Androscoggin, Mousam, Broke the Records.

extensive

day.
The Smelt Hill bridge, below the dam,
all right at last aocounts.
The sight at Smelt Hill, however, was
the river and
one of the grandest on
people were going there from all direcwas

tions.

previous.

/___

not be veiy
unless some mass of ice or
wreckage from above completed the work
of destruction which was begun on Sun-

bridge that the damage to it would

itself against these stnnii peirs and eddied
back tn plunge downward beneath them
with a dull roar that would be heard a

jury during the

Livermore Falls, Maroh 2.—The bridge
at North Turner and Jay Bridge are
gone, and more danger is apprehended
from
the big jam of ioe below Jay
Bridge. No trains are expected over this
branch of the Maine Central railroad today. About a hundred feet of the traok
is washed out below East Livermore.

Passengers an the Maine Central have
often axolairaed at the view from th e car
shoot aoro6S
windows when the trains
the iron bridge over the Presumpsoot.
They have caught glimpses of smooth
water, with banks of green meadow land

AT NORRIDGEWOCK.
Ice Leaves the

Kennebec for the Second

Time This

Passenger

Season.

Norridgewoek, March 2.—The

and

at

Freight Service Has Been

Standstill in Maine.

a

Financial Losses

Unparrelled and Impossible to Compute Yet.

away.

News which is

Great Damage to Property,

northwesterly

[special to the press.]
Mills, March 2.—It is a fearful freshet
.Hollis. The new iron bridge is gone

Bar
at

and roads

are

washed out.

On tlie

Phillips,

March

Hollis town
There is great

The

meeting is to be adjourned.
damage to propery.

Sandy Eiver.

32.—The ice in the

Sandy

Elver went out

yesterday for the 6eeond time
this season, and everything is flooded, mucli
There are several
damage being caused.
on the Sandy Eiver and
Phillips
Eangeley railroads, and many of the
country roads are impassable.

washouts
and

_

AT

The Agricultural Department Weather

Interesting

MECHANIC FALLS.{
Storm News

from This

Lively

|

new

is still

Gone Mad,

with

Grave fears

Springvale cotton mills this
The Wing dam"was blown

afternoon.

the coast in the early

high

riie Rivers of Old Maine Seem to Have

in Dong

place

bureau
for
Maroh
yesterday,
2,
Manufacturing Town.
taken at 8 p. in., meridian time, the obMechanic
servations for each station being given in
Falls, March 3—The damage
this order; Temperature, direction of the at Mechanic Falls was much more seriwind, state of the weather:
ous than at first reported.
The water is
Boston, 30 degrees, NW, rain; New
York, 24 degrees, W, fair; Philadelphia, about three feet higher than ever before
28 degreos, N W, cloudy, Washington, 34 known here. Four bridges have
already
A’", hioni, niuou/,
uegrees, gone.
The main bridge connecting both
NW, cloudy; Buffalo, 18 degrees, NW,
aljloudy; Detroit, 30 degrees, NW, olear; sides of the river is still standing,
Bhioago, 26 degrees, NE, olear; St. Paul, though it looked at one time as if it
16 degrees, NE,, cloudy; Huron, Dak., 8 must
surely go with the rest. People
iegrees, N, snow; Bismarok, 4 degrees, are coiner hack and forth on Thu main
NE, cloudy; Jacksonville, 68 degrees, W,
street In boats, and nearly everything is
dear.
inundated. The large drive of logs owned
Much Damage at Buxton and Hollis,
by Goodwin & Co. and F. H. MoDonald
[SPECIAL to the press.]
hroke during the night and about 150,000
Hollis Center, March 2.—The new stool logs were lost. Goodwin’s saw mill is
bridge aoross the Saco river at West moved from its foundation. The lower
Buxton went out during the froshet Sun- floor of the shoe factory owned by Chase,
lay.fJThis Is the second new bridge that Merritt & Co. of Boston, is under water,
tas failed to
stay in plaoe a year on and ten of the stores are more or less
1) is spot.
The
The bridge aoross Cook’s brook at the damaged by being party inundated.
mouth, known as the Bradish bridge,has Portland & Rumford Falls railroad
also gone. The Dennett bridge aoross the bridge was moved about six feet but is
lame
stream is gone also. The water still hanging. The bridge is
weighted
n the
Saoo is from two to three feet
four heavily loaded box oars
ilgher than in the freshet of last spring.| down with
be
saved. Half a mile
Fears
are entertained for the
Bar and will probably
Hills bridge.
A crew of men and teams of the Rumford Falls railroad beyond the
is
under
water.
The water lias
lave been
working all day loading it bridge
lown.
Salmon Falls
is considered srfe fallen sevoral inches and it uow looks as
if the danger was about
it the present writing.
J ohn
over.
Owing to the unoortain amount of Haskell & Co.’s lumber yarn and grain
Is
under
water
store
but
it
is
nidge money that would bo required.
impossible
;he Hollis town meeting adjourned for to estimate the extent of the damage.
;wo weeks without doing any business.

Food

Food strength is natural strength.
It is
strength; created strength. That is, it
is not stimulation.
The real strength of your body is your
constitutional strength,
RESERVE
your
all apparently safe but
they had a large strength. It is the result of eating proper
crew worikng all
r
and
it.
food
night filling in round the
digesting
New Hampshire end of the
At
Eating food does no good at all; rather
upper dam.
South Berwick
landing the bridge a cross harm—unless it is digested. So that everythe river is impassable, but
still
stands. thing narrows itself down to one propoThe water is running two feet
deep through sition: How is your digestion?
the weave room of the
Parkmouth ManuOne person in three of have
indigestion
in some form or another. It is not really a
facturing company.
a
a
electric
but
condition
Thlio
which
condition;
light plant is completely disease,
crippled. The street leading to Great Works may become serious.
and
to
be
we
flooded
wish
is completely
We all
to a depth of
stong,
might all
trhee
we digested our food.
feeta nd Is entirely Impassable. The
The loss
Elliot become so if
a
and Dover bridge about five miles
is
serious
matter.
It may
below of your strength
of
a
bore on the Salmon uFlis river
disea
t
se
dangerous
is washed be the beginning
mean that you cannot go on with your
away thus mailing all travel from Elliot to may
work.
Dover through South Berwick and
Salmon
Shaker Digestive Cordial is an aid to diFalls a distance of fifteen miles,
It makes
in order gestion. It is a strength maker.
It makes you strong.
your food nourish you.
to reach a point three miles distant.
The It relieves at once all the symptoms
of
storm is not yet over and more
damage is acute dyspepsia, tones up the system and
f eared.
creates flesh, energy ana strength.
Taken
regularly it will permanently cure indigesiton and make the weak, thin,
Irritable,
nervous dyspeptic, strong, fat, hearty and
TO CUKE A COED IN ONE DAY.
well again.
A 10 cent bottle will show you what It will
Take laxative Broino Quinine Tablets.
do.
AH druggists refund the money if it fails
Sold by duggisls at 10, 25, 50 cents and Si.00
to cure. 25c.
1 a bottle.

miles

an

Weather Observation.

FOOD STRENGTH.
Right
Properly Digested.

Mousam river

the

was

The head-

portion of Springvale and Sanford.
The water began to flood the lower
por-

IN THE HOUSE.
on the coast.
The Senate joint resolution
directing
the Secretary of Agriculture to purchase
Local Weather Report,
and distribute seeds, etc., as in the preMaroh
2.
The
local
Portland,
ceding years, was agreed to.
Mr
Hitt, chairman of foreign affairs weather bureau office records as to the
committee, oalled up the Senate Cuban weather are the
following:
questions, and moved to suspend the
8 a. m. —Barometer. 99.478; thermometer,
rules
and pass the resolutions reported
dew
88.0;
point, 38; humidity,
100;
by the House foreign affairs committee
weather, foggy.
in lieu of the Senate resolutions. The wind, N; velooity, 9;
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.385; thermomeHouse
resolutions recite briely that in
the opinion of Congress, a state cf war ter. 33.0: dewpoint, 33: humidity, 100;
exists in
Cuba, to which the Cu ans wind, NW i velocity 15; wenther, snow
Mean
daily thermometer, 30; maxiare entitled to belligerent lights, deplore
the destruction of life and property in mum thermometer, 40 0; minimum therthe
believes the solution of mometer, 38.0; maximum velooity wind
islands,
troube lies in the establishment of a gov- 18, NW; total precipitation, .88
ernment, tbe choioe of the Cuban people,

from the

Dynamite

and

river.

ness

England: Generally

on

morning; oolder;
winds with gales

It Comes

through the

continued
success.

throe

in that

—

[SPECIAL

2.—The search for

Ice In the
Kennebec broke up about five last night. It
below
the
town about nine, and
jammed
the water backed up, leaving
huge cakes
on the low lands.
The jam broke before
much damage was done here and the river
is nearly clear of ice this
The
morning.
trestle on the Somerset rallroud near
Old
a
few
miles
above the town, is washed
Point,
Snow.
also
out,
sixty feet is washed away below
Boston, March 2.—The local foreoast tlie town. There is no further damage here
for Tuesday:
that
can
be
learned.
Snow, followed by clearKennebunk Suffers.
ing; oolder; high northwest winds, diminishing in force.
Kennebunkport, March 2.—In tlio flood
the dr aw bridge between KenWashington, March 2.—Foreoast for yesterday
nebunk and Kennebunkport
was carried
for New

£*}«** CascoPap^BqxC°»

J1**”

..Em

to the mouth of the

there, but it did not entirely escape injury, for some of the piers were damaged
Farther up
to the extent of about $200.
the river is the Staples Point bridge, a
new iron structure,
which crosses the
stream just above the bridgo of the Grand
Trunk railway. Under these two bridges
the water was pouring yesterday morning

CENTS.

THREE

PRICE

thfiT body 'oT "Wafer wflTglve way. ’and

SPONGED

!«•••• • • • •

was

water of

Pond,

lots,
by damp

iioyow
anyl\iuA„

1896.

FAST, FURIOUS FLOODS!

Sanford and

of

used to clear the river of ioe.

GOODS

■

3,

Charles P. Otis, drowned

day without

FOSTER’S
■

Maroh

of

body

yesterday,

CURE

STEAM

MORNING, MARCH

THE MAD MOUSAM.

he found it in the fact that the objection
he then made to a hasty consideration
of the resolution had, at least the effect,
of
having ODe of them revised by the
the committee on foreign
chairman of
affairs. He agreed with Mr. Hitt in the
of that modification.
wisdom
a
He spoke for those members of the
House, who, whatever were their sympathies in regard to the struggle in Cuba,
had grave doubts as to tho expediency of
the propriety of the House voting a pracCONGRESSMAN BOCTELLE PLEADS tical
declaration of wur against a power
with which we are now at peaoe.
FOR DELIBERATION.
was opposed to passing such imporHo
Promptly Effectual in Curing the Most
tant resolutions without a fair amount
Obstinate Forms of Colds and Coughs
of discnsssion and without essential deliberation. His judgement was against
and a Sure Preventive of Pneumonia
the government to a course,
committing
HIs Admonitions Fall on Deaf Ears
and All Lungs Diseases.
Howey- whioh
might turn the whole trend ot
er and tlie Resolutions are
Passed by public affairs, from the paths and avocaHe said that the
»n
Overwhelming Vote—What Was tions of peace to war. on
that
a oourse,
House was entering
Colds lead to coughs, coughs to PneuDone In the Senate and House Yestermight lead to war and that whether
monia and Consumption; therefore, it is
day.
all important to check a cold before it
rightfully or wrongfully. What the
House ought tno to do, that under «
loaches tho lungs. Munyon’s Cold Cure
March 2.—Mr. Frye presented
Washington,
of the rules, but only In acwill positively break a cold inside of
suspension
on
ap petiiton
the
American Protective cordance with every rule of deliberation
twenty-four hour) if takeD as soon as the Associaton of
Maine, protesting against to safeguard in such aotion.
cold manifest itself.
When the cold
At 3.45 the previous question was orreaches the lungs or bronchial tubes the placing the statut e of Pierre Marquette, in
hall
of
the Capitol.
dered, and on a viva voce vote, the quesCough Cure should be used alternately Statuary
tion of adopting the House resolutions
A conference, on the order of the
half hour with the Cold Cure. The
army apevery
Cold Curs is guaranteed to prevent Pneu- appropriation bill was ordered and Senators was agreed to with but few dissenting
votes.
monia if used in the beginning of a cold. Quay, Republican of
Pennsylvania, Hale of
The yeas and nays were demanded and
Pneumonia or inflammation of the lungs,
Maine, and Faulkner, Democrat of West Vir- the resolutions
were agreed to by 263 to
can be controlled by the use of these two
were appointed conferees.
ginia,
17.
cures.
Prest’s
veto
on the bill for Lexington
The legislate exaoutiveand judioial apThe Cough Cure positively oures bron- ^Tlie
oliitis, tickling in the throat, hoarssness, school lands in Ariz was read. The bill and propriation bill was then taken up, the
loss of voioe, soreness of the chest, diffi- message were referred to the committee on qaestion under consideration being the
section substituting salaries for fees in
culty in breathing, haoking cough and public lands.
the compensation of United Stales atall pulmonary diseases where the lungs
The Senate b ill to
the carrying of
prevent
ana marshals.
are not too far oonsuined or covered with
obscene literature from one state or territory torneys
Without
reaching a oonolusion the
tubercles.
into a nother, was taken up, amended and Honse
adjourned
A separate specific for each disease.
Sold by all druggists, mostly for 35 cents passed.
The Senate resolution relative to the arrest
a bottle.
DR, BIBBER AGAIN
Personal letters to Prof. Munyon, 150E of Mark E. Rodriguez and Louis Someillan
Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa., answered and his son, citizens of the United States in Chosen
Mayor of the Shipping City—Hon.
with free medical advice for any disease.
Cift>a, requesting the President if the arrests
J. W. Wakefield Has a Hard Fight for
were found to be
unjust, to demand their
Alderman, Bat Wins It.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
release, was agreed to. The Cuban resolutions as passedby the House, were
passed
Bath, March 2.—Mayor Randall Q. Bibber,
by the Senate and referred to the emmittee
on foreign relations.
Republican, was re-elected today, receiving
In the
or in email
Mr. Call, Democrat of Florida, offered the 767 votes, against 486 received by Captain D.
that art
liable to shrink or spot
following resolution: Resolved by the Senate M. Humphreys, Dem.,
The latter carried only
Ward 6, which
that the President of the United States be
ness, can be
All
requested to demand of the government of elected a straight Democratic ticket.
are straight Republican. A light
Spain, a statement as to the truth of the other wards
vote was thrown.
Ex-Mayor James W.
machine process and retain the charges made in a letter published in the Wakefield was elected alderman
in Ward 4
be
from
Mr.
to
newspapers
purporting
appearance of NEW. This class o Gomez late editor of La
by a majority of only twenty-three. There
a
newsLuchae,
work can be done at short notice a' i
was a haid fight and a heavy vote in that
paper in Havana, that he had been tortured
ward.
while confined in a dungeon on
the bare
Maine Mayors.
for
two months, in the Ceuta penal
ground,
Spain, to extort from him evidence 3 Lewiston, Marcli 2.—F. L. Noble, Rep., was
forest city dye house colony ofJulius
against
Sanguilly, a naturalized citi- elected Mayor of Lewiston today by tile big
13 Preble St.
opp Preble House zen of the United States and subsequently majority of 729.
fud Gloves Cleansed
killed. Also to insist on a full report of teh ; Nathan W. Harris, Rep,, is elected Mayor
Every Day.
Telephone connection
evidence and all proceeds in the alleged of Auburn by 497 majority.
civil trial of Julius Sanguilly, in which it is
Good For Sebago.
r
....
charged he was condemned to imprisonment
uae
fSPECIAI. TO TEE PKESS.]
for life at Ceuta, on suspicio n only, without
Sebago, March 2.—The Republicans elected
evidence and also to demand the release of
the entire ticket for town officers by about
Charles Michelsen and Lorenzo Betancourt,
®i
ten majority.
correspondents of New York newspapers,
1(7-118 M ILCiE ST.
ijOXeS?
charged only with entering within the inTHE WEATHER
Tas>l1«.wcC
surgent lines to obtain information; also de-

by

MAINE, TUESDAY

PORTLAND,

(in the absenoe of tho conservatism in
the conservative
the Senate)
body of
Congress. If ho needed any justification,

BY THE HOUSE.

piece

PRESS.
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'rom

all

over

slowly coming
Maine, owing to

to

hand, standing

the orip-

the suddenness and terribleness

Pride’s

Bridge,

as

Seen train the Bank Where it

Formerly Ended.

hidden by a fringe of trees, and m
from this plant at Staples Point to the half
an iron highway
bridge
the
the
on
foreground
stands
house
The power
mills.
red painted houses made a dainty
bank of the rlvei beneath the eminence whose
water.
Its foundations tracery against tho blue of the
known as Smelt Hill.
This graceful little structure known as
the
From
stream.
the
of
bed
the
iu
rest

of the freshets

THE NEW BRIDGE
and immense havoc they upper end of the building, a timber dam
Against has disappeared. Where It had stood
have wrought, the loss of human life has stretches across the stream.
ihat there are no mails, over the Maine been
this dam on Sunday great oakes of ice there was yesterday only a broad expanse
comparatively small.
of muddy water. The road went to its
were thrown with the
Central system, as yet, goes to confirm
All along the paths of the
Presumpscot,
edge on eaob side and stopped abruptly.
RAMS.
BATTERING
OF
FORCE
he first advioes, that the proportions of the Saco, the Kennebec, the
The only ign of the bridge was a pile
Penobscot,
The water rose until there was a depth
he
the
present freshet and floods exoeed the Androscoggin,
of the floor timbers caught in tho middle
Mousam, the
The
of four or five feet over the dam.
of the stream and left piled belter skelter
anything ever known in the history of Royal and other Maine streams; celebratice piled up until it wa* fifteen feet
a clump of trees there. The water
against
ilaiue.
Wherever there is a liver of any ed
in the past for their reliability and
On the
above the level of the water.
was so high that a barn, standing on the
1 lize, there
is
the same story of raging placidness, it is the same tragic tale of top of the dam was a foot bridge, but it
lowland by the side of the approach to
orrents, overflowed banks, undermined foarful destruction by the furious floods. did not take long to tear this away and the bridge was filled with water nearly
send its fragments swirling down the
to the caves.
Sunday afternoon, the
Duildings and bridges swopt away. Es- The graphio accounts received by the
As the great ice cakes were
strea.m
about the “** ew
neighbors
gathered
1 leeially severe yesterday, was the destruc- PRESS this morning, from special repre- thrown
against the end of the building, birdge” and waited to see it go o t.
of the relentless waters in
ive work
sentatives, give very interesting, if very the heavy structure was shaken to its Darkness came and the
bridge was st,U
several times the
foundation so that
jewiston, Auburn, Biddeford, Saco and startling reading.
there, but whon the neighbors went
who had gathered there to watch
Brunswick.
At these places, immense
The
loss throughout the State is tre- people
dowu to look for it in the morning, tbe
the flood from the windows of the uppei found
' iridges that have stood the test of wind mendous. It cannot be
only the swift running flood and
correctly estimated story sought safety on the bank. They
the pile of timbers just below to show
! ,nd
storm for
years and were consid- at
but when the history of stood on the upper floor because there
present,
what was left of it. As near aa could be
ired impregnable, were swept away as the present floods shall hnve been
finally was two feet of water on the floor be- learned the bridge was torn away at
j f they
had been built of pasteboard, written, it will run
neath, which must have done extensive about two o’clock yesterday morning.
up into the millions.
to the costly dynamos
there. From the
1 ,nd at the
latter place three lives lost The
point where the road here
month
of March, 1896 will long damage
The heavy belting was saved by outting
ended, the Maine Central
bridge just
1 nake more
sad the history of the flood. be remembered by residents of the State
it and hauling It to the
story above above could be plainly
seen.
It is a
i Itill it is a gratifying fact, that notwith- of Maine.
a
hole
in
the
floor.
through
Yesterday truss bridge, with the tracks above the
trusses. When the water was at its highest it was pouring through the truss
work. Yesterday it had fallen until it
was just about level with the lower cord
of the truss.
Against the bridge was a
pile of debris which workmen were trying to set free by tho use of long poles.
It is just above tbe Maine
Central
bridge that the old Lambert bridge has
)led condition

of the wires and the fact

■

teen

a

land

mark

for

Through the tunnel

made

many years.
by its roof

and wooden sides many a merry party
has driven on the way to Blackstrap.
The right bank of the Prosumpscot is a
Continued

Second

on

I’age.

!

IN OTHER STATES.

FACIAL HUMOURS

Iteports From Along the Valley
Connecticut.

of

the

Boston, Maroh 2.—Reports from places
Conneoticut river in New
along the
Hampshire and Vermont tonight, indicate that the height of the flood has been
reached and the water is
receding. The
Merrimao river, however, Is rising, but
it
is thought it will have reached its
height by midnight or soon after.
The

l-epp

weather has grown muoh oold»r in most

ASHAHED TO BE SEEN because of dlsfig**
uring facial humours is the condition of
thousands who live in ignorance of the fact
that in Ccticcra Soap is to he found the
skin puripurest, sweetest, andmost effective
fier and beautifier in the world. For pimples,
blackheads, red and oily skin, red, rough
hands with shapeless nails, dry, thin,and falling hair, it is wonderful.
Sold throughout the world. British depot: F. NewPott**
met ft Sons» 1, King Edward-6t., London.
I)8i:o

and Chem.

Coep., Sole Props.. Boston. U.

8.

A,

places and a thick snow storm aooompanied by high wind has taken tho place
of
rain, whioh has fallen continuously
for more than 48^ hours.
Many small
bridges have been swept away, while
others are still in a most precarious oonditiou ami closely guarded by gangs of
men.
No loss of life is reported iu tonight’s despatches so far as received.
Railroad

traflio throughout the states is
terribly demoralized and in most places
at a standstill. In Hast Thetford and
North Thetford two bridges oosting 15000
j
j each were carried away this

morning.

The

MLUINVJ

I nc.

Yesterday—Wild

Scene at Smelt Hill—Two
—The

Scene at

Wreck of Mill ’95 from Roof of One of the Other Mill*.

rnLOUIVIroUU I

low the River Lowered

Bridges Gone

Lambert’s

Bridge

_

and

Where Pride’s Used to Be.

Roads deep rutted, with here and there
p atoheg of ioe showing white in the midst
" t the
brown mud.
expan.se of dark
1 'ields covered with water, in places seve ral feet
deep. Over all a dark gray sky

and a curtain ot mist which shut oft nil
distant objects from the view. That was
the appearanoe of things when a PRESS

reporter started early yesterday morning
to drive along the
Presumpscot river and
see for himself the havoc whioh had been
made by the rushing water on the
day
and night before.
There were on the

Presumpscot between Cumberland
and the sea, five highway
bridges.

tin’s Point bridge snana the

tide

Mills
Marwater

,ho water had somewhat subsided but it
vas
still eight or ten inches in depth
and was pouring in
< m the lower floor
basement wiudowr.
;reat jets from the
[’lie dam was

revealed

by

the timbers
of the great

| irotruding from the crest
rave which curled over into the gorge
I wlow. Over the foam
flecked water
I hero hung olouds of mist The ice was
1 lot running as it had on the
day before
1 mt
oame
occasionally groat oakes

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure.

A

cream

of

tartar

baking powder.
leavening strength

of all in
United
Latest
States
Food Report.

Highest

Government

—

Royai Baking
106 Wall

Powder Co.

St.,

N.

1„

1

»t>

FAST, FURIOUS FLOODS!
iCotitfUued ‘from First Page.

high ana, and the left bank is low, so
that to reach t he old bridge from the
Portland side it was necessary to drive
Then after crossing the
down a hill.
bridge there was another deolivity from
tho level of the bridge to the low land
<
e
left bank.
Yesterday noon the
<
bridge was still there, but it ended
anruptly at the edge of a sea of troubled
water, for all the low land was oovered
or
fifteen feet.
a depth of ton
The

■to

usually peaceful Presumpscot was at this
point n raging torrent a quarter of a mile
While the bridge was still standacross.
ing, it had a percoptible cunt in the direction of the river mouth, and seemed
to be undetermined about letting go and
following the other bridges down the
The water had been so high
stream.
that It had forced the floor planks up in
places."
In

a

bend of the stream just above the
was a field of ice, several
in extent. Mixed with the ice was

bridge, there
acres

conglomeration

strange

a

of

articles

and its work. Family parties occupied
two seated buggies and carry-alls, and
they did not seem to mind the oold and
the rain or the jolting over the roads.
Speaking of the roads, it may ho said
that thy are not in as bad shape as might
Here and there
have beeu expected.
ruts and boles are found which would
make kindling wiSod of a carriage wheel.
It would be mighty ticklish work driving
around in the dark, hut hy daylight a
prudent driver with a well behaved horse
need have no fear in passing over the
route taken hy the writer.
It is said
that at one place on Cobb's lane, however, the water is four or five feet deep in
There are some pluces
the roadway.
where the driving is magnificent.
That
is over the thin ioe which covers the
roads in plaoes and is as hard and smooth
ns a ball room floor.
When the write! made the rounds of
the bridges that were left Lambert’s
seemed to be in the most danger, because
of the ice aud debris in the river just
above.
It was feared that when this
mass began to move, it
would take the
old bridge along with it.
Ail the loses were not, by any means,
oil the Presunipscot itself.
The bridges
on the river's tributaries also suffered.
Oil the Little Piscataqua, Allen’s and
Miller’s bridges were swept
away, aud
Piscataqua bridge, near Piscataqua Cortner suffered, one of the abutments set
ling sn as to make it impassable. Allen’s
bridge was recently rebuilt at an expense
of
atout |600. Mr. H. J. Merrill of

and trusses. This was the mass that was
seen in the darkuess
Sunday night piled
up

high as the roof of the mill. It is
flattened down because it had

as

now

BATTERED

DOWN

IN

THE NIGHT

water

from those pipes. Many of the
beaters, full of the soft white pulp, were
flooded with the dirty river water and
the pnlp will have to be washed over
of

the walls that held it.
This new mill is one

hundred feet in
breath.
There is a lire wall extending
through themiddlo. Therefore there were
three walls of solid briok, each eighteen
inches in diameter. These walls were
broken down as if they were so much

pasteboard.

A great breacli was made
through all tiiree of them, fifty feet iu
width and the roofs had fallen down and
been partially swept out of sight in the
flood.
There were two roofs on each side
of the fire wail. For fifty feet one of
those roofs hud disappeared as complete-

It is probable that all the stook
in the mill in the various stages

again.

pulp

of manufacture

is

so

damaged

that not

than fifty per oent of its value will
be realized.
Around on the other side the yard of
the offioe building presented a curious
appearance. The smooth turf and the
ooncrete walks were covered with
more

HUGE CAKES OF
ten

and

twenty

ICE,

feet

square, and
They looked as

eighteen inches thiok.
out of place ns a bull in a China shop.
Mr. Johu Warren, agent of the mills,

thorugh the partially submerged walls of
[he foundation arches, through which
the river, quietly flows at its normal
height, yesterday morning though it

the broken
tramway bridge examining the extent of
damage and the work of the men. He
said that the estimate of $1,000,000 damages was very exocessive. He oouldu’t
say how much the damage was. The gate
house, the tramway bridge and the new
mill were destroyed, also the wheelliouse
on the lower side.
It was necessary to

had

build

ly as if the earth had swallowed it.
Where Sunday night there wore walls and
lloors and roof, yesterday morning there
was nothing but a ragiug flood flowing

FALLEN AT LEAST TWELVE

FEET

from

the night before, it was still about
sight feet higher than the normal level.
The breach through the three walls of
this new mill was as complete as if a
sannon ball, fifty feet in diameter had

was

found

a new

at

the

end

of

tramway bridge,

as

soon

as

in order to get the coal across
the river to the furnaces. Meanwhile it

possible

would be necessary to haul the coal in
oarts up around the bridge at Saooarappa. A portion of the mill would certainly
start up today.
‘‘I don't think the damage of the flood

Auburn street department,
Auburn Water works,
Telephone company,
Lewiston t-Las Light company,
and
Auburn Electric
Lewiston

Light Co.,

Fire Alarm Telegraph,
Maine Central Railroad company,
American Light and Power com-

3,000 away. If so the flood will sweep the An2,500 droscoggin valley arid orish what is
left
1,500
in the way of bridges and hous6,000 standing
es in reach of the water..
1,500
100
THREE KILLED AT BRUNSWICK.
1,500

1,000
fronts, Lewiston and Au2,000
burn,
Household furniture, Lewi3ton and

George

pany,

Miscellaneous loss

es

Union Water PowtT company
Grand Trunk Railroad company
Little Androscoggin Water Power
oompany

l

500
50U0
1000
600
2000

$106300

Total

Lewiston and Aulram hove been connected by four bridges, two for carriages
and foot passengers find two for railroads. Tonight the G:rand Trunk bridge
is sound, the Maine Central is injured,
but will probably holci, and the two others have gone to Merrymeeting
Bay and
the sea
THE SOUTH BRIDGE
broke away and went out first. The ice
had been piling against it since midnight
and a largo pool of wanter had baoekd up
The under part of
to the North bridge.
the South bridge was lower than that of
any other in Lewiston and Auburn, and
for this

Wagg fund Two

Swept Down With

Biver

Auburn,

H.

a

bridge,

Frenchmen

Dam—The Narrow

Brunswick, March 3.—The rain of the
last three days Isas caused much damage
to property here through an unusually
Many of tha oldest inhabitants say they never saw the water sc
high. There is a branch of the rlvei
which runs behind the Bowdoln papei
it
was
mill and until this morning
spanned by three wooden bridges. These

suspension birdge
which is

in

at

the mass of debris below that ex
tended clear across the river.
The first
on

thing to do was to clear away the debris
and replace the tramway bridge in order
to haul coal ucross the river so that the
fires might he supplied, ns all the boilers
are on oue side and the coal on the other.
One of the workmen was pounding
away with a sledge at tho end of the
bridge that was hanging from the aperaturo, when suddenly
fell

ic

gave

and

way

DOWN WITH A CRASH

Vievr

Jfrom

Lambert's

Bridge Showing
Land

on

the Water

Covering the

Road Across the Low

the Left Bank of the River.

upon the logs and ioe. The whole mas
settled down for quite a space, In an
ominous way,and the workmen scrambled
for their lives, but the settling was soon

above.
cord upou cord of wood and

There

was

FRAGMENTS OF BUILDINGS.
A flight of stairs from the inside of
some house was there, and also a number
of pieces of wood
red
in color
and
thought to have come from the paper
mills.
out in

a

A thrifty neighbor was already
boat getting a stock
of
Are

At the entrance to the bridge a
group of men discussed its probable fate,
and from time to time went out on it to
see if there were any signs
of its departure.
“Oh, that’s all right,” said a
wood.

woman

who had driven down the hill

in

buggy. “That old thing won’t go.
oS.
Only the new bridges get carried
Thero’s no such luck as having that
thing go."
New bridges may go but the old go too,

a

as was

shown

when

that

ancient

iron

Pride’s bridge, was
swept
away. Like Lambert’s bridge, Pride’s
was a landmark.
Its red painted iron
work which rattled and groaned when-

structure,

team crossed it was familiar to
many hundreds of Portland people. It
was a two-span bridge, a pier in the center of the stream supporting it at the
ends of the spans. When the water was
at its highest Sunday it not only flowed
ever

a

the low land on the left bank, but
above the level of the road on the
right. The old bridge hung on to its
over
was

supports until night.
but
was still thero,

At six

o’clock

it

soon
after it gave
way, and was oarried bodily about 400
feet down strenm, where it now rests,
caught among the trees in full view from
the road. It is apparently intact, but it
will not be taken back to its old resting

of Portland,
Instead the city
which maintains this bridge, will ereot a
or Pride's
new structure.
This view
bridge as it is and the place where it
used to be was one of the most interesting found in the journey along the river

place.

Falmouth was in the city yesterday nfternoou aud oidered a car load of lumber for
use in replacing the bridge.
Mr. Merrill
also telegraphed to the company which

Great

Damage to the Paper

Work of

Mills and

Repair—Other Facts.

The scene of ruin and wreokage at
Westbrook yesterday was even worse than
was expected the night before.
Sunday
night Westbrook was a dark and dismal
plaoe indeed.
Only the dim light of
lanterns flickered here aDd there, and
the dark clouds and thick mist and rain
in the air deepened the darkness so that
it was hardly safe to go about. Mud and
water were everywhere.
The liver was
roaring and raving and poundiug against
the walls of the paper mills.
It was
hurling wreckage of four bridges and
hundreds of tons of ice and hundreds of
cords of poplar logs against those walls.
It was impossible to tell in the darkness
just what was happening in that awtul
assault upon the new mill,' just oomple tNo one
od. It was a time of terror.
oould tell in the awful, darkness and up-

just

roar

what

the

raging

flood

was

doing.
It spent its force during the night and
when the dreary drizzling morning came,
though tne rain hau ceased and the fluods
had abated, no scene of carnago on the
battle

field,

wreck-strewn beach upon
the stormy coast ever told a more significant stoiy of relentless fury and force
and destruction. The new mill extends,
no

feet of water in the second floor,’ where
the paper machines are, and th6 floor was
covered with dirt, but no damage, other
thun

the

caused. In the
the belting and shafting
and drainers. The damage cannot be told
because all day yesterday the water was
flowing through this lower floor, nearly
as high as
tbe ceiling. The logs that
room

wetness was

below,

are

have been
HURLED INTO THAT ROOM

away the debris and cleaning up the machinery. This, of oouree, is just so much
loss. Then too, there is the loss of many
cords of poplar wood, that floated down
the river, no inconsiderable item.
Farther up the river the 6cene yester,1

rHffa.en* fv/vm

4-

V. o

*■ /xf

At that point on Main street between the two villages, just above the
Maine Central bridge, where Sunday the
flood came across the fields for hundreds

day.

handsome cedar boat with the oars still
in the rowlocks was stranded out in the
midst of the ioe cakes, that bad held it
so securely that it was not injured
in 1ta
transit of half a mile down river, nor
was the position of
the oars disturbed.
The brick side walk on Main street,
where the flood came across was badly
undermined in places.
Up at Saocarappa the

scene

on

the

Bridge

must have caused a great deal of damage, while the paper pulp in the drainers
will of course be soiled by the dirty

street bridge was a big contrast
from that of Sunday. The water had
gone down at least ten feet, as was plain-

1

-—

each

of water.

Mr.

afloat in 15 or 20 feet
Charles Goodrich was on

was

interfered with.

The upper floor of this
tramway bridge is reached by an elevated
platforms that extends through the mill.
Yesterday forenoon all that remained
of the bridge was the end that entered

r-

mill there is

n

..
--

n

extensive view down river.
The whole country was very muoh
flooded yesterday. .Tust below the mill
the water was eight or ten feet higher
an

hand, and with a crew of men was making efforts to secure the Louisa by running lines to the bank and trees. Pointthan the normal level. In the corner
ing to the Santa Maria, floating where the groat square aperture in the wall of made by the lower wall of mill ’89 aud
the other
the mill. This end extended dnwnwurd
the great building that extends down the
at a step inoline into the chaos below.
BANK SHOULD HAVE BEEN,
lower side of the river is a small building
As early as 10 a. ra.
there
was such a
Mr. Goodrich said, “Last week I was
called the wheel house. There are, or
orowd of people gazing from the edge of
over there, standing on dry land six
feet
rather wore, two floors. On the lower
this aperture that the new comers had to
beneath that boat.
floor are the greet turbine wheels, now
Now she is floating
The
with 15 feet of water under her.”
boats have suffered no injury worth men-

tioning by their sudden floating.
The news of the loss of the

bridges

had

wait their turn in order to see anything.
When Anally a way was forced through
the crowd the soenejbelow was fascinating
in

its

chaotic

ruin.

Thousands

and

flooded with tlie water.. On the upper
floor were six dynamos. About fifty feet
square of the brick wall of this wheel
house lias fallen into the river and with
it a portion of the upper flooring, and

thousands of poplar logs and cakes of
evidently travelled fast, and the roads
ice were mingled together with great
four of the six dynamos. The only way
leading to where they had stood were
alive with people riding to see the flood boom logs and beams and bridge girders now to get across the river atJCumberland
Mills isneitlier by boat or through the
partially flooded ’89 mill. A PRESS reporter made the journey aoross. It is
quite a journey aud one might easily

j Goethe's

Visit to Carlsbad.

There is no doubt that the life of the great
7 poet was greatly prolonged by drinking the
£ waters of the Sprudel Spring. In our day we
• have the Sprudel Spring brought to us in
A the form of Salt, which is obtained by
l evaporation from the watersof Carlsbad.
The Carlsbad Sprudel Salt is in
G
h

h

7

Q
h

7

£

purgative, but as an
alterative and eliminative remedy f\
which dissolves tenacious bile, allays f t I
irritation and removes obstruction by
I'
aiding nature. It acts soothingly and
without pain. Beware of imitations.
no sense a mere

■

bridge swung out into

the

comroouly called Free bridge, onwibob if
the

the island where twelve hundred people jumped up from bed to see the dark
and irreuglar mass ol broken timbers
float by on the breast of the current.
The North bridge went three-quarters
of an hour later. The warning came

get lost In the acres and acres
rinth in rooms and passages.

of

laby-

Men were busy in mill ’89 sweeping up
the mud and wiping up the wet. Beyond
there the mills were a dismal place indeed. The low rooms Were wet and dark.
Puddles of water wore still on the floors,
loft by the subsiding floudsand man were

everywhere about cleaning up the dirt
and wiping the mud for the machinery.
The felt covering of some of the rollers
will have to
be
ohanged because it
was wet.
They were washing out the
mud from the machines with a stream of

foundations. One span of the old tol
bridge known as “Bay Bridge," aboui
four miles from here, has also been swepi
away.

Tonight

with a big booming ohasr way over in
the centre of the bridge. The watohers
on either end stiaining their eyes in
the

the

WATER IS BASING RAPIDLY,
and two other houses are sure to gx
The electric light staton, which standi
on an island in an
exposed part of thi
river, is in great danger. The Suspen
sion bridge by whhsh it was conneotec
with the shore, has gone down river. N<
insurance against flood could he plaoed
on this property, aud if the
station goes,

a3 Is
momentarily expected, the plan!
caur
oroaf
onn+i
fKn
will be an entire loss. As it is, Brung.
groaning structure go down In the yelwiok will bo
low waters. Tho bridge appeared to break
IN TOTAL DARKNESS
directly in the centre, and either side
rlurbnoao

u

n r,

swung away down stream with a loud
crashing of timbers as the rushing logs
and tossing ioe cakes pelted and battered
against it. Almost instantly the Auburn end swung off flush with the paving
and is appeared into the darkness.
As it

for some time to o o.rne. Houses on th«
Topsham side of this river, a thousand
feet from the bank af the river, are flooded and s ome of them are out off from

did so the front of the .barber shop at the
end of the bridge was smashed beyond
recognition and the rest of the structure
that stood on piling was badly twisted.
Many of those watohing immediately ran

and the Fairfield Lawn Swing company
were removed early this morning to

down to the

GRAND TRUNK BRIDGE
expecting that tho timbers of the North
birdge would sweep it away, but the fragments of tho structure swept under the
railroad bridge. The only damage apparently y>'as a “skewing” of one piece,
presumably by a part of the North bridg"
ffoaitng limbors.
Of oourse with the bridge went the gas
main and eleotrio wires and Auburn citizens are hustling for kerosene and
lamps
in anticipation of nights of darkness to
come.

It was repotted early in the morning
that the Maine Central railroad bridge
had started from its piers, but it proved

overhead bridge crosses. The oacaoity of
this oulvert was not equal to the demand

alii communication. The machinery and
stock of the Bruuswiok Ferrule company

place of safety. These mills are in an exposed position, and it ia feared that he
constant battering of the huge cakes ol
ice may destroy thier foundations. In-

deed,

all

THE MILLS ARE IN DANGER.
The

damage

sustained by the Cabot oompany in the loss of its flume will exoeed
$20,000, while tahe loss to the Electric
Light company, the Pulp Mill, the
Paper Mill, the sio-called “Red Mill” and
to Mr. Shephard cannot be estimated.
Just above the “Free bridge,” the river overflowed its Lranks to suoh an extent
as to float
all tha wood in Marshall's

yard, and

over

fifty

gone down river.

thousand

cords have

This loss

WILL EXCEED

$80,000

The elegant new iron bridge on the
main line of the Maine Central,constructed at considerable expense by that company a year ago, and said to be one of
the strongest on the entire line, is intact,
but a slight washout has ocourred near
the pier on the Topsham shore and the
huge blocks of ice are piled so high
aaginst its piers that with the constant-

ly increasing volume of the water and
strength ofthe current, grave fears are
expressed for its softy. Crews have been
at work all day strengthening it as far
as

Smith's corner district with
land.

water

Spring’s

possible.

The Shepard family had just got out
of their house this morning whe u £
went. At this writing,

1

had

bo

three feet of the top of the bank wall.
The water was nearly to the top of the
first story windows of the large C.
T.
Nevlus storehouse on tbe corner of Summer and Union streets.
The water was
over tho tops of the highest carriages on
t-.Vta

first: finny

THE BREAK CAME
2 a. m. Monday, opening up a valley
in the street two hundrsd feet wide and

at

reported.

Mr.

Charles

innvn

E.
room of

[SPECIAL TO

Down the Kennebec.

FKESS.]

THE

Riohmond,

Mo
Maroh 2.—The Kennebec is on the worst tear for more yean
than anybody can remember, the result
if the heavy rains of Saturday and Sunlay. Shortly heforde 5 o'clock this morning the residents were awakened by a
heavy roaring and smashing noise and,
upon investigating, found the ice, upon
which heavy teams had orossed Saturday

going down the river. Great
sheets of ice, stretching nearly across the
Aver, were forced along, their edges curling
iver
the wharves, taking down everyIn the channel opposite
thing movable.
the village, the ice jammed during the
norning,
having been stopped a short
listanoe below Southard’s ship jard, berond which it was unbroken. The wat»r
covered all the wharves and much
lamage has been done.
W. S. Hagar’g
teal shed, the ootton mill ooal shed and
itorebouse, Amers’s blacksmith shop and
number
of other buildings along the
morning

ivor front;

and.

twisting

and

HAVE BEEN WRECXED.

snapping

of iron girders
and stringers could be heard half a
mile away.
Only the dislodged ends of the wrecked
bridge remain to tell the story.
The fall of this bridge helped to relieve
the strain on the Somerville bridge, the

The

,

floating

ioe finding in the west branch
open passage to the falls. A section
of
the plHnking of the fallen struture
steered
toward Gooch island on its way
seaward and ripped out the water wheel
on

and shaft
of
Iron foundry.

Thomas J. McDermott's
Mr.

McDermott’s

loss
was further increased today by the floatlng off of many of his foundry flasks.
Some of the ice struck the corner of
the old J.
G. Deering
saw mill on
Spring’s island and tore off a huge junk.
In the lower apartment of the mill is
John M. Dearing’s carpet beating establishment. He also had stored there some
of the stook from the undsrtaking business which he recently retired from. Several oaskets among his artloles of storage
floated on
added a

the

crest of

a

big

wave

and

GREWSOME EFFECT
to

the trail of

floating debris that folwrenching of the saw mill.

lowed the
A large

seotion of the brick basement
of B. F. Haley’s soda bottling establishment on Pine street was knocked out,
and there is fear of that building toppling
into the river.
As soon as it beoame known that the
Bradbury bridge
had fallen, the other

bridges spanning

Saco,
quickly
people and roped off. The
street oar service was suspended
the

were

cleared of

electrio
and no teams

were allowed to cross the
at the risk of their drivers.
So muah of the Bradbury bridge wreck
went to the
bottom that there was no

bridge, except

perceptible increase of the danger at the
other

bridges.

The

two

cities are praotically out off
aotlve intermingling, though the
hundreds of sightseers find no difficulty

from
in

getting about.
Goooh island is

ly

nave either

almost entireis the residence sec-

moved into the

UPPER STORIES
of their homes

or

,

lown the channel east of Swan island,
md
soon
move in the west
began to
ihannel with irresistible force and at a
ligh rate of speed. Down with the brokin ice
came
thousands of foot of logs
md manufactured lumber, a dead loss
o
the owners. It comes from up river
lities and towns.
A number of buildings have also gone
lowu
with the
flood, together with
vreoked ice runs and similar debris. At
lark there was seen a large
BUID1NG IN THE JAM
the head of the island at the
erry. Mrs. Woods’s dwelling is tbreat■ned and has been vacated, while across

ipposite

m

the Dresden side,
lias been wrecked

hunted up less

Fred Gorham’s
and J. G. Dens-

louse

noro’s house,
used in the summer as a
lotei, is surrounded by broken ice and
water and is in serious danger.
At dark the jam had again stopped
md the water was rising. Unless the
ce breaks through Merrymeeting bay
:he damage must be still more serious,
i'here

have been severe freshets
old men who have lived
lives by
the river, remember
iqualing this. The cotton mill
fered several thousand dollars

fore, but

perilous

abodes till the waters reoede.
Somesvllle bridge is believed to b
doomed. The other bridges,it is thought,

here beall their

nothing
has suf-

damage

md the Richmond Lumber Compauy
lias also sustained
much loss. Bridges
over the Abagadasset and other streams
in tho upper central part of the town
have been carried away.
The town meeting which was to have
been held today was adjourned after the
election of a moderator until next Monday on account of the inability of some
of the farmers to get into the village and
beoause of the enforoed absence of ti e
village voters who were looking after
their threatened property.
There
are
no
mail facilities, but one train having

passed through today.

NINE BRIDGES

tonight

of Saco known as “the flats,
strengthening the bulk head of the com- section
is under water to a depth of from one to
pany dam, when the whole structure was
Dwellers in these various locatorn from beneath them and all three dis- five feet.
lions

,

freight bouse and office on the
iteamboat wharf have floated from their
oundations
and other buildings are
Men have been
eriously threatened.
working all day securing boats and
About
luilding the best tlioy could.
I this afternoon the jam started again

•

n4-

appeared in the swiftly flowing torrent.
Mr. Wngg was a well known ana yery
popular oitizen of Brunswick, and his
untimely death Is universally mourned.
Mr. Wagg was not on duty at the time the
acocident occurred, but it is said that the
two Brenohmen were put to work at that
point by the company. No trains have
reached here exoept from Rookland, and
train No. 44 from Augusta, which did
not get nere until six o’olook tonight
The conduotor of the Rookland train reports that between that point and Brunswick the

Damage Done ami M ore Threatened

—Buildings Drifting

twinkling

submerged; so
tion of
made upon it Sunday and the water Wagg, overseer of the weaving
Spring’s island. Water street,
baoked up the entire length of the gully,
a
the Cabot company's mill, was watching Saco, resembles
turbulent
river.
making it, a veritable lake. At its high- two Frenoh employes whose names oan- Storer street, the noxt parallel thoroughloo rnorl
mho
fare, is impassable. Irving street, in that
est point on Turner street It came within Tint*.
been

RICHMOND’S EXPERIENCE.
Clreat

CRACKLING OF TIMBERS

THREE DEATHS
have

known.

ried away about 4 p. m. by the breaking
nr of the large jam of logs in the Brown’s
a mile
and a half above.
Island boom,
The bridge was already weakened wben
The immense new saw
tlie logs struck.
mill of G. and G. H. Phillips at Farmingdale was badly damaged, one pier beand tho main building moved
ing lost,
The bridge wa*
Erom its foundation.
me of the old landmarks on the Kennebec, formerly a toll, but purchased a few
rears since by the two plaoes.
Tho losses are estimated the largest
that ever bofell the city by Are or flood.
The ice and logs oover tho track from
chreo to ten feet deep and will break off
til mails and
rail communication for
several days.

suddenly

The

freshet,

It
is four feet deep over
street. The middle span of the
Gardiner and Randolph bridge wes car-

as
the sagging timbers reaohed the surface of the water a big junk of ice
lodged
there for a minute. More ice came down
with the ourrent and in a
the

fell.

the

aver

is-

lost its
cargo of human freight.
About
the first cake of ioe to arrive
struok the top of the center
pier and displaced a block of granite. Every succecding floe added to the peril of the bridge.
Soon the
middle span began to sag; a
oraoking and grumbling followed and
several
planks were loosened. As soon

bridge

the

March 2.-This city
UjHmong
heaviest losers on the Kenncbeo

by
owing to the water hacking
up front the tremendous ice jam near
Richmond,
causing the highest water

against

bridge, which

KENNEBEC

Quota to the Great General Damage.

field was Hunting
away from the shore
in the direction of the
bridge. The ice
floe broke into huge
sections, which
were
whirled
round and round in the
eddy, then shot out into the ourrent and
with great velooity came down

side were washed away and the boai
house of the Pejepsoot Canoo elub is alse 1
gone. The Bowtioin College boathouse ii
greatly damaged, but has not yet left iti

on

ly visible on the end of Haskell’s silk
mill, where the windows were broken
unfounded.
Policemen were stationod
water
and
will
have
to
be and the
clapboards scraped off by the ice, at the ends of the
A crew of men at a
washed ail over again.
bridge and people were
point ten feet above the water ot forbidden to
cross.
It is thought, howwere at work trying to get the wreokage
yesterday.
ever, that it will hold. The mostserious
out of the scacc between the mills, or
are
as
Esitmated damages
follows:
damage to the Maine Central in this vi
at least to start it so that it might flow
Westbrook Manufacturing mill,
$5000
the
down
arches
far
through
2000 omity is at the
submerged
Higwhay Bridge,
2000 BRIDGE OVER FURNACE STREET
underneath the building. Home eight or M. C. R. R. Hiiage,
Westbrook M’f’g Co. Bridge,
1000
ten men wore on the surrounding roofs,
Dana’s Root Bridge,
300 in Auburn.. Furnace street forms the
(for the place is like a great squaro well, J. Lamontagne’s Store,
1500 easterly boundary of the Franklin gully
Haskell Silk Mill,
and with a stout rope were trying to
1500 in Auburn. A small brook runs down
Electrio Light Co..,
500
this gully and ordinarily one can jump
PULL UP THE BIGGEST
De Carnier’s Stable,
200
of
6000 across it at any point. The water is used
Westbrook, highways, etc.,
City
of the beams. They were making very
Add to this $150,000 for the Warren to turn an overshot wheel at the Tibbetts
slow work of it and had accomplished
mills and there is a total .of $169,000. This grist mill just below Turner street. The
little
the
entire
vory
during
day.
is of course but a vague estimate, and outlet has been a small culvert under
^JThe workmen on the jam above tbe only represents the actual material dam- Turner street, where the Maine Central

yesterday. The centre pier was there,
demolished mill were more successful.
The indireot damage must bo very
age.
protruding a few ieet above the water,
They got the narrow gauge engine with
or
rather
noross
the
middle
of
great.
extended,
with only a few of the topmost stones
the freight cars running down the traok
The men who were imprisoned on the
missing and a short distance away was the river connecting the vast connected to whore the tramway bridge broke oft
island on wbioh is situated Dana’s mill
collection of mill buildings that oover
the bridge itself.
and during the afternoon were piling the
and the eleotrio light plant, were taken
Here, as at Lambert’s bridge, the river the shores on either sides. The tramway poplar logs upon the cars and
hauling ashore yesterday morning. There were
with
two
floors
over
which
the
bridge,
bad been broadened by the flooding of
them back to the great piles up river.
eight men in ail. Three men went out in
the low land, until it resembled a great narrow gauge railroad passed, was built
The view of the effoots of the flood from
m.
a boat at about 5 p.
Sunday. Their
and stormy lake. The trees ou the bank across the river twenty feet above this
+W./-V
11
in
*.
boat was swept away and they had to reThe entrances to this bridge on
were submerged to the level of their low- mill
T he roof of mill ’95 is broken
forgotten.
main on the island.
er branches, and an air of
business was the south side were the best places to sheor off as clean as if cut with a knife.
give to this new lake by the two steam- view the soene of wreckage. On the There are acres and acres of these flat
ers whioh floated upon it.
These are the ground, the workmen had roped, off the roofs of the numerous
ANGRY ANDROSCOGGIN.
buildings that
Santa Maria and Louisa, whioh in sum- roadways and
make up this great mill.
They are all
mer ply up and down tho stream.
Bridges Between Lewiston and Auburn
They
more or less connected.
ALLOWED NO ONE TO ENTER,
were hauled up high and dry last fail,
Went With Groan and Crash—The Loss
Prom the down river side of the roof of
one on each bank.
Yesterday morning, so that the work of repair might not he mill '89, that is just below the demolished
in the Two Cities 8100,000—JUany Other

however,

burn end sank and swung off into the
current, taking the Lewiston end with it
and lifting it high Into the air. The

current and
floated off down
stream endwise.
The
are
about
nine
There
the
debris.
away
orash of timbers aDd the strain of the
men
hundred
employed in the mill.
when
wires
the break occurred was
Their wages will avernge about $2 a day
echoed by a
each. For some time a great number of
SERIES OF SCREAMS
these men must be employed in clearing

with,for the whole mass was wedged
together too solidly to move.
About thirty feet below the demolished
of yards and flooded the street and the
new mill and parallel to it is another and
eleotrio car tracks, the water yesterday
similar mill that extends across the midmorning had so subsided that one could
built Hobb’s bridge near the Presump- dle of the river. This is mill ’95, not hardly believe it was ths same place.
scot. Hobb’s bridge is that referred to mill '93, as mentioned in yesterday’s Where Sunday was a great pond, yesterabove as “the new bridge”
and was PRESS. It was feared that this mill also day no water was in sight. The great
built by the own of Falmouth at an ex- would be damaged, but the great mass bare fields were oovered with huge cakes
pense of nearly *6,000. When the repre- of wreckage had spent its forco on the of ice and the river bad so retreated
into
sentative of the bridge company arrives Qrst
mill, which was so fortunately its channels that from the electric car
it will be determined whether or not
and
the
of
second
full
valumHl,
any of the material of the old bridge can empty,
only the high bare banks of that ohannel
able machinery, was not damaged. A
be used.
strewn with cakes of Ice and the wreckgreat mass of logs and beams was paokad
At
age of buildings were to be seen.
RUIN AND CHAOSin solidly into the space between the two
this point a great many men were out
Strange Scenes at Westbrook Yesterday
and
innumerable
had
logs
mills,
gone
among the ice cakes collecting whole cart
After Flood Went Down—Mill *05 Comthrough the windows of the lower floor. loads of
wreckage for firewood aDd lookpletely Demolished—Description of the There had been, at the highest,about two
ing for whatever they might find. A
over

brought down trom

This loss probably applies to the actual material damage. To this must be
added the indirect loss in inability to fill
orders and in the expense of olearing

8 Gardiner,

mighty

passed through as a bullet passes through will cripple our business very much,”
a pine board.
a orash on the Auburn end and the
said Mr. Warren. ‘‘We must begin to came
An unoccupied house neai
Looking down from the aperture in start up tomorrow to All our orders. The most terrific groaning of timbers that wreckage.
the papor mill and one on the Brunswicl
the wall, the crowd watched the workheard abouu here. The Auwas ever
loss wouldn’t be more than *150,DUO.”
men

structure which wont down that year,
causing the tragic death of a little Smith
girl, whose foot beoame caught between
timbers
and she was slowly dragged beneath the
waves.
It spanned the west
branch of the
river and oonnected the

Shortly after 9 o’clock this morning a
shout of
alarm went up from
the crowd
that had
collected on the
bridge and In that immediate vicinity.
The
small boom had parted and the ice

floating down the river,
CRASHED INTO THE BRIDGE
of

Adds Its

was a sheer boom, used to
guide
into the Beering boom the logs
belongto
that
mill.
ing
That small stretch of
logs hold in place a large field of shore
ice about 18 inches in thickness.

ger.
About six o’clock this morning.a dwell
ing on Mill street, belonging to Mr,
Mark Shephard, was undermined and,

the track of the Lewiston branoh

falls on Biddeford alone.
The bridge, which was built in 1891,
at a oost of 19000, replaced the old wood-

bridge

dan

oaught the ice sooner.
Maine Central, partially demolishing it
There wore sis men on the Lewiston
Soon after,
Tha whole bridge may go.
shore of the river close by the bridge
the three bridges on the Topsham side
when at 2 o’clock this morning Jtliere
broke and joined the floating mass o:
reason

THE RUSHING

the pressure of the current and ice in
that section of the river, for the water
had last night reached its girders and a
big ioo jam bad accumulated there.
About 50
yards above the Bradbury

Topshair

considerable

loss

to

have all gone out and the only commawith Topsham is by means of t

Heights,

whose

structure

Up to this morning, there had been no
speoial fear for the safety of this bridge.
It was taken for granted that the Somerville bridge, an old wooden affair, would
BE THE ONE TO GIVE AWAY

large freshet.

narrow

iron

en

Escape of the Shepard Family—Bridges
Gone—Great Tdamage to Hie Mills.

[ uicatlon

an

Greatest Flood

on

North

[SPEClil

GONE.

Record In the Town

TO THE

PRESS.]

North Berwick, March 2.—The flood
m

excess oi

M the oldest

of

Berwick.

anyuung

inhabitant,

was

wiimn me
or

of

memory
any known

The little village of North Berwick,
ilso known as Doughty’s
Falls, is located
>n the Great Works, also called in
Indian
lialect Newechawannock. The Great Works
the two
las a tributary called Eppeford,
nee ting just above the
village. Another
tributary just below the falls is called
Segutaquit. The Great Works has its origin
n Bonney Beag pond and furnishes power
!or the Morrill mill, Butler’s mill, the Hobbs
nill, and at this village the various mills
record.

extending clear aoross. It left the Maine
will bear up against the flood unless the >f the North Berwick company. T. B. HusCentral overhead bridge m a precarious
Bridges
Rumford
big boom of logs at “Long Reach” tey’s plow works are on the Negutaquit. All
condition. The only supports for the
hose streams arc fed by smaller tributaries
Falls.
should give
way. Every precaution is
bridge upon the south end were the big
set the
taken to insure its safty, but an tnd the moderate rain of Saturday
being
loose blocks of granite
on
the oorner
while the copious fall during
[special to the press.]
accumulation of wreokage from up the inow running
nearest the Auburn Motor company’s
Saturday night and Sunday produced the
river disasters may cause it to burst it3
Lewiston, Marnh3.—The greatest fresh- shop. The rest of the foundation at the
greatest freshet on record in this locality,
!
bonds.
rhe people were amazed on going out Sunet which the memory of any man now end had rolled down into the gully.
As
In William Hooper’s intervale, about 1 lay morning to find that the ice was blockTRACK WAS SUBMERGED
living can realize, is raging in the Andro- this culvert was put in by the Maine
sd above the dam, much of it in a
perpenscoggin valley and has already caused a Central, that road will have to pay the in several places, in one place over two two miles up river, is lodged the Seavey
and torrents of ice water
licular
oovered
which
was
bridge,
jointly opened louring position,
damage amounting to many hundred whole expense of repairs to the street, feet of water being over the rails. The
over the dam. The base
of the
by Biddeford and Saco. That went down |
thousand ot dollars, and no one oan say as well as to its bridge
roolen mills and machine shop was in water
traina'on this branoh will probably be
early
this
The
as yet with truth that the end
river
men
have
morning.
of
five
or
six
feet.
has been
, o the depth
The cloth
AT TURNER VILLAGE
delayed tomorrow as the great mass of made it
fast to tiees and hope to pre- i tall, the dye house and other attachments,
readied. In sneaking of freshets on the
the saw mill, grist mill and bridge have ice and logs now going down the Andro- vent
its
A
the
rere
mass of wreokage
joining
deeply submerged.
Andioscoggin everything dates to the
bridge used as
been swept away. At Mechanic Falls scoggin will have reached Bath by that
foot passage and for private teaming was
accumulated at the boom.
celebrated “Pumpkin Freshet” of 1871,
the water was two feet deep today InPost time, and oannot but interfere greatly
and
carried
fled
1
down
A
the stream.
bodily
threatened water famine, within
but the water today stood three feet
running of the terry from these
Office square, and running like a mill with the
flood divastated cities, is the latest 1 >f the twelve bridges on the principal
above the mark made on the wall of the
Woolwioh.
to
Bath
*
the
race.
tream, excepting
People were making their way
village bridges, bebit of gloom.
An 18-inoh main which
Columbia mill at the height of that
ween the Bonney Beag
A bad washout on the Maine Central
about the streets in boats. The iron
pond and the place
Saoo with water for domestio
supplied
flood. Since Saturday morning, six and
riled
Great
Works
in South Berwick, no
bridge of the Portland and Ruiuford road near the Tops ham. fair grounds is use when the
fell. , 'ss than nine
bridge
one-tenth inches of rain has fallen
Bradbury
here, Falls railroad was moved three feet
bridges are reported impassareported.
on
Saco is now being supplied througn an i le, or
and tonight it is still raining
entirely carried off. The damage on
though not the piers. The iron bridge at Page’s
8-inch
the
1
crosses
in
the
that
towns of North Berwick and
so steadily.
ridges
emergency pipe
The water is nine and oneIN THE SACO VALLEY.
mills on the Little Androsooggin, built
8 imth Berwick will
lower Main street bridge.
prove a heavy cost to the
tenth Indies deep over the dam, more
a few years ago at a cost of $1600,
was How the
Besides these, many private
A new filter which the Biddeford and 1 ix payers.
than half a foot more than the greatest
Bridges at Biddeford and Sa co
1 irm bridges were carried away.Butler’s dam
oarried away. The new iron bridge at
was
putting in
Succumbed—The Cracking of Timbers Saco Water Company
depth ever before recorded. The gieat
nd the dam near the residence <>f the late
Tuuner'Centro, built only last rummer
near its pumping station, at nn expense
rook on the fall is entirely submerged
Could Be Heard Half a Mile—A Big Loss
Ibcnezer Hobbs were swept away.
The
was lifted from the piers by a jam
of ice
of about $25,000, is under several feet of
for the first time since the dams were
the Work
in York County—Stories of
amage to the North Berwick company will
as if it were a feather and deposited in
water and
its inolosure wall has been
mount to a large sum, and much
built. The following is an estimate of
private
of Destruction.
the flood below.
demolished.
The
j roperty was more of less damaged.
the
press.]
to
From present indications this city will
[special
THE DAMAGE
The water in flowing through the j low works of T. B. Hussey, though largely
oft form all oommunioaiton with
Various
which the flood has rought in these two no out
Biddeford, March 0.—While the oitizens windows of the pumping station, this l ooded, are not greatly injured.
the outside world by mail or by train for of Biddeford and Saoo were congratulatoities up to Monday night:
forenoon, caused a shutting down of the 'ashouts are taking the attention of the
and the telegraph service is ing themselves this morning on getting
The two cities niust get 1 oad commissioners today.
$ 1,500 several days,
Jordan, Frost Co.,
maoliinery.
somewhat impaired.
Lewiston and Auburn Horse Railoff so well from the devastating flood, as along with the reservoir’s supply of 10,TO Cl’RE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
road Go.,
A report came tonight from Rumford compared with
5,000
many cities of the state, 000,000 gallons till the flood goes down.
North bridge,
40,000 Falls that a large jam of ioe and logs just their
Tako
laxative Broino Quinine Tablets.
snatohed
was suddenly
courage
South bridge,
Ordinarily taht quantity lasts about five ill
30,000
if is
that plaoe threatened to break
druggists refund the money
Lewiston street department,
away by the giving way of the Bradbury days.
1,500 abo7«
j ails to cure. 25o.
Gone—Danger

at

MISCELLANEOUS.

CITY GOVERNMENT.

before any rights shall
be- from all
quartets so far as they were
eompany under
this permission.
acqnirea
able.
Tho wires were of course working
order as printed has the amend
The
badly, but by the early morning hours
The Cape Road Granted a Location to
meats suggested hy Alderman Little in
they got a pretty olear idea of the entire
the Rochester Station.
and
first
th
e
fourth sections.
request.
situation.
Mr. Thompson said tho
Alderman Thompson opposed the or
'Then gangs of men were sent out hero
proposod turnin and there as
The Cape Road and the Yarmouth Koad out on Elm streot would reach nearly to der, but it passed by a vote of 6 to 1
they were needed, and by
the form printed above.
Are Chummy—The Auditor to Transfer Oxford street and wanted to know why
daylight the necessary repairs were bethe road didn’t ask for these traoks. This
The board then adjourned.
ing made.
Unexpended Balances to Moneys Unaptaka 500 feet and there
turnout would
About COO men were working on repropriated—Otlier Business Transacted.
would be left only about 200 feet to the
THE COMMON COUNCIL.
pairs on the various lines of the Maine
Last night
was the last meeting oi lower part of the street.
A Session of Flowers, Votes of Thanks and Central yesterday morning.
the City Government of 1895-96. There
Mr. Seth L. Larrabee said he representGeneral Freight Agent Eaton says
Felicitous Remarks.
was not
a great
deal of businoss tran- ed the Yarmouth road and that hie road
that for the first time in the history of
sacted, but it was of important charac- did not oppose the Cape Elizabeth road’s
Last
evening’s session of the lower the Maine Central no freight is being
ter. The hearing on the extension of the
going down Elm street, provided they board, the final one of the year, was a sent out or received at the depotH in this
Cape electric road was the principal fea- didn’t interfere with the Yarmouth very pleasant one.
The entire board city.
ture of the
with the exception of Councilman Winroads’ rights.
evening.
It
was said yesterday afternoon that
BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERAlderman Duddy read the communica- ship, was present. Papers from the up- the
damage to the Topsham bridge was
board were passed iu concurrence.
from the Yarmouth road showing per
tion
only slight. This bridge, it will be reMEN.
When the business had been disposed
that they had accepted the location on
membered
by many, is far above tho
All present. The mayor in the Chair.
of
a veto of thanks
Elm street granted them some time ago.
to the retiring presiwater, hut so great has been the riso in
This business wae transacted:
was
offered
Alderman Little asked if any agree- dent
by Mr. Mannix and the Androscoggin that oakes of ice and
ORDERS PASSED.
ment had boen made between the Yar- unanimously adopted,
and a beautiful logs were
found in the iron works of
Of dared, That the
was presented him by the mithe struoture yesterday morning.
reports of the sev- mouth and Cape roads for the use of the bouquet
eral hoards and heads
of departments, tu rnout.
nority.
As to
whether the Maine
Central
made in aooordanoe witli the statutes
President
Mr. Larrabee said not.
Fagan happily responded trains will run today or not a telephone
and ordinances to this board, or to the
and invited
disliked
he
the
said
after
Alderman
oounoil
to
lunch
Thompson
City Council,
be received and printed
message to the train despatoher’s office
with the oity auditor’s report.
Clerk Mitchell was also late last
to oppose the road, but as a property the meeting.
evening, brought the response
tendered
a
Passed unanimously and sent down. owner on the street he must oppose it.
vote of thanks and approprithat they couldn't thou
tell with any
Lower board concurred.
With two traoks on Elm street but seven ately responded.
certainty. Probably trains will be run.
between car and
Ordered, That the city solicitor draw teet
would remain
THE MAINE CENTRALu? an agreement with the New Eng- curb. The turnout is virtually a double
ALONG THE GRAND TRUNK.
land Telegraph and Telephone Company,
Mr.
Tucker’s
whereby in consideration of the trans- track.
Statement-Brief Esti- Bridges and Mills Carried Away from
fer of
Alderman Little asked If the location
mate of Damage Over All the Branches
ownership to them of all polls
West Paris Dow a.
owned by the city in aocordanoe with the was
granted, wouldn’t it make three
—No Trains
proposition submitted by the company, traoks.
Yesterday—Probably Trains
Advioes along the Grand Trunk from
said
Will Be Bun Today.
shall
covenant and
corporation
West Paris down, indicate that a wild
Mr. Perry then explained that the sinagree to put in their subway such duoc
state of things exists there.
as
has been reserved for the use of the gle traok without tho turnout would
Bridges, and
General Manager Payson Tucker said
city, suoh cable containing city wires not acoommodate the road. The turnout
as stated in the PRESS, mills were
carin
as may be selected
yesterday
to
regard
the
situation along
by the city electrician
ried away; roads were made impassable,
and committee on eleotrioal applianoes, is on thn easterly side of Elm street, on all branches of the Maine Central:
and great masses of ioe carried into the
to the oust, value of not less than 11250, the looation of the Yarmouth road, and
“Our main lino between Portland and
the work to be done to the satisfaction when that
fields. In many cases the rivers wore
road oomes in the turnouts
Bangor is broken by numerous washouts forced from their banks
and under the direotion of the city elecbe taken up unless the Cape and
must
by masses of ioe
of
No
culverts.
and
when
the
comhave
been
moved
trician,
bridges
completed
and logs and out new river beds through
mittee on eleotrioal appliauoes-are autho- Yarmouth roads agree to use it together. or much injured
by the flood, although
rized to execute suoh agreement in befields and farms, doing in that way great
Alderman Randall then read a long pe
the bridges over the Androscoggin river
half of the oity.
The numerous washouts along
tition signed by the citizens and proper- at
and the long bridge over injury.
Topsbam
Passed, 6 yeas. 1 nay, and sent dowu.
ty owners living on the line of the pro- the Kennebec at Waterville were for a the line kept the oonstruotion crews
Ordered, That all unfinished business posed extension, and headed by Col. F.
UlIJa
time in imminent danger. All through UUDJ
referred to and now in tbo hands of the
The Grand Trunk road bed between
Dow and President Wescott of the
N.
various
trains
between Portland ani Bangor
committees be referred to the
Lewiston Junction and Lewiston was inPortland & Rochester, and another by a have been cancelled until
next City Council.
trank nar»
spected yesterday and found all right.
bdiii
uunu.
great number of the prominent firms on be made safe.
auu
uuaiiiujuuaij'
The bridge at Auburn is apparently perCommercial street, praying that the proAlderman Thompson voted “no.”
“The traok between Cumberland juncsafe for the passage of trains.
That the oity treasurer be posed location of the extension be grai t- tion and Leeds
Ordered,
junction is overflowed in fectly
directed to pay all olaims and bills ap- ed, in all some three hundred names.
several places. Between Leeds junotion
proved by the several oommittees, com- The petitions were ordered received and
The Portland and Romford Falls Railway
and Waterville the track is passable and
mittee of; acoounts and the mayor,which
placed on file.
are or may be in excess of specific approReports receive last evening state that
all right. The Farmington branch suffAlderman Randall then introduced this
priations; and the oity auditor is authoered considerable damage, but it is now notwithstanding, the large amount of
rized to allow and charge the same to the order.
water and lee in the Androscoggin river,
proper'spproprlations. The city auditor ORDERED, That the Portland and Cape thought that trains will bo running regu- no
damage has be;n done to any property
i»
tomorrow morning. Between Lewhereby authorized to transfer at the Eli zabeth Railway
larly
company be, and it is
at Rumford Falls; on the contrary, the
close of the financial year the talnnoes of
and granted the following iston lower station and Brunswiok there
hereby
permitted
unexpended appropriations to “moneys additional location in the
mills have continued to run without inCity of Portland, was slight damage to Moody’s brook
unexpended,” (except the balunce stand- to wit:
terruption all day. This speaks well for
The
traok
is
bridge.
to
credit
of
and
overflowed
the
the
ing
kindergarten
Beginning on the southerly line of CongRumford. The damage to the railway is
such other accounts as are required to ress street at the end of its present loca- quite
badly at Marshall’s but is
be
carried forward by ordinance, and tion, in Monument square, thence continuin shape. Between comparatively slight, two small bridges
ing its present railroad from said southerly being speedily put
with the
same to balanoe the acoounts
line of
sreet, across said Congress Brunswick and Bath there is no damage. having gone out, but it is expeoted that
where expenditures have exoeeded the street Congress
to the northerly line of said Congress
these will be passable, and that
appropriations so far as the same may street, to the head of Elm street, and cross- The wires are all down between Bath by night
be
adequate for the purpose and to ing the tracks of the Portland Railroad aud Rockland, hut it is thought at this In a day* or two the whole line will be in
make all necessary transfers for dosing company; thence on and through said Elm
time
that no serious damage has oc- operation.
street, on the westerly side of the center line
the accounts of the financial year.
Reports indioate shat the Rumford
thereof as near as practicable to said center curred on that part of the road.
East of
Passed unanimously and sent down.
line, to the intersection of said Elm street
Falls & Rangeley Lakes road suffered
no damage to the traok or
Bangor
with
Oxford
bridgstreet; and the location in said
Ordered, That the city auditor transfer
very little from the storm, only small
the sum of $700 from the appropriation Ehn street of the Portland and Yarmouth es is reported.
Electric Railway company, granted Septemwashouts whioh were speedily repaired,
for streets to drains and sewers.
“The
Portland
<So
ber 12, 1895, is, by and with the consent of
Ogdenshurg division
Passed unanimously and sent down.
the Portland and Yarmouth Electric Rail- suffered considerable, and traffic is neces- so that trains went through last night.
from
way company,
hereby changed
REPORTS RECEIVED.
“through the center of Elm street'to its sarily suspended today and a part of toWESTBROOK CARS CROWDED.
intersection wih Oxford street,” to “through morrow.
Large gangs are at work reThe report of the joint st uuling com- Elm street on the
easetrly side of the centre pairing. The Maino Central are
mittee on electrloal appliances on pur- line thereof, as near as practicable to said
prepar- Great Exodus of Portlaud People Testercenter line, to its intersection with Oxford ing to orect a new iron bridge at Cumberchase of a number of poles by the New
day to the Scene of Ruin.
street;” and said location of said Portland land Mills over the Presum
pscot river
England Telephone and Telegiaph Com- and Cape Elizabeth Railway company shall
continue from said intersection of said Elm and have for a short time been
running
pany, says that they found 135 poles more street with said Oxford street above referred
A great many Portland people went
trains over a false work of timber preor
“less, intermingled with the poles to, on and through said Oxford street to its
out
to Westbrook In the rain Sunday.
intersection with Preble street;
on
thence
paratory to the ereotion of a new iron Those
owned by the electrio light and the tele- and
people witnessed the battle at
through said Preble street to a i>oint bridge.
About
100 feet of false work
phone and telegraph companies. About on said street distant twenty feet from the
Its height and the scene was one of wild
side of the present southerly track was swept away.
southerly
half of the poles are in good condit- of the
one
and awful
Portland and Rochester raliroad, and
grandeur. Yesterday thou“It will be speedily replaced for the
ion, one quarter fair, and the remainder to erect, set and maintain .all such poles
sands of people went out to witness the
and
are
fixtures
as
necappliances
passage of trains as soon us the water
in poor shape, and all in need of paint- wires, for
scene of desolation after the battle was
the proper operation of its said
essary
subsides so that the
men can work.
ing. The committee deems It advisable electric railroad along and upon said above
over and the victorious river had withnamed streets, upon the
terms and The track is for some distance oovered
!lowing
to
recommend exchanging these poles
drawn Its foroes.
It was a disagreeable
conditions:
with water
at Hiram and some other
for underground wires to the amount of
First—Said Portland and Cape Elizabeth
cold and drizzly, but early in the
day,
north
of there. The Skowhegan
$1250 as offered; the same to be drawn Railway company is hereby permitted to places
forenoon crowds of men and women were
build a single track electric railroad on all branch between
Waterville and Skowheinto conduits without
expense to the of said streets except upon said
Preble
waiting for the Westbrook cars at the
and
the
Belfast
and
gan
Dexter
street
and
brunches
Preble
a
street,
upon ,said
oity, thus making
beginning of put- it
head of Preble street. Before noon it
a
double
track electric are all right so far as heard
may build
from up to
ting all city wires under ground,
and
Elm

SOtll

ANNUAL

STATEMENT
OF TE1E

—

Connecticut

—

Mutual

Life Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, Conn.

$60,546,398.3(
Assets, January 1, 1805,
Less deduction from Home Office
200,000.0(
building,
Net

$60,346,398.3£
RECEIVED
For Premiums,
For interest & Rents,
Profit and Loss,

IN 1895.

$4,681,429.29

3,097,505.09
34,209.40
$7,793,204.38

--

$68,139,602.74
DISBURSED IN 1895.
For claims by death
and

matured

en-

$4,382,390.70
dowments,
Surplus returned to
1,242,947.93
policy holders,

Lapsed

and

Surren-

dered policies,

Total to
ers,

Policy

Commissions

655,978.05

hold-

$6,281,31C.68
to Agents,

Salaries, Medical

Ex-

fees, Printing, Advertising, Legal, Real Estate and
aminers’

all other

Taxes,

Expenses,

779,576.43
314,688.99

$7,375,582.1(
Balance Net Assets, Dec. 31, 1895, $60,764,020.64
SCHEDULE OF ASSETS.
Loans upon Real Estate,
first
lien,
$36,080,328. K
Loans upon Stocks and Bonds,
12.300.0(
Premium Notes on
Policies in
force,
1,160,955.6(
Cost of Real Estate owned by
the Company,
7,679,481.68
Cost of United States and other
Bonds,
13,687,057.8<
Cost of Bank and Railroad Stocks, 389,954.0C
Cash in Banks,
1,748,851.6.
Bills receivable,
2,782.5C
Agents’ Ledger Balances,
2,308.77

Uii

"ooou

$DU,764,U29.64
Interest due

and

ac-

crued,
$1,056,582.84
Kents due and accrued,
37,588.90
Market
value
of
slocks and
bonds
over cost,
591,834.17
Net deferred premiums, 309,739.40

-$1,995,745.3:
Gross Assest, December 31, 1895, $62,759,765.91
LIABILITIES:
Amount required to
re-insure

all

stading

Policies,

out-

net,
Company’s
standard,
$54,491,834.00
All other liabilities,
1.171,675.52
-$55,663,509.5

Surplus,
Kano

of expenses of
ment to receipts in
Policies In force Dec.

66,606 Insuring,
JACOB L.

§ 7,096,256.4:
manage10.00 per cent.
1895,
31, 1895,

$158,042,056.0(

GBEENE, President,

JOHN M.

TAYLOR, Yice-Prest.
BENCE, Secretary.
WELLS, Actuary.

EDWARD M.
DANIEL H.

H. N.

FAIRBANKS, General Agent,
47 Main St., Bangor, Me.

feh29

cl3tnrm,tc

Marine

Notes.

The steamer Tremont
reached hert
from Boston yesterday afternoon aftei
a very rough passage, and the
Bay State
laft for Boston.
The
Manhattan lefi
Now York for Portland, but will go in
to a storm reported off Cape Cod.
Tht

Cottage City
For

the

was

held pending late nows.

first

time yesterday
not a
single engine was to be seen on Commercial street. The closing of all rallroac
trafflo could net have been more eumpleti
had there been a big strike ou.
The
lobster dealers were in troubli
yesterday. Ti e storm found a stock val

the report was .reoeived and sent down
for concurrence.
PETITIONS PRESENTED.

uod at from $10,000 to $12,000 lu the haDd'
of the Portland dealers, who had bough
them at twenty cents each, and
fron
50,000 to 60,000 lobsters make no inoon

A. Hatch to erect an addition to
a
building at No. 46 Howard StreetGranted, subjeot to favorable report of
committee on new buildings,
Wm.

slderable portion of the trade for a Ion,
time now, considering how hard it is t<
take them.
The fresh water killed then

Of William

P. Darton to keep and sell
at No.
18 Preble street.
Granted, subjeot to favorable report of
city marshal.
gun powder

oH rapidly, one dealer finding about one
third of his dead yesterday morning.
Another dealer had his traps towed t(
House island,but the experiment was no:

mtscf.t.t. a n mils

Tbs bond of Arthur M. Sawyer as oonstable was approved.
The report of the uity marshal was received and ordered on file.

as success.

ins
majority colled tnei:
losbtors and put theru on the market a
the best possible rates. The loss will be
It is said that one deale:
very heavy.
will lose from $1600 to $2000, and tw<
others for $600 to $800 each.

The Sootsman is not

looked for before

be renewed before the afternoon.
It if
expected that the line will be ready tt
handle the cargo of the Scotsman with
3BS1
out the least delay.
There was a very heavy flow of fresl
water through the harbor yesterday,
s<
much so as to be strongly percept ibis
nnd the Elizabeth City was unable t<
go diiectiy between her two landings.
The storm was very wild down th<
coast.
There was a high wind and
great sea all day Sunday, ami yesterday
the steamers made some of thoir landing:
with diflioulty.
Sweden and the Svredes.
A very
interesting and instructive lec
ture was given
Friday night in the ly
course by Hon. W. W.
Thomas, Jr.
Sweden and the Swedes.” We Lavt
heard and read a great deal about the
pe
ouliar and hardy people who inhabit the
Scandinavian peninsula, but the
oeuin
on

subjeol
seems not to have been
exhausted. Kvei
and anon a new prophet arises to tell
us
something fresh and new and interesting
about this wonderful people. Mr. Thomas
is an orator of the old fashioned school
that it is good to hear
occasionally. Hif
address was based upon personal observaitoD, and it elicited the closest attention

throughout.

Mr.Tbomas graphically and
eloquently
described the great services of Sweden’;
greatest king, Gustavue Adolphus
ti
the cause of religious freedom in tht
thirty years’ war, and also spoke of tht
wild and picturesque career of Charles
XU- Ho closed with an eloquent tributt
to John Ericcson,
the Swede who invented
the
Monitor.—Poughkeepsit

Bugle.

street it may build
railroad,
upon
a five hundred foot turnout, on the easterly

side of the center line of said
Elm street
and as near the center line of said Elm
street as practicable,beginning at a point in
said Elm street sixty feet northerly from the
northerly line of Congress street at the head
of Elm street and extending through
said
Elm street a distance of about five hundred
feet; tne location of said turnout is granted
subject in all respects to the rights of location in said street heretofore and herein
granted the Portland and Yarmouth Electric
company; the location of said turnout shall not be construed to authorize the
occupation of Elm street by more than two
tracks at any time; said turnout to be built
in a manner satisfactory to the Commissioner of Public Works of the City of Portland ; said poles to be located by the City
Electrician and the Commissioner of Public

Railway

tv

oiks,

turn tiie

ytuia

iu

ut; uuue

unuer

xneir

and subject to the ordinances
in force relating to
electrical appliand
to
such rules and orders as this
ances,
board may hereafter make relating to the

supervision,
now

same.

CAPE ELECTRIC ROAD.

Wednesday.
Freights now on the way will be great
ly delayed. The first passenger train over
the Grand Trunk will be sent out thi
morning, but freight business will no

location on Elm street to the Yarmouth road.
Mr. Perry said he
did, and he did not
think that road would
oppose the Cape’B
a

;

After the regular business meeting was
transacted, a hearing was given on the
petition of the Cape Elizabeth electrio
road for the extension of their road from
Monument. Square, across the tracks of
the Portland Railroad Company on Congrass street, thonoe down Elm street to

Oxford,

through

Oxford

to

Preble,

and

by double track to the Rochester
ralli oad station.
Mr. Perry of N. &
H.B. Cleaves appeared for the Cape road.
He
recited the proposed location of the
thence

■

extension and read the advertised notice
of the hearing.
Mr. Perry said the proposed extension would greatly accommodate
passengers coming into Portland,
and going out of the city, via the Portland & Rochester road.
Alderman
Thompson asked if the
speaker knew that the board had granted

The Idea! Panacea.
James L. Francis, Alderman,
Chioago
“I regard Dr. King’s New Dissays:
covery as an Ideal Panacea for Coughs.
Colds and Lung Complaints, having used
it in my family for the last five years, to
the exclusion of physioian’s prescriptions
or other preparations.
Rev. John Burgus,
Keokuk, Iowa
writes: “I have been a Minister of the
Methodist Episoopal Churoh for 50 years
and have never found
or more,
anything
or
that gave me such
so
beneficinll,
speedy relief a3 Dr. King’s New Discovery.” Try this Ideal
Cough Remedy
now. Trial Bottles at Geo. M. Young, 489
H. G. Starr,
St.,
Porltand;
Congress

Westbrook.

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
THE BEST SALVE

in the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum

Fever Sores,

Chapped Hands!
Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no
It is guaranteed (so give
pay required.
Chilblains,

Tetter,

Corns

perfect satisfaction

and

all

money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Geo.
M. Young, 489 Congress St., H. <J,
gtarr,
l Westbrook.
or

Second—Said company shall forever keep
in repair the pavement between the rails ana
tracks of said
tracks and lor a
space of eighteen (18) inches outside of the
outside rails on each side.
Third—In so much of said streets covered
by said location as is now paved with granite blocks pavement,said Portland and
Cape
Elizabeth Railway company shall pay to the
City of Portland for the granite paving
blocks and foundation material now existing
the sum of one dollar and fifty cents (#1.50)
per square yard for so nmoli ,‘of said material and paving blocks as sha 1
be between
the
rails and
tracks of said comi>anv’s
tracks and for a space
of eighteen (18)
inches
outside of
the outside rails on
each side. The permission granted in this
order if accepted by said company shall be
accepted on the condition that said company
shall make the above jiayment (the amount
of which shall be computed by the Commissioner of Public Works of the City of Portland
within a period of
thirty days (30; after
said company shall have completed 1 aying
said tracks.
Fourth—All material taken
said
out of
streets shall be the property of the City of
Portland and shall be
delivered
by said
railway company at such convenient places
as may be designated
by the Commissioner
of Public Works of the
City of Portland.
The expense, if any, of changing the grade
of Elm street, if a change of grade
is adthe Commissioner of
judged neoessary
Public Works, shall be borne by said rail-

company’s

by

way companies.
1 ifth—Said company

shall

remove

snow

and ice from the streets through which said
railroad passes in a manner satisfactory to
the municipal officers of the city.
Sixth—The said company shall at all times
be subiect to comply with and
obey any
and all rules, requirements,
regulations,
orders and ordinances, which have been
adopted or passed and ordained, and now
in force, or which may hereafter be
or passed and
ordained by the municipal
officers of the City of Portland, or by the
City Council in relation to said railroad or
said tracks
to the street s through which
thereof shall be laid.
Seventh—That the expense of making and
maintaining the crossing of the tracks, trolley wires and other wires of the Portland
Railroad company is to be borne by said
Portland
ana Cape Elizabeth Railway company, and is to be constructed so as to be
satisfactory to the Portland Railroad comrights of crossing shall
pany; and‘that said
not be construed as granting any connecting
tracks
of the said Portland
the
with
rights
Railroad company, or the right to run on or
along said tracks, which is hereby prohibited; and said Portland Kairload comin the
pany shall have the rigid of way
passage of cars at said Congress street cross-

this hour. The Turner street
the £oity of Auburn over a

the river
away

of

was
a

bridge in
highway near
damaged by the washing

part of the abutment.

“Everything

is

being

foregoing

Eighth—The
permission and conditions shall be accepted in writing bv the
said Portland and Cape.
Elizabeth Railav

the Deering oars was added.
During
the afternoon
about 15 cars were running on the line. The did not try to run

places to expedite repairs so that the
on
time but went as fast as
sohedule
regular traffic cair'be resumed at an earsometimes every 15 minutes,
ly hour. Train 44 which left Waterville they oould,
and sometimes every half hour. One oar
eary this morning came along to Topwith its trailer, carried out on one trip
sham where it was hold up by a damaged
a
total of 180 people. Nearly every trip
oulveft.
The traok between Brunswick
100 people. Allowing 100 peoand
Portland
is damaged in several averaged
for every trip from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
ple
but
not seriously.’’
places
and
allowing an average of one trip
Snch was the condition of the Maine
ous

Central yesterday.
It was not so bad as
first reported, and nnt at nil
«rt.
ous as the extent of the flood would lead
at

to believe. The roadbed and bridges
all the lines were in most excellent
condition and withstood the terrible force
one

along

of the waters better than was hoped for.
The management of the Maine Central
is equal to any emergency, and although
this is one of the worst floods that has
occurred in
would have
of the
out

Maine

for many years

one

half hour and there is a total of
every
1800 people went out to Westbrook from
this city.
This is probably a small estimate.

Must Stay Behind the Barg.
Boston,Marc 2.—Judgment for the Commonwealth is the order of the full bench o
the Supreme court made today in the case of
James E. O’Neil against the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts.O’Neil was indicted in January, 1894, by the Es.sex grand jury for

assault, with intent to kill his wife, Mary J
known that anything O’Neil at Haverhill.
He was tried and found
ordinary was happening at guilty of assault only, but was sentenced to
the general offices yesterday.
People the House of Correction for three years. He
were going and coming as usual
andjDus- claimed that this sentence was for a term
iuess was being transacted in tho cus- greater than the Superior court had authortomary manner. There was an every day ity to impose for assault, but the full bench
quiet on every hand and one would have holds that there is no ground for this contention.
thought that trains, were running on
time and all business was proceeding as
Bsc aped in Their Night Clothes,
never

usual.
Mr. Tucker and Engineer Allen had
been up nearly all night
receiving reports

Middletown, Conn.,

March

o’clock this morning,
Pease’s hotel. The fire

fire

2.—About
broke

3

out in

caused by the
explosion of a lamp In he main hall. The
guests escaped in their night clothes.
was

Scott’s
Emulsion Are You Bilious?
then use

ParsonS

is

adopted

ing.

done at the vari-

was found necessary
to add some of the
Portland cars
and conductors to the
Westbrook line and before night one of

pills
Oil without
the fish-fat taste.
Pliy$iciaii$ $at] theij are
You get all the virtue tlie Be$tI4ver Pill made
of the oil. You
SI?K7HEAiii(fHt‘cVon,rti^foiri?lU^vEcSIS-d
skip nothing
hut

the

taste.
.•ec. and St.nn

at

a)?

drug-git**

exPel !l11 impurities
u'■ The>’
blood. Delicate
women fiud greatbenelit
from using them. The use of Parsons’
pills
as directed will
cure or prevent
many skin
of the

fad blejMshes,

rendering the complemon clear and rosy.
They are nut un iu
ia a b°‘«e. one a dose
sent bv mail postpaid; one
bo
five $1,00, Ful1 particulars free.
I. S. JOHNSON &.
22 Custom

fe,vUJs-.Thirty
tir«'7Wfier%0r
CO,,

House St., Boston.

Andrew J. Cash, Dem, 410; John A. S.

MAYOR MITCHELL

THE

ALL

387; Willis F. Strout, Dem., 310; .lames
H. Harford, Hep., 320; Eliphulet C. Rob-

Republican Victory in
Deering.

Sweeping

EXCEPT

ALDERMEN
WARD TWO.

George Cram, Democrat,

Has Only
Two
Majority—Is. B. Chapman Defeated by
Three Votes—A

Heavy Vote Thrown.

iuson, Rep., 323.
Messrs. Cash, Dyer and Chaplin were
declared elected.
For collector of taxes, ThomaB B. Haskell, Dem., 422,; John II. Merriman,
Rep., 297.
For town treasurer, Stephen Scammau,
Dem., 393; John Calvin Knapp, Rep.,
Pound dead !
331.
There is something so shocking about
For superintending school committee
for three years, Charles F. Willard, 522; sudden death that the mere mention of it
w
enches the nerves of sensitive people.
Frank P. Scammon, 443.
For town agent, Charles A. Tilton had Millions of people pray for deliverance from
it. Every Sunday in every Episcopal church
390 votes and was elected.
in the world, these words are said :
For
town auditor, George H. Weeks,
From battle, and murder and sudden death,
elected. For j Good
Jr., had 391, and was
I-ord, deliver us.”
truant officer. William H. Turner was I
Just why sudden death should be shockelected.
and death after lingering disease easy
ing,
For
constahlos, Warroh W. Willard, to bear, would puzzle any one to tell.
It
Thomas P. Plaoe, George
W. Strout,
would seem that it wovld be more terrible
Hugh F. Flynn, William J. Cribby, W. to see some loved one wasting away, daily
H. Turner.
toward a
becoming weaker—daily slipping

The election in Deering yesterday reSOUTH PORTLAND
sulted in a sweeping viotory for the Republican ticket..
Mayor Mitohell had a
majority in overy ward and a total maConsiderable damage was done at South
jority over H. P. Farnham, the Demo- Portland by the storm, mostly by the
cratic candidate of 343 votes, the total water which flooded
many of the cellars.
number being, Mitohell, 633; Farnham, The basement of the
Peoples’ church on
391.
A much larger vote was thrown East
High street, was flooded. The delthan

that of last year when Mitchell received 649 votes and Pierce, 349, Mltohell’s

pluralty being

397,

larger

somewhat

than this year.

uge of water put out the Are in the furnace and services had to be postponeod
for the day.

Quinov Dyer’s

stable on School street,
in the centre of a good sized lake
and Mr. Dyer had to construct a raft before he was able to rcaoh the building.
He found everything all right inside and
his animals perfectly dry.
by only two votes. In this ward Mayor
Mr. J. F. Merriman, who also has a
Mitchell got a majority
of only two stable on School
street, waded through
votes.
the water surrounding his place and
In Ward 7 there was another olose
vote, found his horse standing in water above
Mr. L. B. Chapman, who ran on a his
knees. He led the animal out and
Peoples’ party ticket, supported by the took him to dryer quarters.
Democrats, was defeated by only three
Many of the houses stood in what
votes.
The total vote for the two mem- looked to be fair
sized lakdb and several
bers of tho school committee was, D. W.
people were unable to leave their ‘houses.
Heseltine, Rep., 660, C. W. Foster, Rep.,
Mr. F. P. Harrington of
Kincaid
657; Mrs. A. D. Barnard, Dem.. 363; F. street, was among these unfortunates,
S. Jordan, Dem., 371.
but be and his '.family finally overcame
In Ward 1 the Repablicau Cohb, de- sue
uuncuicy Dy onmning a lenoe at tne

Republican

aldermen were elected in
overy ward except Ward 3, where George
M. Cram, the Democratic nominee, was
eleoted. This is always a close ward and
Mr. Cram was elected over Mr. Farnham

leujeu

cue

nemocratie

vjodd,

candidate for ro-eltctian,
ceeded the previous year.

Following

who wa»

having

a

MISCEIuLANEOtlS.

Dyer,Dem., 415; Jos^lpb F. Chaplin, Hep.,

suc-

is the vote by wards:
WARD ONE.

Mayor—W. W.Mitchell,Rep., 91; H. F.
Farnham, Dem., 53.
Alderman—Elbridge L. Cobb, Rep.,
85; Hugh C. Cobb, Dem., 68.
Warden—T.
C. Hooper, Rep., 91; E.
S. Waite. Dem., 53.
Ward Clerk—M. P. Adams, Rep., 91;
C. (J. Waito, Dem., 63.
School Committee—D. W. Heseltine,
and O. W. Foster, Reps., 91; Mrs. A. D.
Barnard and F. S. Joidan, 53.

was

bank of the house and going along to the
back door of another houso fronting on

death

no

coming.

less certain because it

Consumption

was

causes more

slow in

deaths

than heart disease
more than cholera—
more than
more than any
yellow fever
other disease the world has ever known.
And yet people are careless about it. A msa
in danger of sudden death from heart disease can avoid the danger simply by keeping
quiet and avoiding excitement. Consumption goes right on with its deadly work, no
matter what the man does or how he conducts himself, if he doesn’t take the right
medicine to cure it. Consumption affects
the whole body. It is a blood disease. It
It shows in
permeates the whole system.
the lungs because the blood goes to the
lungs for purification. It carries impurities
there to be made pure. If there is too much
impurity, the lungs are over-worked—overloaded
the impurity stops there.
The
germs of disease stop there.
develop
They
and multiply and then consumption takes
definite form.
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery cures 98 per cent, of all cases
of consumption, lingering coughs, throat
and bronchial diseases if it is taken according to directions.
Get it at drug stores!
learn all about it in Dr. Pierce’s great 1008
''
page work,
Common Sense Me lical Adviser,” sent free on receipt of 21 one-cent
to
cover
cost of mailing only.
It
stamps
contains 1008 pages, profusely illustrated. It
is a veritable medical library, complete in
one volume.
Every family should possess a
copy for ready reference in case of sudden
sickness or accidents. World's Dispensary
Medical Association. Buffalo, N. Y.
—

—

—

into

Soarboro,

known as the Nonesuch
The water flowed over it but at
last acoounts the bridge was still stand-

bridge.

ing, although teams are going and
ooming by the other roads.
The Higby road was badly flooded and
also the humorous side to

another street. They were thus
to get out on the street.

enabled

There was
tbo affair, and people who were
unable
to get out made the best of it iu the
bouse. Mr. Geo. York of Sohool street
of these.

Was one

His

house

was

washed out

and there are several bad
the road, somelot them
three or four feet wide and quite deep.
The road is in a very bad condition.

gullies

aoross

com-

pletely surrounded by water and ho
unable ot get out without wading.

was

He
therefore swung an American flag, union
down, to the breeze as a sign of distress
and kept it there all day.

There was a bad washout on a cross
WARD TWO.
road leading from Broadway to the CotMayor—W. W. Mitchell, Rep, 87; H. tage
road, where the eleotrio oars turn
F. Farnham, Dem., 85.
Alderman—C. S. Farnham, Rep., 84; up from Knightviile. Here the water
had dug a gulley aoross the road about a
George M. Cram, Dem., 88.
Warden—Abner Lowell, Rep., 90; W. foot
deep and about five feet wide. This
H. Frank, Dem., 81.
Ward Clerk—F. S. Wallaoe, Rep., 89; was the only washout of any consequence
in this part of the town, although the
E. M. Watkins, Dem., 83.
School Committee—D. W. Heseltine roads wore washed out
quite badly in
and C. W. Foster, Reps., 87, Mrs. A. D.
Barnard, Dem., 87; F. S. Jordan, Dem., many piaoes.
PLEASANTDALE.
85.

THE

DAILY

PRESS
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Can always be found at tha periodica
tores of:
John

Chisholm,

A. B. Merrill,
tV. F. Goold.

3 Of)
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Congress street.

405
N. G. Fessenden, 626
W. H. Jewett.
604
660
I. A. Libbv.
F. A. Jellison, 936 Congres street.
J. L. Wilson, 16 India street.
J. J. Beardworth. 87 India street.
P. H. Erskine. 43 Middle street.
J. W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street.

H. G.

6ts.

Todd,

Cor. Coiamercial

and

Park

W, A. Golden. 76 Exchange street.
Westman & West, 93 and 95 Commercial

W. A. Gillis, 145 Commercial street.
M. H. Hackett. 190 Brackett street.
The most damage at Pleasantdale was
John II. Allen, 381 Vi Congress street.
/
Unmet & Co. the Florist, 646 Congress street.
done to the store of W. E. Dyer, and will
Mayor—W. W Mitohell, Rep., 110; H.
G. J. Hodgson, 96Va Portland street.
amount to about $500.
The floor of this
F. Farnham, Dem., 73.
T. M. Glendening, Long Island.
F. L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
Alderman—Henry J. Davis, Rep., 116, store is almost on a level with the street
E. L. Littlefield, 189 Congress street.
A. Dingley, Dem., 74.
and wus covered with perishable goods
E. Harmon, 1115 Congress street.
J.
Warden—W. 8, Goodrich,
Rep., 131; mostly in flour and smaller articles. The
Geo. W Turner, 931A|Congress street.
C. M. Buckley, Dem., 69.
L. H, Beal. 423 Congress street.
Ward Clerk—J. W. Turner, Rep., 121; store was flooded to the depth of over a
J. M. Googlus, 321 Spring street.
L. K. Leighton, Dom., 68.
Mrs. Bralev. cor. Spring and Clark! streets.
foot on the level and many of the goods
J. T. Wyer. 48 Portland Pier.
| School Committee— D. W. Heseltine, were
The flood was
entirely
destroyed.
G. W. Hum. 8 Custom House Wharr.
C.
W.
Rep., 120;
Foster, Rep., 119; Mrs. oaused
John
Cox. 23 Monument square.
by the breaking of the Boston &
A. D. Barnard, Dem., 70; F. S. Jordan,
Bounett. the Florist. 563 Congress street.
Maine dam in front of the depot, which
Dem., 71.
Also at the new sianus in me Falmouth
Preble and United States hotels, and
is directly
Grand
opposite Mr. Dyer’s store. Trunk
WARD FOUR.
and Union Depots.
It can also be obThis dam was built to supply the rail- tained ot Chisholm Bros., agents on all train*
W.
Mayor—W.
Mitchell, Rep., 86; H. road
the Maine Central, Grand Trunk and Port
engine house with water and had a ot
F. Farnham, Dem., 37.
laud & Rochester railroads and of,agents on any
Alderman—Wyer P. Ayer, Rep., 87; small gate about two feet wide for an of the Boston trams.
The PresS can also be found at the following
George W. Furlong, Dem., 30.
outlet. There is a culvert under tbe railWarden—E. R. Brown, Rep., 95; W.
places out side the city:
road trnok whioh would ordinarily oarry
D. Floyd, Dem., 29.
Auburn—J v. Haskell.
Augusta—J. F. Pierce,
Ward Clerk—Albert L. Chapman,Rep., off the surplus water, but the neavy rain
O. Shaw.
Bath—John
96; Geo. F. Kelley, Dem., 35.
was ton much for it and the water simply
Berlin Falls, N. H.—C. S. Clark.
School Committee—D. W. Heseltipe, flowed
over
M. Burnham.
it.
The
Biddeford—A.
was
not
right
gate
Rep., 98; C. W. Foster, Rep., 94; Mrs.
W. T. Bardstey.
A. D. Barnard, Dem., 25; F. S. Jordan, large onough to carry off the constantly
W.
Ingalls.
Bridgton—A.
Brunswick—F. P. Shaw.
Increasing torrent and as a consequence
Dem., 27.
& Jose.
Elizabeth—Dyer
Cape
the dam overflowed and the water pourett
WARD FIVE.
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Starr.
into Mr. Dyer’s store. Thejsection men,
Camden—Fred Lewis.
Mayor—W. W. Mitchell, Rep,, 104; H.
J. H. Gould.
with outside help, finally succeeded in
F. Farnham, Dem., 45.
Cornish—E. L. Brown.;
Deering—N. J. Scanion.
Alderman—Elbridge Matthews, Rep., breaking away several feet in the oentre
Damariscotta—E. W. Dunbar.
98; J. Harris Pierce, Dem., 50.
of the dam and gave the water an outlet,
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
Warden—John H. Card, Rep., Ill; H.
but not before severe aarnago had been
Farmington—H. P. White & Co.
H. Higgins, Dem., 41.
Freeport—A. W. Mitchell.
Ward Clerk—A. F. Hill, Rep., 112; S. done.
Eryeburg—A. C. Frye.
M. Watson, Dem., 40.
About 200 feet of the large dam belongEryeburg—J. T. Whitmore.
HusseU Bros.
Gardiner—
Sohool
Committee—D. W. Heseltine, ing to Clark & Chaplain broke earlv in
Green’s
Landing—8. W. Fifield.
C.
W.
Rep., Ill;
Foster, Rep., 113; Mrs. the morning,
J. Lermoml.
Gorham—L.
the
water
and ioe
letting
A. D. Barnard, Dem., 38; F. S. Jordan,
A.n.—». m. i/eavitt S Son.
all out on to the flats. The only damage
Dem., 41.
Kennebunk—J. H. Ons.
E. Miller.
of any oonsequence was to the dam itself,
Konnebunkjport—C.
WARD SIX.
Livermore Falls—C. Newman.
which will take some time to repair.
Lewiston—Chandler & 'Winship.
W.
Mayor—W.
Mitohell, Rep., 68: H.
Long Island—Hughey Bros.
CASH’S CORNER.
F. Farnham, 34.
Limerick—S. A. Grant.
Alderman—Clarence, W. Small., Rep.,
Fails—.Merrill S; Denning
Mechanic
The water started the bridge leading
67; L. B. Roberts, Bern., 36.
North Stratford. N. H.—J. C. Huchtlnj,
Warden—E. E. Rand, Rep., 70; H. G.
Norway—F. F. Stone.
A. O. Noyes Co.
Eastman. Dem., 33.
Old Orchard—Fogg & 1 bby.
Ward Clerk—F. S. Marsh, Rep., 70: E.
Richmond—A. K.Millett.
B. Dodge, Dem., 33.
L. Eluott.
Rumford Falls—H.
"
School
-C. A. Clifford
Committee—D. W. Heseltlne,
&
Carr.
C.
W.
Eockland—Dunn
70;
Rep.,
Foster, Rep., 70; Mrs,
A. J. Huston.
A. D. Barnard, Dem., 33; F. S. Jordan.
Sanford—F. H. Wingate.
Dem., 33.
Skowhegan—Bixby & Buck.
Soutli Portland—J. F. Merri.nan
WARD SEVEN.
uouth Windham—J. W. Bead.
Mayor—Mitchell, Rep., 81; Farnham.
South Paris—A. D. Stnrtev uit,
South Paris—F. A. Shun led.
Dem., 64.
South Waterboro—G. c. D ..vns
Aldermen—Gowen, Rep., 74; Chapman
Saco—H. B. Kendricks ot Co.
Peo. and Deni., 71.
E. L. Preble.
School Committee—D. W.
Hezletlne,
South Bristol—N. W. Gamyge.
Hop., 83; Clias. W.Foster, Rep., 83; Mrs.
Xhomaston—E. Walsh.
A. D. Barnard, Dem., 61; Frederick S.
matter what
(
Vina! Haven—A. B. VinaL
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
Jordan, Dem., 61.
*
tried
and found want- c
Warden—E.
C.
Waterville—W. D. Spalding.
.O’Brien,
Rep., 87;
Westbrook—W. B. Boothbv.
Barnard .1. McCaffcrty, Dem., 67.
for Piles )
Winthrop—F. S. Jackson.
Ward Clork—Jas. S. Johnson, Rep.,83;
Woodlords—Chapman & Wyman.
is
<
Albert Moulton, Dem., 63.
Varmoulhville—(i. Howard Humphrey.
WARD THREE.
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you’ve

ing—-the remedy

SOUTH PORTLAND ELECTION-

Democrats

Carry

the

Town

as

the Case.

The

passed
there

town election at South Portland
off quietly yesterday, although

cutting of tickets than
known before in the history of
the town.
When the voting started in
it was found that a falso tioket, with
was

was more

ever

ueurly evory
being thrown,
most at

spelled wrong, was
but it was discovered althe start by Mr. Ncah B. Knight
name

and

denounced.
Thoy then went to
throwing the regular tickets. About
the ouly excitement of the day was the"

strong

Salva-cea uih i mi,
■

is Usually

for school committee between Messrs. Frank P. Scammun and
Howard E. Dyer. The vote was Anally
made up and counted. Whole number
of votes
cast, 731 necessary for choice,
361. The vote stood as follows:
Town Clerk—Noah B.
Knight. His
opponent was Marcus A. Hanna.
I he vote for solectmen, assessors and
overseers of the poor was:
i

|

A

(trade-makx).

quick remedy—a

\

sure

[

COAL.

5 remedy. Whether they’re \
\ blind, or bleeding, or itch- <

ing, there’s always prompt ?
| relief
and
permanent i

|)
?

|

j

_

a

\

cure.

Salva-cea is the best 5
s
thing in the world for

Catarrh,
Eczema,

Coughs,

contest

^Earache,

|

Golds,

>

Salt

j
|

Rheum,
itch,
Sores,

and every ailment that an
s external remedy can reach.
sizes, 25 and 50 cents.
At drugziets, or by mail.
BrandrethCo., 274 Canal St.,

bTwo
ik

l

s

I
(

N.

(

Y. I

\

Full Assortmani of

Burning

Lehigh and FreeCoals for Domestic Use.

Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
EJeorges Creek Cumberland Coals aw
insurpassed for general steam and
'orgo use.
Genuine Lykeus Valley Franklin,
English and American Cnnnel.

Above Goals Constant"
ly On Hand.
rLLLPHONE

....

too*-

OFFICE:

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
»p3
kLWMtf
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of Republican candidates in both
The general result was a sweeping Republican victory. Mayor Baxter
is re-eleoted by about 150 majority, and
the
Republicans choose all the ward
offioers in Ward 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7, aud as
usual, the Democrats eleot their candidates in Wards 2 and 4. Tlie next board
of aldermen
will stand 6 Republicans

MISCELLANEOUS.

cutting

J

MISCELLANEOUS.

wards.

—AND—
MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily (lu advance) $6 per year: $3 for si:
months; $1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning b;
carrier anywhere within the city limit* and a
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at tl
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press. (Weekly) publishec
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months
6u cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip
tion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long o.
short periods may have the addresses of ther
papers changed as often as desired.

15

A

Open

letters From

.’How Happinesr Came to Her.

Among

little figuro, being over a hundred less
than last year. The Demoorats evidently
had considerable hope of electing their
candidate for Mayor, and were
very
aotive in all the wards.

wish the facts in
their cases made

names
as

Sketch of the Turks in
From

regular

the

)

but their remote ancestors belonged to
the Turanian
branch of the human
family, and, as suoh, were allied to the
Tarters
and Mongols. The
primitive
Turks were flomade and lovers of war.
The horse-tails adorning Turkish standards remind us what the founders of the
Ottoman

empire

florna

riiiars

were—horsemen,

Wfli’rinra

a

nr)

born

wnhlilaoa

stroyers.

PRESS.

The birthplaoe of the Turks would seem
to have been the wild uplands ot the
Altai mountains, whore they were neigh-

TUESDAY MARCH 3.
The Republicans won substantial vie
toriea in both Decring and Westbrool

!
am

bors of the Chinese, to escape wbosp
dominioua large number of them migrated to what is now known as Turkistan,
anil dlspossesed those whom they found

Both Mayor Mitcheli
yesterday.
there.
Mayor Cutter were re-eleoted and thi ! ruler
in both cities wil
boards of aldermen
be controlled by the Republicans.
Ii
Lewiston, Mayor JNoble won again by
a

Re

Since H.

H. Holmes, the murderer o:
Benjamin.
Pietzel, has become oon
vinced that he is to be hanged, he has
ohanged completely. He is no longer th<
F.

cool, self-possessed

man that he was
be
trial. He is now conwith fear
at his approaching
Before and
his trial
during

fore and at his
sumed
death.
s.

Holmes absolutely refused to tee a olergy
man, but now he is exceedingly anxioui {
ior
spiritual consolation. His air o:
l^ravado is all gone.
The Spaniards aro an excitable people
easily stirred to anger and very demon
strative when
aroused. Their
attaol
upon Uaited States consulates, and theii
demonstrations against this country b;
way of resenting the action and words o:

■

the United Siates Senate aie nothing
more therefore
than might have best

expected. They involve,
danger of precipitating

however,

somi

confiiot

be
States. I
one of our representntves should
be irJured or American property destroyed a
demand for repaiation would be rani e,
and in tne present temper of the Spanisti
tween

Spain

and the

a

United

people it would be difficult for the Span
ish government to aeoede to it withoui
jeopardizing its existence. There is dan
gar too that these demonstrations if con
tinued may arouse counter deinonstra
tlons in this country, for there is un

Uoubtedly a very large body of Cubai
sympathizers in this country who woult
only be too glad to see a collision be
tween our government and that of Spain
and would be ready to do anything t(
help It along. There is nothing in thi
Senate resolutions standing alone that
forms any sufficient reason for all thii
Spanish resentment and turmoill. A
most they are but a recommendation to thi
President to recognize the belligerency o
the Cuban insurgents. But we suppoei
the vigorous speeches that accompanist
the resolution has done more to rousi
Spanish wrath than the resolution itself.
But as long as the Spansh goverumen
send such men ns Welyer to carry on wa
in Cuba and countenance suoh sanguin
atf proclamations as YVeyler has iesuei
sinob his arrival in Cuba the Spanisl
people must be prepared for just sucl

denunciations as they received from thi
United Stats Senate. Spain must stoj
outraging the ordinary rules of humanitj
before she can expect to have any stand
ing with the oivilzed nations of thi
earth.
THE

FLOODS.

la many ways Sunday’s flood was oni
rf the most remarkable ever experienoet
in this State.
It came with great sud
denness, ana the ^damage that It hai
done is immense.
The loss of bridgei
alone will involve a very great expendituri
of money to repair.
The cancelling o
all the trains on the Maine Central am
Grand Trunk road yesterday praoticall;
stopped travel all over the State, and to
twenty-four hours the public had aohanci
to judge of the condition it would bi
in without railroad communication. Th<
loss to

private property, suoh as mills
dams, &o., must be largo. Luokily tber

has been very little loss of life. But thi
loss of property will prove a serious blow
to the State for some time to oome.

YESTERDAY'S

ELECTION.

The

election in Portland passed ol (
quietly yesterday and was attended wit]
little excitement.
The Democrats wer )
active than usual and got out
more
larger vote than for several years past
while the Republican vote fell off some
what. The total vote this year was 6G75
against 6584 last year, an increase of 111
The Democratic gains and Republioa:
losses were especially large in Ward 3
and Ward 6. There was evidently som s

No man looks

right without

this

want*
to write

We have all the new and

gleam

dependent-

hope

paid.

problems
family
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popular shapes, either

You will find a

1
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t

25c. Sold

by

all

druggtsta.

Portland,

Me.
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Casco National Bank
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Cress®, Jones k Alien,
MUSIC

| 538

HOUSE,

CONGRESS STREET.
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Mon. Night....A Kentucky Home.
Tubs. Mat.May Blossom.
••
Night.Two RPHANS.
Wert. Mat..Righted at Last.
Night.Michael Strogoff.
Thnrs. Mat.East Lynne.
Night..The Prince of Liars,
Fri. Mat.Love and Doty-

If

Mat.Little Wildcat.

b

■

■
■

I
i

Night.CAMILLE. I

Sat.

Night.Colleen

Bawn.

I

20c, 30c. I
P°»sR-10c,
Dime Matinee
Commenc-

I,
Daily,
iug Tuesday.
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GRAND CHORES CONCERT.
The

charge

beautiful SACRED CANTATA

-OF-

DAVID THE SHEPHERD BOY,

1S5 Middle St P. a Bu 1108.

a large chore of children will be given
by the Congress Street Choir, assisted b y
some of the leading talent In the city under

tha line

as

direction of MR. CARL F. A. WEBER, in
Congress Street M. E. church on

the

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL AND

well as other

things.

Wednesday, March 4th, at 7.80 P. M.

SURPLUS

Great preparations have been made
to
have tliis the most brilliant musical success
of the season.
In order that all may be able
to attend the price of admission has
been
placed at 25 cents for adults and 15 cents for
children. Tickets for sale at T. J. Stevens's
Drug Store, by members of the choir and at
the door.
feb29d4t

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

TRY US, OR RATHER TRY THE HATS,

Current Accounts received

ENTERTAINMENT

favorable

on

terms.

-AT-

Interest allowed

Correspondence

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,
The One Price

Cash

Spot

26 and 28 Monument Square, Portland, Me.
CHAS.

H.

feb29dlw

I INVITE

YOUR

of the

REDLOIST,

INSPECTION

::

CYCLES

Built by the oldest and largest bouse in the
Cycle trade and for twenty-eight years the
standard of excellence as the highest type of
Cycle construction known to the civilized
world, copied by every manufacturer, and
today unapproachable by any other Cycle
built in

Europe

O.
feb21

HOW MANY PEOPLE

World-Famed

HUMBER
or

M.

America.

There

can-

play upon

BUY AN AEOLIAN !
Dreary and monotonous practice is no longer
necessary. All needful instruction is acquired
in a week, and you are then able to play any
music ever published! Call at our warerooms
ana let us show you how
easy it really is.

Recitals Daily from 8 to 5 p.

dim

THE M.

CONTRACTORS.

TO

who enjoy good music, but who
any instrument! Such
people should

are

not

MARCH

No, 314 Federal St.

-

T. C.

TJLANS and specifications of new buildings
A
for the Eastern Maine Insane Hospital lot
at Bangor, Maine, are now ready for estimates,
and can be seen at tbe office of the Architect
John Calvin Stevens. 185
Middle street,
Portland, Maine, and at the office ol the Commissioners iu MeGulre building at Bangor.
Maine. Full particulars regarding method of
estimating may be obtained from the Architect.
Bids for construction will be reoeived until 12
A. M., Wednesday, March 25, 1896.
A. LITTLE.
S. M.BlfiD.
S. M. CAMPBELL,
Commissioners Eastern Maine
Insane Hospital.
feb22
diiw

m.

STEINERTsTSONS

CO.,

McGOUEDRICK,

Mana ger.
617 Congress Street.

feb27dtf

FIRST CLASS

Very fancy

or

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.

W. P.

183 Deering St

Special attention given to diseases of the
EYE aud the fitting of LENSES. Consultation
free, Will call within city limits of Portland
aud Deering ou notice by postal or otherwise
dec27
dtf

R. H. JORDAN,
STAT E

104

CAlTJTION.

DISEASES OF MEN

||/
\y

From whatever cause arising, nervous and physical
debility, premature decline, dimness of sight, pimples on the face, unfitness to marry, and diseases arising from youthful indiscretions, ulcers,
never to repainful swellings
turn. 40 years ■ ■HGragafiH successful practice at the same
place. Thousands saved from death or Lunacy by 2)r. Hallock’s Famous Electric Pills.
#1 per box, 6 boxes
#5. They will make a new man of you.
If you are afflicted and
Ckff***
\3pCUlUl Ulier. want to be cured, but
are sceptical of the merits of our treatment, we will
send FREE, and sealed, in plain wrapper, our regular #1 box of pills, with valuable letter of advice, on
iCceiptof 10 cents to cover postage. Dr. Hallock will
give a written guarantee to effect a permanent cure. Who else will? Nobody. 0ver40.000
cures in 40 years.
Write freely and frankly
At everything is confidential.
All private diseases
treated by mail. Address 01d#h|||tf&|#B
DR. HALLOCK, HO
CourtSt., Boston, Mass. W
| V In Bn
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worm

IKUcoelixir]

fl

It has been in use 44 yrs. is purely vegetable, I
harmless and effectual. Where no worms are W
|A present it acts as a Tonic and corrects the con- J
N

(I

dition of the mucous membrane of the stom] ach and bowels. A positive cure for ConstipaP tion and Biliousness, and ai-\V valuable remedy in all the
.\\ common complaints of chilm
))) dren. 35c. at all Druggists.
DR. J. F.TRUE& CO.»

j/

Uy
‘n

For
a

Tape

social

worms we

treatment.

have
Write

MADAME LILLI

Exchange

St.,

LANDERS & BABBIDGE,
Drrggists, Monument Square.
iit£
jan25

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
but are treated for other diseases. Thesymptoms are—indigestion, with a variable ap(()
petite; foul tongue; offensive breath; hard
1
and full belly, with occasional gripings and
X pains about the navel; heat aud itching sensa- //)
\ tion in the rectum and about the anus; eyes
I heavy and dull; itching of the nose; short, dry '|[l
///
cough; grinding of the teeth; starting during
! alow fever; and often in children, con[ (I vuisions.
The best worm remedy made is

j,

AGEfST

PORTLAND, MAINE.
After using one of the National Cash Registers about a year,
we are fully convinced that it is
one of the necessities of a retail
store, and heartily recommend
it to any one
doing a retail
business.

LL corporations and persons are cautioned
against receiving, buying or discounting a
pi»ee oi paper purporting to be a note, signed
by me for 8360. dated October 15tli, 1895,
payable to the order of James DeWolfe. nine
mouths after its date. The same being without
consideration, and payment of same will be
contested.
Portland, Me., Feb. 24tli. 189G.
JOSEPH OWEN
fei>26eod2w»
i

■**-

ft
•J
I

HASTINGS’.

^

(]
/

ilifllSlEC
8 ¥
%JI
I

(l

MORSE & CUPTILL,

u

\f

Fire Insurance

DENTON,

Prim* Donna Contralto,
just from Europe, can be engaeed for Concerts
Muslcales, leader of choral Societies, Voca
I lessons. Address PREBLE HOUSE. feb!2if

Agents,

Have removed to tlielr
NEW OFFICE,

I

No. 50

febl

Exchange
43

St.
<Uw

CITY

Thursday evening,

March 5th., 1896,

under

STEPHEN ft S^ALL. Preside tt
MARSHALL ft G03IN3. Cash'd!
dtf

BONDS.

HALL,

the auspices of the

Y-P-S-C-E.
of the First Baptist jChurch, given by Mis»
Linnie JB. Treadwell, and her classes in Physical Culture, assisted by
Miss Florence G. Knight,
of Brooklyn, N. Y„ and La Troubadour Club.
Miss Grace A, Graves, Accompanist.
Tickets 35 cts. Reserved seats 60 cts. Ou
sale at

Stockbridge’s.

feb28

dlw

Town of Yarmouth, Me., 4s,
due
1916-1926.
of
Calais.
City
Me., 4s, due 19011911.
of
ZanesTille,
City
Ohio, 4s, due 1915.
THE gentlemen of High Street Church will
City of Piqua, Ohio, 5s, due 1903.
City of Seattle. Wash., 5s, due 1910. give a supper and entertainment THURSSanitary District, 5s, due DAY EVENING, March 5th, at the vestry.
Supper served at 7 o’clock. Entertainment
Portland Water Co., 4s, due 1927*
follows the supper.
mar3dSt
Maine Central R. R., First Mortg. 7s,
1898.
Maine Central R. R., Cons. Mort. 4s,
1912.
their Sixty-eighth Anniversary,
Maine ICentrai R. R., Cons. Mort, 5s, Will celebrate at
Gilbert’s Hall,
1912.
Wednesday Evening, March 4th.
Dnlnt.h Street Railway, First Mortg.
A reception will be given interspersed with
5s, 1920.

Gentlemen’s Supper
THE SAMARITAN ASSOCIATION

FINANCIAL.

We Offer the Following Desirable

SECURITIES:

FOB SALE BY

City Water Works Co, of Kenosha,
of Wis., Vs, 1924.
City Water Co. of East St. Lonis,
111., S’8, 1914.
City Water Co. of Chattanooga,
Tenn.. 6’s, 1907.
Streator, 111., Gas & Light Co., 6’s,
1913.
Ottawa, III., Gas & Coke Co., 6’s,
1904.

H. HI. PAYSON ft

Bangor

CO,

Investments.

Aroostook R, R. Co.

and

SWAN & BARRETT,

DUE

WAKEFIELD

Street.

janl

dtl

F.

0.

BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Furniture, Piano, &v. at Auc-

Household

MUNICIPAL
City
“

of Zanesville,
“

“

INVESTMENTS.
Ohio, 5’s, due 1908.
<r

“

H. M. PAYSON & GO..
BANKERS,

tion, at No. 810 Congress St.
mHTJRSDAY, March 6th, at 10 a. m„ we
A shall sell Parlor Furulture. Sofas, Chairs,
ona Chickeriug Square Plano, Brussels Carpet,
Tables, Lace Curtains, Ash Chamber Snts,
Mattresses. Feather Bed, Matting, Dining
Room
Furniture, Table Chairs, Crockery
Ware. Stoves, Cooking Range, Kitchen TJtensils, &c„ &c.mar3d3t

Fr O.

BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
F.

C. W. ALLEN
O. BAILEY.
iinu'14dtf

32 Exchange St.
dtf

NOTICE.

SPECIAL

1943.

&

STONEHAM

Street Gailway
First

music both vocal and instrumental and an address by Mrs. Geo. s. Hunt, followed by dancing the'latter part of the evening. Tickets can
be procured of the members of the Association.
Light refreshments will be served. feb28dtd
AUCTION SALES-

186 Middle

deo31

mortgage Gold 5’s,

First

OCULIST

■

als, Corporations, Banks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking
business of any description through this Bauk.

Proprietor. Chicago

January

Plain at

DR. F. AUSTIN TENNEY,
Residence

Deposits.

41-2’s, “ 1905.
I3 X A N O S
“ “
BAWlSm«.Sj
Ashland, Wisconsin, G’s u 1901.
“ “
33 EXCHANGE STREET.
dec3ldtf
Ciicinnati, Ohio, 5’s, “ 1930.
FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
1915.
Town of Pittsfield. Maine. 4’s,
ORGANS DESIRABLE :s BONDS.
-FOR SALE BY-

-CARD-

Office
and
Woodfords.

Time

on

solicited from Individu-

Jan*

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS 1 FURNISHERS,

| WORMS

I>owell,

don't

we

here in the

saving

GOOD
1
f SQUARE PIANOS.

Mass.

ME.

by-

MERRILL,

98 Exchange St.

Hat Store Prices Either.

1

J

ORCHESTRA.

with

*********
^*4*
***'

Co.,

-For sale

PORTLAND, MAINE,

complete
policy

—

nevertheless certain in their effect. Prepared
by O, I. Hood A

PORTLAND,

he needs a

Chicago, Jane i5th, ’55.

family

are

Union Safe Deposit &TrustCo,

My

by

Pills
but
silent

otherwise,

fancy, and

teen years of age, tall, and
Irrighed 138 pounds a year ago. I am now
From your little book I
ft mere skeleton.
think my trouble is profuse menstruation.
*
*
*
*
are
etc.
My symptoms
Our doctor (my uncle) tells father that I am
in consumption, and wants to take me to
Florida. Please help me! Tell me what to do,
and tell me quickly. I am engaged to be married in September. Shall I live to see the
LUCY E. W.
day? • * * *

exactly

Hood’s

No matter how well he may

HAT TO TOP HIM OUT.

you, because
she says: “you
diC her so much good.’1
I am desperate. Am nine-

dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
This is a happy day. X am well and gaming
weight daily, but shall continue the treatment
%nd Vegetable Compound during the gammer,
Uncle knows nothing about
as you suggest.
That you have done for me, because it would
make things very unpleasant in the family. 1
would like to give you a testimonial to publish,
lout father would not allow it. * * * * I
fihall be married in September, and a* we go
to Boston, will call upon you.
How can I

CO.
AND

REPERTOIRE.

Bankers.

—t,
me

COMEDY

I, 1915,

TH2!

All-Surrounding
Power

digestion, so
brought about.

Due October

MASON &

3es»***»*.

of sleep, after fakin'!
Hood’s Pills. They assist
that natural, healthy habit If

becoming Hat.

a

be dressed

au-

The grand kliau, as the chief
of the Turkish hordes was called,
sent an embassy
to Constantinople as
*
* •
*
early as A. I). iit>2, aud, a few years later, prove my gratitude?
LUCY B. W.
formed an alliance with tho Kmperor
Ju3tinian II. In the 10th ceutury these
Just such cases as the abo'le leak out
tribes, who were known to the Byzantine
writers as the Ogjhnze, began rapidly to in women’s circles, and that is why the
embrace Mohammedanism and, soon de- confidence of the women of America is
priving tho Saraoens of their conquests, bestowed
upon Mrs. Pinkham.
became masters of Persia, the greater
Why are not physicians more candid
part of Asia Minor, Syria and r gypt.
From Seljuk, one of their princes, under
with woa&en when suffering* from such
whom they were converted to Islam, they
ailments ?
came to b8 called Seljuks.
Women want the truth, and if they
The Ottoman .Turks are descended
from a small Turkish tribe that had not cannot g*et it from their doet^r, will
aooopted Mohammedanism, and that, seek it elsewhere.
fleeing before the arms of Genghis Khan,
t.i« great Mongol conqueror,
found a
nomu in the highlands of Armenia.
At
the death of its leader,
Suleyman, the
tribe divided, and half of it went westward, to be granted territory on the
Byzantine frontier by the Seljuk sultan
ot Ioonlum.
Osman, the grandson of
Suleyman, introduced Islamism among
his subjeots, and beooming, in 1299, an
independent sovereign founded the Ottoman empire. Prom him these Turks
were called Osmanlis, which name was
corrupted by Europeans into Ottomans.
I
Prom the time of Osman the Ottomans
rapidly increased in power, end soon became virtually the lords of
Asia Minor.
In the reign ot Orcban, the son of Osthe
man, they captured Gallipolis, on
other side of the Hellespont, and tnus
established themsolveH in Europe.
Had the Ottomans remained what their
ancestors had been—mere nomads—they
would not have become a standing menace to Euiope.
In that case their fate
would probably have been that of .maDy
another barbaric people—such, for instanoo, as the Huns of Attila—who, after
——
a lurid career of bloodshed and rapine in
civilized lands, have been destroyed or
represents the
prodrivon back to the wild regions whence
a
of Life
they came, to be heard of no more. But tection afforded
Orcban, like Osman, was a creator rather Insurance.
than a destroyer. Both these nionanhs,
Life ends income from labor
learning? some of the lessons of the civillzatinn with which they came in contaot, ceases—
becomes
sought to convert their rude followers in all this distress there
appears an
into .•> nation, and endow 'them with at
of
when the
least the outward gifts of law and order electric
and settled habits of life. The
result Life Insurance money is
was that the Ottomans,
without losing
But if not insured-What ?
their martial traits, gradually ceased to
be nomads,
Will you allow even a remote
and were welded Into a
power that, directed by genius, grew to chance for the
of poverty
bo the most formidable enemy Europe
?
had known since the fall of the western to face your
empire. One of the fruits of the semioivilizatlon thus acquired was the formation in 1330 of the Janissaries, or “New
Troops,’ who constituted a disciplined
Better
standing army, which could he depended
*/ protection cannot be\*
upon by its masters as the irregular
horsemen before its time could not be.
be found than that given
*i
The Janissaries were oomposed largely
#/ by Policies issued by the
of men of Christian parentage, who had
been torn from their homes in boyhood,
Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.
of the conquerors,
reared in the creed
PORTLAND, MAINE.
*
trade
of
and taught the
arms.
Though
Transacts business
collects /1l/
they afterward became as dangerous to
over the
money—all
<T\
country. /
the sultans as the Pretorian bands were
^ Largely invests it In Maine. /*
to the Homan emperors,
they formed,
Deservedly entitled to /
while still amenable to discipline, a body
preference.
cf troops which, inflamed with fanaticism,
proved, on many a v el'-fought
field a match for the best soniiery of
Europe. Murad I (1359-1389) captured
Adrianople, Apollon ia, Sofia and other
important places, and compelled the LStr
vans and Bulgarians to pray
tribute. It
was in his reign, too, that the Ottomans
first measured swords with the Huugar
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦
ians, between whom and themselves so
many bloody battles were to bo fought
surnamed
the
Bejavzet I,
Ilderim,
‘Thunderbolt,” reduced Wallaehia to vassalage audS extorted tribute from the
He defeated Sigismund
Greok empire.
of Hungary in the terrible battle of Nicoa
oharacterigtio
account ol
polis (1395),
♦
We have a few' good square pianos. ♦
hroissari’t
which may
be found in
♦ which we are offering at prices that wilt 4
“Chronicles,” and would have attempted ♦ interest buyers.
4
the conquest of Constantinople had he ♦
They are all in good condition and are 4
not been overwhelmed and taken captive ♦ of the best makes.
by the famous Timur tbe Tartar. Bar
barian butcher though he was, Europe ♦
had a right to regard Timur as, in seine ♦
♦
sense, the instrument of Providence it
her deliverance for a season from the all
dreaded Turk.
4
♦
♦
4
4
♦
There is no discomfort
S'!
♦
4
OIIClll
n0 disturbance of busi♦
4
ness or pleasure, no lost
but

JM
wcrialn

$500 and $1,000 denominations

tj

Propr.

NICKERSON

TRUSTEE,

broken.

his death will ooour before the olose of
the ceutury.
Who are the Turks? There Is a large infusion of Caucasian blood In tbelr veins;

State Press—$1.00 per squan
insertion, and fifty cents per square fo:
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scriptions and advertisements to Portlani
Exchange Street
Publishing Co., 87
Portland. Me.
New York Office:
No. 66 Pulitzer Building, New York City,
Byron Andrews. Manager.

the

Me.

S

ONE WEEK.
Commencing Monday, March 2.

BAND

faith which
Mrs. Pinkham
has never

ians. Pour hundred years ago, having
conquered tlio Byzantine emuire, they
were threatening southern Europe; today the “Sick Man” Is sicker than ever
before, and there is reason to believe that

In Maine

I

Kennebunk,

THEATRE

PORTLAND
I
G. E, Lothrop,

Interest April and October I.

is a bond of

Watch-

Pour hundred years ago the Turks were
the dread of Christendom; today they are
feared by none but the unhappy Armen-

for first

large majority, and Bath rolled up
publican majority as usual.

published

thority;

Boston

1896!

S

reasons

writer’s

‘‘Sick Mail.”

Charles F. Lee in
man.

rates.

THE

ever

Days of the Khan to those of
The

(Rev.

$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpariel type an(
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents pe:
line each insertion.
Pure Reading Notices ill reading matter type
26 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let. For Sale and similar adver
tisemeuts, 26 cents per week in advance, foi
40 words or less, no display.
Displayed adver
tieenients under these headlines, and all adver
not paidj lin advance, twill bi
isements
at

jwr

without

ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 pe:
square each week. Three Insertions or less

barged

Europe.

Gold 5 per cent Bonds,

obvious as in

the
following,
and no name is

ates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per weel
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a col
umn and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third ad

HATS

public, but do not
give permission to
publish their

RISE OF THE OTTOMAN.

I

~

the tens of thousands of
rumen who
apply tft Mrs. Piokham for
glvioe and are cured, are many who

Every othe:
less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third les3 than thesi

MOUSAM WATER COMPANY
First Mortgage

Chicago Girl

a

amusements.

_

$20,000

SPRING STYLES

Charming Btor^ of iledioine
and MarsSage.

members of tlio
school oommittee, one each in Wards 1, 3
aud 5.
The Prohibition vote out very

or

FINANCIAL

_MISCELLANEOUS,__

HER HAPPY DAY.

the Council will
to 6 Democrats.

Republicans
Republicans elect three

stand

Advertising Kates.
firs ;
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
Three lnser
week, 76 cents per week after.
lions

aud

Democrats,

2

to

MISCELLANEOUS._j

Co.

.Vs,

Mortgage Hue 1915.

The above roads have earned a surplus the
past year over and above all operating expenses
and hxed charges. The bonds are a legal inFor pries
vestment for Maine Savings Banks.
and further Information call on or address

BONDS

HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,

Securities,

Investment

$45,000
UNITED STATES

We are now constantly receiving our Spring
lines in Men’s, Boys' and Youths’ and also
Women’s Misses’ and Children’s Footwear.
We have enlarged our store, consequently we
will increase our various lines to such proporin
tions as will enable us to suit all persons
need of anything connected with a first class
of
lines
Our
Boot and Shoe establishment.
s Footwear
Young Men’s and Young Women
latest
of
will contain the largest assortment
wish to impress
styles east of Boston, and we
That we are
the public with this fact, viz:
for high
prices
lowest
the
at
selling goods

grade

Exchange Street Portland. Me.
jail 4T.TIi&Stf
51 1-2

SPENCER TRASK

&

footwear in .New

England.

WHITE’S.
480 Congress St., Opp-

Hew Loan

CO.,

^ebleHoy

BANKERS,
27

29 PINE

&

STREET,

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY

NEW YORK.
&

State

James

Sts., Albany,

_

—

DEALERS IN

Feb20
%

—

Municipal, Railroad,

CITY OF

Securities-

Offerings Submitted,

and

Regular

Circular Mailed to any address upon

application.
WOOD

MAMTELS

-AND

BELFAST, MAINE,

•7

DATED NOV. 1, 1895.
DEE NOV. 1, 1925,
in

W.

au«I finest stock.
est Prices.

Denominations $1,000 and $600.
Price 103 and Interest.

A.

ALLEN,
ootSdtf

Foot of Preblo Street,

WOODBURY

&

MOULTON,

BA.WICES1.S.

Portland,
mar2

EXCHANGE.

Eicbiiiigs SL, Portland.

All orders by mail
tounfl-fl *bl

or

telephone promptly at
«ovlleoatf

MILL BUILDINGS
FOB SAFE.
mill
Hallowell, Me.-Substactlaland building—
basement,
atorlee
feet—l
brick—252x47
with boilers, engines, shafting, sprinklers, pipten tenements, storealso
river
water:
and
ing
house and brick office.
Suitable for cotton, woolen, shoe or paper
factory or machine shop. at the mill, m to J C.
Appiv to C. K. HOWE
bt
Boston,
PALFREY, Trustee, 13 Poane
teb^^r
Mass.
At

Low-

PRINTER,

Boston.

and TILIJNG.
Largest

—

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

OPTIONAL NOV. 1, 1905.

Semi-Annually

JOB

PRINTERS*

4 Per Gent Refunding Bends,

Interest

Card

Book,

$30,000

and

Other Investment

WM. M. MARKS,

dtf

Maine.
dtf

CUTTER

--i--J--

AGAIN.

Reelected Mayor of the Hustling City
of Westbrook.

Democrats Elect
cans

Get Eleve

City

a
u

Clerk—Republi-

Out of Thirteen Aider-

1 Ward Clerk—Ernest L.. Dresser,
57: Charles F. Knight, D., 105.
Constable—A. C. Chute, R., 156:
Jaokson, D., 107.

R.,

BEST SPRING MEDICINE.

Z.

WARD THREE.
Charles B.

Woodman, R.,

Knight, R., 139; John J.
8U; Daniel Conuant, D., 88.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Joseph
Skilling, D.,

The Palin Given to Dr.

School
Committee—LindleyV. Knight,
R., 146; William C. Farley, ,R., 145; J.
Clark feoates, D., 87; Thadeus D.
Dodge,
k v,4
D., 86.
Warden—V. D. Ward, R., 147; John
Byrne, D., 85.
Ward.Clerk-Fred R. Ames, R., 144;
Otis J. Young, D., 89.
JURY
,Sp0JJ;s.ta^*e~P’uarles A. Hodsdon, R., THAT GREAT
148; Thomas Weloh, D., 83.

Westbrook’s municipal election was
held yesterday under exceptional circumstances.
The interest in the preceding
day’s devastation by the floods, was so
intense, that it entirely eclipsed the election, and it was with difficulty tnat the
voters could bo induced to go to the polls
Beside this, the roads were almost impassable, and one road bridge was down
and two others were in an unsafe condition. Despite these obstaces a respectable, though light vote was cast and

WARD FOUR.

PLENTY
fancy
mings;

,^HlorL“a!1~-^uKustU9
^"i°thy

W.
Riggs, D.,
Pomerleau, D., 117; Abner
Hawkes, R., 61; Frank Haskell, R.,

^
D

Ward Clerk—Alexander
ihomas Scott, R., 64

r

Constables—Phillip Gothro,
Josiah
Elliot, R., esT

D.,

115;

USED BY

WARD FIVE.

HUNDREDS OF THOU-

SANDS IN SPRING.

colors to
match the dress cjoods,
ects.

New

face,

Velvet

Stiff

rustling Taffetas,

tumes,

The
Nervura

Committee—Halran P. Libbv,
K., 88; Wiilmm I. Hacker, D„ 82; Edgar
A. Cobb, D., 51; Albert L.
Chandler, D.

Indeed the World's Great Spring
Medicine*

Warden-Frank H. Grant, R„ 00;
Charles C. Hailey, D., 0T
Ward Clerk—John H. Neal
R., 00; Edgar L. Brown, D., 00.
Constable—John E. Pike, R., 00: Horace C.. Knight,
D., oa

Dr. Green’s ’Nervura blood and nerve
Indeed “The World’s Great
Spring Medioino’’ It has come to he
recognized by almost everybody as the
best possible spring medicine to take,
and hundreds of thousands of our people
it duriug the trying spring months,
to tone up anew the lelaxed
nerves, and
re-invigorate and enrich the blood.
A spring medicine is a necessity if cue
wishes to keep in perfeot health and vigor, during the changes from winter to
summer.
This grand Bpring tonic, this

Washington., March 2.—After

a

long

President Cleveland this

conmorn-

ing, Secretary Olney gave out for publication
the following cablegram from Minister
Mayor Elect Cutter (Westurook.)
MayorJCntter’s able administration of the
city’s affiairs was given a handsome indoreement.
He had a puraiity of 91
votes.
The Republicans eleoted all of
the three aldermen at large and nine out
of thirteen of the ward aldermen. They
eleoted all of the other ward officers in
all the wards but four. In that ward the
Democratic

majority

considerably
the Repub-

was

reduced. The only cloud on
lican sky was the defeat of Mr. Fred
Verrill for oity clerk. Mr. Verrill is a
young man of ability and character and
has been honored serveral times by the
voters of this city.
Hia defeat was due
to unfortunate circumstanoes, for which
hs was in no way responsible. Mr. King
S. Raymond was elected to the clerkship

by

plurality of twenty-two votes. The
total vote for mayor was 1111, the smallest for a number of years.
The Prohibition vote tor mayor was 104, two more
a

than the bend of that ticket reoeived last
year. The cutting was principally done
in Ward 1, where orankiness seems to be

epidemio. Ward 3 gave evidenoe that Its
pronounoed swing into the Ropublioan
column last year, was not a spasmodic
act, but a permanent allegiance. No municipal officers were ever eleoted in Westbrook with more responsibility resting
upon them than the present. The work
that is before

them is prodigious, and
many weighty matters awaiting consideration and disposal. The oity
is to be congratulated upon the relection
of so able a oity government at this critical period. The following is the vote:
there

are

VOTE FOR MAYOR.
Cobb Bragdon

Gutter

Rep._De
Ward 1,

129

Pro.

in.

110

125
139
137
47

2,
3,
4,

5,

157
106
94
133

627

136
143
178
108
105
137
0
£6

2

3

24

4

54

5

T.

81

568
640
627
453
474
437

82
86
64
64
66

oniy an aid to ingestion, but it creates a regular, natural
anil heaitnful action of the bowels, liver,
kidneys, which in the spring are always
sluggish and inactive.
In fact, it is just what people need t'J
make them well aud keep them well during these months, so threatening to the
health of ail, and when it is cofisidernd
tnnt Dr.
Greeno’s Nervura blood and
nerve
remedy is made entirely from
pure, health-giving, vegetable remedies,
and that people give it more testimonials
if cure than any other remedy i.n earth,
no one can doubt that it is the
very best
spring remedy fpr everybody to use.
Mr. Gustavo Lelbaoh, of 337 First St.,
Jersey Gity, N. J., says:
‘‘I was troubled with sick headaohes,
uid could not sleep on account of the
pains in my head. I was suffering night
ind day with dyspepsia, could not eat
mything, my stomach would sour so.
! had to starve myself to have any ease.
[ had to give up work at last, I was so
lervous and miserable, and I was falling
iway in flesh so that my friends hardly
mew me.
I tried several remedies, but
without avail.
At last some one recomnended Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and
lerve
remedy. I tried one bottle and
legau to improve. I started in "to eat
; ill right; then I
picked up my health; my
loadaches disappeared and my weakless and
sour stomach
went away.
I
isad three bottlos, and ooulil sleep all
with
I
used
six
light
bottles and
ease;
felt like a new man. I can now do a
lard day’s work without any trouble,
ind I am as happy as a bird in spring.
[ was so miserable, always suffering, always in pain, but now I am like a new
nan.”
Use Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood aud
lerve remedy this spring, for it is the
1
of a well
lieoovery and prescription
mown
physician, Dr. Greene, of 34
['empie Plaoe, Boston .Mass., wbo is reiponsible for its beneficial action, and
who can be consulted free of charge, peruuu

John Kiulry Was Carried Over the Falls
and Drowned.

Bellows

Falls,

Vt.,

Maroh

2.—The
reaohed the highest point here at
midnight last night when it was 17 feet
on]tthe dam. It has fallen slowly since
and at 9.30 a. m., had
dropped 18 inches.
Tiie rain ceased at 3 o’clock. Reports of
damage outside are begiuning to come
in. At midnight John G. Kiniry of Bellows Falls fell from the Boston & Maine
water

bridge above the falie and was carried
over and drowned.
With three companions from here he went across to North

Walpole

and returning
at 12 o’clock,
stubbed Ills toe in the darkness and was
pitched through
between the stringers
on
the north side near the Ne.v
Hampshire line. He plunged into the
rushing
Hood beneath. His companions saw him
tor a few seoonds struggling in the water
tnd then he disappeared. He was a trustid emploje of the Fall Mountain
Paper
Company, 35 years old,
and leaves a
widow and one ohild.
The telephone
lines in all localities
have suflered by pules
washing out. In
some plaoes
for long distances the wire
is down, but the service
is not seriously
iripplod. The important bridge between
Westminster and Walpole Is still impassable, though the bridge is not in danger.
Ihe
Connecticut river runs across tho
iigh,way at the Vermont end six feet
leop. There is ranch ice.
Scarboro.

at

tue

bridge.

Mr.

puwur.

louany

or

Bowley jumped

85 100
87 127
79 64
5
9
5 11

STORE

showing

superb

a

no

ribbons.

Such

is not

stock of beau-

a

The thousands that

choice

sets,

exclusive
patterns,—all
designs not to be seen
elsewhere.
Chiffons,
for
crepes and mulls
fronts and neck dressing.

A

complete

of thin fabrics for children’s dresses is
just

opened, including
lawns,

rasses,

mad-

muslins,

chambray, gingham etc—■
the pick from the choicest importations.
*''

The

Muslin

wear

stock,

there’s

a

before,
full
and

Under,
which
line than

ever

shown

elsewhere.

The

“Three Plume” brand

is
the
leader
acknowledged
of its class, the best for
the money of any goods,

made.
trols

at

Our house conthe selling here.

Outfits to order.

OWEN, MOORE

&

CO.

Recipe

stamp and address. Cleveland Raking Powder Co., N. Y.

TO CUBE A COLD IN ONE

^

DAY.

Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
11 druggists refund tho money tf it fails
1 cure. 25o.

to

full

of

to

delight the eye and
suggestions to the intending
one

BANQUET

BLACK SILKS,

this

department.

but

not

we are

increase them,

goods

of new

so

goods,

1

We are exhibiting a great variety of
the richest imported Silks, Brocades,
Satins and Peau de Soies in elegant
costume

qualities at quotations usually
demanded for lower grades.
Rich Black Brocades, in unique

Crepons

$1.75.

in stripes and

figures,

very

wide,

$1.92

Sunset effects, most

3.00

o tn

«

2.1 o

„r

0.25

sur-

210

Shades,all colors and shapes

4 40

1 Lot these are most select and luxurious in
effect. Have eider down puffs and large
silk flounce with silk lace chiffon.

$1.00, 1.25, 1.50.
proachable values, recommended for
Goods in stripes, mixed and wearing qualities, 27 inch wide,
$1.25,
1.75 2.25.
$1.00, 1.25, 1.50.

handsome,

Gray
figured,

Peau de Soies,
Superb
§1.00, 1.25, 1.75.
Black Saiin Duchesse, unapBlack

97C

shade wonderfully pleasing,

1 Lot Rlarsion silk

54 in.

gy^

1 Lot This style is of particularly nice materials, the silk boiling cloth embroidered
chiffon is very dainty and lilmy, the whole

and

WERE.

NOW.

1 Lot Shades, lily top pattern, IS inches
real silk and line lace trimmings,

Twilled Sicilian, fine grades.
50 in.
$1.50.

illustrate the ratio of reduction in this sale

Lot Shades, China Silk with tinsel chiffon,

prisingly pretty.

Black Brocades, extra quality,
large designs,69c, 1.00, 1 25, 1.50.

Shades,

Pongee Silk, witli Eace Flounce,

1 Lot Sunrise

in.

cent to

LAMP SHADES.

All Wool Mohair Fleques.
$3.00 yard.
40 inch wide, 75c yard. designs,

The rest of the

bargains

are

g yg

g 39

equally

12 00
I

■

Black Waterproof China, 27
We exchange your goods or pay
SPECIAL.
inch, $1.00.
One' lot of all wool
Figured MoBlack Taffetas, 69c $1.00, if you say so. It is a cash sale.
38
inch
wide,
hairs,
38c yard.
1.25.

as

good.

back your money

COLORED DRESS GOODS.
We

are

daily adding

to

our

ored Dress Goods.

already large

and well assorted stock of

Hardly a day passes but that we receive something new.
keep posted is to come in often.

The

for you to

Silk and Wool

only

THE COOKING EXHIBITION OH

Col-

way

THE HEW STEEL

Jacquards,

Persian Novelties,
Silk and Wool Novelties,
Wool and Mohair Cheviots,
Lapel J igures,
Heather Mixtures,
Glace Poplins,

The

prices are very low, taking
into consideration.
They vary in price from 25c to

Majestic Range

quality
$2.00.

Some of

the finer

dress patterns,
$10.00

Fancy Checks and Mixtures,
Golf Mixtures,
Figured Mohair Sicilians,
Hieycle Suitings,
Honeycomb Mixtures,
Cresent Novelties,

It is

no

goods

come

in

two alike.

Will be open evenings thisweekup to and including THURSDAY
for the benefit of those who have been unable to come in the

$12.00

shall

$14.50

serve

hot

hot coffee and

$15.00

EVENIN'ft,

day time.

biscuits, which will be baked in 3 minutes on this Range;
cream.
A leading Pianist will furnish Music.

MR. HART, the

factory’s

able agent, will explain the superior

of this range.
Those who buy

one

Wo
also

quality

of these Ranges this week will receive free the
haft

always a pleasure

to show

our

goods.

tome and bring your

family

and friends and you’ll have

a

good time.

—

tuItSam

Every ingredient used in making Cleveland’s baking powder is plainly printed on the label, information
not given by makers of other
powders.
book free. Send

we

pel-

closet attachment.

3VL. O. 3VE.

°

moreover,

is

&c.. &c.

Hioker!

3AK1KS povdeh

until

$1.00.

tflS I MAN

NORTHERN
53

BANKING

Exchange

I$OjY1>$

GO.,

Street,

and

Fon

HEWEY,

FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
IIHAS. L. MAKSTON, See’y
0021

BANCROFT'

— ■■

6.75,

Ladies’

Cravenettes.

$8.75

Executive
committee,
eodtl

Hooper,

hj

LEIGHTONS

We don’t want yonr money if the Range does not
perfectly
suit yon.

10.00.

9

and

Chil-

Mackintoshes for Gentlemen, $6.75,
§.75 and 10.00.
Gentlemen’s
Rigby
Waterproof
Coats. $11.00.

Ladies’ Double Capes and
Skirts, made to
customers’ measure from
Rigby Cloths, for
rainy weather or fair.

department is

our store

our

the best stocked
prices the lowest for first-class
one of

1

f

son
&

■■

—

---— ---

'■9
■

Mackintoshes for Misses and
dren, $1.50. 1.98, 2.75 and 3,50,

This

*

“THE HOUSEHOLD OUTFITTERS,”

$10.00.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS garments.
JAMES E.

&

LADIES,
S2.es, 3.50, 5.00,
7.50 &

SECURITIES. in
CIHAS. S. FOIIK8, Prest.,
W. F. Mil.LIKEN, V. Prest..
JAMES E. MCDOWELL,

BROS.

MACKINTOSHES

HAVE

ill Bangor, Feb. 22, Mrs. Catherine Foster,
red 83 years.
In Gastonia, N. C.. Feb. 27. II. Carroll Hardy,
dest son of Henry H. and Hannah L. Hardy,
Deerlng. aged 34 years 1 month.
LMassacliusetts papers please copy.]

the scene

Sicilians,

■

red 77 years.
In Union. Feb. 22, Mrs. Mary J. Overlook,
ged 76 years.
Ill North Vassalboro, Feb.6, Catharine, widow
tho late Amass Huuton, of Liberty, aged
! years.
In Waterville, Feb. 24, Leonard Young, aged
3 years.
In Augusta, Feb. 23, Mrs. D. P. LeClatr.
In Bangor, Feb. 22, Mrs. Rachel D. Haskell,
red 41 years.

departments

away-down prices.

M

is full of

novelty,
of
exclusive styles
designs, not to be

seen

satisfied

from 25

of

larger

the store has

Rattling bargains in
Sales never so large

Lamp

here year after year are well aware of that fact.

Black Dress Goods.

stock

new

oy letter.

Leighton,

come

and is

senses

offer hundreds of

save

goods are new and desirable.
to-day, some prices on

Silk

I Lot

Matched

the “now” prices, you’ll

a

tiful laces!

In Farmington. Feb. 21, Joseph A. Tilton and
Hiss Martha E. Norcross.
In Henderson. Feb. 22. Harvey H. Tooke and
Hiss Kate Howard,
In Troy, Feb. 23, Rheuben Rhodes of Troy
ind Miss Josephine M. Jackson.
In Swauville, Edward Clements and Miss Jenile Moody.
In West Pembroke, Feb. 22. Arthur L. Gardiler and Miss Florence K. Owe".
In Eden, Feb. 19, Arden L. Peach and Emily
3. Knowles.

lands

particularly

This reputation long established and made
stronger and more notable each
succeeding year, finds its fullest fruition the present season.

please the
purchaser,

at

special distinction peculiar to itself.

a

Dress Goods and Silk Store-

depart,

Farmington.

and Sure.”

We shall use

Ours is

City Mesaengor MacGowan went down
to Peaks and Long
Islands with the
election books jesterday
morning. He
6
24
says it was pretty rough.
Some small
7 65
Hunt,
DEATHS.
were
caused to the wharves at
damages
tne islands by the high seas.
WARD ONE.
A number
In
this
Feb.
29. John Q. Twitchell
city,
of people were harvesting the fresh ice
Funeral services Tuesday alternoon at 2
Alderman—Howard Stevens, R., 140; that came
out of the rivers for summer ,
tile
at
First
Parish Church, (not from
i-cloek,
Joseph G. Cobb, K., 142; George T. Rob- use, showing the truth of the old
adage I lis late residence.)
erts, D., 137; Robeit i^jHowe, D., 137; “YYhat harmes one
Id Maitland. Florida, March 2. Josephine
helps another.”
David N. Abbott, P., 7; Jabez Deckle,
Oolet Edwards, youngest daughter of Thomas
P., 6.
aid Mary J. Edwards.
School Committee—Stephen E. Cord
Willing to Let It Go,
In Sanford. E'en. 21, Eugene Tarbox, aged
14 years.
well, R., 138; Eugene D. Cummings, R.,
A little Woodlawn miss not 4
of
years
In Newfleid, Feb. 19. Margaret Sanbarn, aged
Charles
B.
134;
Leighton,D., 13; Charles ago has a voluminous and
variegated ool- < 0 years.
W. Prank, D., 1U2; George B. Hamilton
lection of dolls and has also
In Guilford, Feb. 19, Prosper Bennett, aged
developed a 7 yeals.
P-,0.
Warden—Alfred H. IjarwbAb, R., 154; genius for distributing her collection over
In South Pittston, Feb. 26,
Miss Asenath
flie floors of the flat and
Thomas Wutaon, D., 117; Peter S Graleaving it there 1 taker.
aach night for her mother to gather
In Pittston, Feb. 22, Jonathan Burr, aged
ham, P., 17.
uj
f 3 years.
Not many days ago the mother’s
Ward Clerk—Wm, E. Vauner, R., 152;
patience
ill Belgrade, Feb. 22, John Tibbetts, aged
Forest Hawkes, D., 118; Warren S. Flye,
was exhausted on this
YOU SEEN “Mary Ronalds
score, and as she i 3 yehrs.
18.
P,
picked up half a dozen dolls from the carIn North Newcastle, Peb.24, Warren C.Aines.
Century Cook Book ? The great hit
E.
of
the
Constable—Wesley
Witham, R., 153; pot of the sitting room she said:
8 ged 68 years.
season,—illustrated with photographs
Luther A. Frank, D.a 117; Stephen S,
of the dishes described; Write to The CenNobleboro, Feb. 20, Matilda Robbins, aged
“Now, pet, if mamma fiDds these dollies f 4Inyears.
Union Square, New York, for free
Flye, P., 18.
Co.,
tury
scattered about the floor
In Smingvale, Feb. 21. Miss Millie Sawyer,
again, she will
copies of pictures, etc.
a ged 1G years.
surely give them to the rag man.”
WARD TWO.
In Waltham, Feb. 21, Mrs. Isabel Woodward,
yesterday the little one was afflicted s ged
79 years.
Alderman—Cheston E. Davies, R., 157; with
She
indigestion.
was silent and
Charles J
In
Robbinston, Fob. 20, Theophilus Morgan,
MoLellan, R., 1427; Walter iowncast for half the
a ged 64 years.
H- Pride, D., 109;
day.
n
d
L. Fluid,
Suddenly
George
In
ior eye fell upon the form of a doll
Cary, Feb. 23, William Smith, aged 71 yrs.
llo.
stretchIn Madison Centre. Feb. 18, William HunSobool committee—Arthur W.
id upon the floor her face shone with
the i; ewell.
In Bluehill, Feb. 23, Israel Webber, aged 90
igbt of a sudden inspiration. Running
^‘>t.ton, R
160;
tj*’
Howell
Winslow, H., 119,
s ears.
regular iiio..tbly meeting of the Maine
o her mother she exclaimed:
T^E
A
In Hiram, Feb. 16, Mrs. Esther Gilpatricn,
tharHalue Mechanic Association, will be
Warden-George W.
D., 106;
“Please, mamma, div pet’s tumut to a ged 81 years.
Jesse C. Estes, R., 157.
vaiiy\'i• vWtMechanics’ Hall.
^ le rad
man.”—Chicago Post.
Ip Hampden, Feb. 12, Mrs. Caroline J. Hoane. -THURSDAY RVLMMi, March 5, at 7.80.
a ged 86 years,
to article 17 of the constitution
__—.
^endment
will be acted upon at this meeting.
In Searsmont, Feb. 25. Mrs. Addie Conant.
Ill Glenburn, Feu. 23, Josiali Tibbetts, aged
feb4d3t
GEO. A. HARMON Sec’y.
100
101
101
4
16

If you buy

75 per cent and the

fancy

many

In this city, Feb. 28, by Rev. A. H. Wright,
lames E. Farrott of Oxford and Miss Lillian M.
[Veeman of Gorham.
In Farmington, Feb. 22, Fred H. Holey of
tew Vineyard and Miss Lizzie E. Wills of

At the Islands.

After next Thursday the prices that are “NOW” will be the prices
that ‘JWERE.”

Enjoys

MARRIAGES.

I

of the carriage,
but the waves took
she carriage
ana
floated it down some
iistance. to where part of a fenoe still
stood and there it lodged with the doctor
inside.
Bowley managed to get away
*ud
procured a team that returned to
the spot and after much diflioulty reamed the dootor and his team

4

150 145 67
151 147 117
166 143

FELL INTO THE FLOOD.

Jut

4
4

549

Wards 1

dows, and
He informed me that the
government, on its
own motion, has Liken
every precaution to
guard the legation and my residence.
I
have asked no protection.”

o

ALDERMEN AT LARGE.
Cloudman, R.,
Cragie, R.,
Blaok, R.,
Booth by, D.,
Gray, D.,
Bachelder, D.,
Dolley, P..

consulate, breaking the winhas offered complete reparation.

gully

5

perfect spring medicine, Dr. Greene’s
IVeivura blood and nerve remedy, is exactly what the system needs at this season.
It not only purifies, but makes
lich, red blood; it not only strengthens
and invigorates the nervous system, but
re-erergizes and re-vitalizes the nerves by
feeding them with renewed nerve force

liarccelona

At

79697

_

Totals,

under date of March:
“The
State has just called to express
deep regret that a mob has insulted the

The bridge known as the Eben
Libby
rridge was carried away by the storm.
Dr.
Allen and
a man numed Dana
in the dootor’s buggy
Bowley started
irom his residence to go to Black Point.
Jn the way they had to cross the Causewav
bridge.
The horse GlAnn.il n tn

VOTE FOR CITY CLERK.
Verrill
Raymond Alden
Dam.
Pro.
Rep.
1,

Tay-

Madrid,

42

141
99
3,
26
142
85
3,
8
63
4,
111
14
5,746314
549
458
Totals,
10

Ward

lor at

Minister of

EVERY

In both of these

use

Minister.

STRETCH!

■

“NOW and WERE” Sale-

ribbons all

remedy Is

APOLIGIZES.

HOME

-

NEARLY

line of all these in the best
cotton

Violence Promptly Denounced by the

ference with

cos-

quality only-.^Q keep

5b.

Foreign

Ribbons.

Ribbons

ment is

55;.
School

Mob

black satin

belting

colors and

Nathan L.

SPAIN

stripe and figure eff-

new

weavings.

Alderman—Eugene M. Walker, R., 83;
vVodbury, R., 82; Frank L.
ijioo}, D., 55; George W. VVescott, D.,

THE

-

ADVERTISEMENTS,

Only 4 Days More of file

trim-

new

ribbons for occasion

Wilson, D.,113;

ON

NEW

Ribbons

dress

Grandest Medicine for Blood and | wash ribbons for under,
Nerves.
clothing, rich white faille

eb5?1 Committee—John Sullivan, D.,
13n; Edwin J. Haskell, R.„ 130; A. C.
Goozey, R., 57.
Warden—Mortimer O. Sullivan, D.,
11°; K«8e,ne J- Ladd, R., 63.

J

ADVERTISEMENTS.

of novelties

for

PLE HATE SO DECIDED.

NEW

1896.

liar. 3.

in

THE PEO-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

weather tocay
i$ likely to be
fair.

■

men.

..

NEW

The

PORTLAND.

143:

||

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

RINES

BROS.

I

!

3
3
i
♦

3

3
♦

REPORTS.

MUNICIPAL

CITY SOLICIT OR.
The

solicitor, Mr.

city

3IAINE

WESTBROOK.

Wilford

G.

Chapman reports tho followng cases
pending! at the beginning of tho year:
Bragg Manufacturing Co. vs City of
Portland
Proprietors of Custom House wharf vs.

as

Will Name

Englis.
Delaware Kiver

this was the
the municipal

of Steel—A Full

Company

Building

Ship

Be

Will Build Her—She Will

City of Portland.
last businoss meetiug of
Bragg Mfg. Co. vs City of Portland. year. Tiie order lor assessments on sideThe history of this case was stated in my walks built during the year had its seclast report. There has been no ohango iu ond reading and final passago.
On mothe situation.
tion of Alderman Knight the annual reProprietors of Custom Bouso wharf port of Acting Civil Engineer Foster was
This Was an notion taken from the table and ordered read
vs City of Portland.
by
for alleged damage in the amount of $10,- the clerk, accepted and ordered to Uo
!>0O for iiliing dook by sewer deposits on printed in the oity reports.
westerly side of Custom House wharf.
On motion of Alderman Verrill the oity
The case was settled by dredging the solicitor read his report
on
proposed
dook at an expense of $742.80 and other amendment to the oity ordinance regulaexpenses $102.60.
ting the care of Woodlawn cemetery.
The only suit begun by the city during The amendment as readw as neceptod and
Prank
the year is that of the^ City vs
Jones. Mr. Jones is treasurer and collector of Deering. The suit came out of
on the part of the city of
an attempt
Deering to tax lands belonging to the
city of Portland and acquired us a part

New Steamer John

the

Entirely

Description of Her.

AL Now York on Saturday last the comby the stockholders of the
oi'
Maine Steamship company, consisting
Messrs. John Englis, C.F.Libby andJ.B.Coylo
to close the contract ior tlie large new steel
mittee chosen

ship, accepted

specifications

and

the bids

Delaware River Ship Building comcompany is an
pany of Chester, Pa. This
amalgamation of the shipyard of John
Roach & Sons and the Morgan Iron Works
experiof New York, who have had large
having
ence in iron and steel shipbuilding,
constructed a number of our iron clads, as
best
coastwell as many of the largest and
wise steamers running out of New York, together with the mammoth Fall River line
oi the

the ordinance bad its final passage.
Alderman MoLellan read a report ot the
oommittee on claims, and the same was

steamers “Pilgrim,”
“Plymouth,” “Puritan” and “Priscilla,” the
largest of their
aocepted and the report ordered printed. class in the world. The four last named
Alderman Woodman presented an order
steel hulls have double bottoms, and were
instructing the Mayor to at once prooeed launched from the yard of John Roach &
of Evergreen Cemetery. The action is a to put a temporary bridge in place of one Sons at Chester, and were towed to New
bill iu equity to restrain t.he sale of the carried away at Cumberland Mills, Sun- York to receive their machinery, but it is
The
lands. A demurrer has been hied and the day
order
was
night.
given understood that the entire work for the new
Maine Steamship company’s
ship will be
ease ik in order for hearing.
unanimous passage.
The
new
at
Chester.
completed
The following suits have been begun
steamer will be of the following dimensions,
MAINE TOWNS.
against the city:
viz.: Length over ail 312 feet, breadth of
Harrie B. Coe vs City of Portland.
18
beam 4(5 feet, depth ot hold
feet, and
John Doughty vs same.
Items of Interest Gathered hy Correaheight between decks 10 feet 3£ inches. Her
The Coe case has been sottled by an orcase of
bottom will be double, so that inpondents of the l'ress.
der passed by the City Council for the
stranding,: the outer plating might be
of
the
lot of land on Pino
oonveyanca
pierced without allowing any water to enter
Alfred.

street to -iho plaintiff.
work
John Dough /’s claim was for
done at Kvergroon Cemetery and has-been
satisfactorily settled.
Two cases have been instituted the past
week
involving the itinerant vendors
law.
The most

important qffice work has
been the writing of an opinion on theLane
QB

let Y>

UUCVUiUg

Ui

UU1U1U1B01U1IC1

Publio Works; a report to the City Council iD regard to the Boston and Maine
orossing and legal questions on electrio
construction.
railroad
Few of the many claims against tho
city have been favorably considered, and
those at trilling expense to the city.
Matters relating to the revision of the
City Charter received some attention.
CITY

PHYSICAN.

Dr. Pudor, city physician, says that
the number of the poor dependent upon
the city physician increases every year.
The condition of many of the tenements
of the poorer olasses is filthy in the extreme. The adult poor suffer from chronic disease, the result of
underfeeding,
overwork and drink, and their children
inherit feeble constitutions
whioh the
conditions of their lives render an easy

The hull will be
hold of the vessel.
built entirely of steel of the heaviest specifications under the American Lloyds’ rule s
and classed A 1 for twenty years. Tlie gross
tonnage of the ship will be about '3,500 tons
or about the size
ot the two steamships
“Manhattan” and “Cottage City” combined.
She will be propelled by a single screw ot 15
feet diameter to make about 90 revolutions

the

following

ticket was

ination to be supported
on March 9th, 1896.

placed in
at the

nom-

election

Moderator—Luoius M. Perkins.
Town Clerk—George M. Phoenix.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers
of the Poor—James H. Peuder, Samuel
J. Mitchell, John A. Collin.
Town Treasurer—Tticnaru
s. btamoy.
Town Agent—Melville H. Walker.
Town Auditor—George L. Smith.
Member ot School Committee—Charles
B. Brooks.
TheFalmonlli Town

per minute driven by a triple expansion engine of 4,000 horse power. She will have six
Scotch boilers, arranged three on each side
and aft.

there will be

a

Meeting.

elevators which will be

forward and after hatch. The

ship

will have

smokestack and be schooner rigged, the
two masts being of steel. Her freight carrying capacity will he large and the main deck
the
will be devoted almost exclusively to
one

clerk. Then the meeting was adjourned
for a week until the bridges are rebuilt.
Scarboro.

carrying

The Soarboro towr meeting was
adjourned to next Saturday at 10 a m.,
owing to the bridges having been rendered unsafe for voters to
The
cross.
bridge over the Nonesuch at Scarboro
that
over
same
river
at
what
the
Marsh,
is known as the Buggy meeting house,all
the bridges between Oak Hill and Dunstan Corner, and those over the tributary
branches between the Saco and the sea,

of

freight.

the upper deck will be the two
contain
one above the other, to

Above

loons,
state

rooms

for

passengers, besides
will

the officers and there

be

a

sa-

105

rooms
new

for

and

that
novel arrangement of the rooms so
of them will be inside, but every one
will have a window' looking out
upon the

none

loon

impassable.

dining

will be in the upper
forward and will be very spacious,

The

room

closes with a tribute to the fuithfulness
of the nurses.
A list of all diseases and
operations and number of patients Is appended. The number of cases irons pneumonia in the city that came under his

will make

Infatuation.

weather

She—Do you think that Mr. Warrington still loves his wife?
He—Loves her? I should say he did!
Why, if she should use his best razor for a
can opener, Warrington
would not complain.—Somerville Journal.

conditions of
average
statute miles per hour,and

under

eighteen

fTis’expected

was

CITY MARSHAL.
City Marshal Triokey’s report is not
yet ready to hand into the city government, but from it we are able to give
these figures:

Arrests,

2,750

Warrants served,

156
122

Seizures wade,

Amount of beer seized,
Amount of liquor seized,
Value stolen property re-

covered,
Received for empty liquor
vessels and paid to oity
treasurer,
Stores found open and

6,937 gal.
351 gal.
$3,906.61
$484.84

se-

cured,
Fees from hack and dray
Licenses paid to oity treasurer,
TRUANT OFFICER.

122

$141.00.

The truant officer reports:
School visitations,
Cases investigated,

Visits on families,
Reports of parents
Scholars returned

or

779

3,526
3,553

guardians,

56

to school without
60
arrost,
Committed to eohool, recorded arrest, 13
Furnished with clothing,
148
I am under great obligations to the
superintendent and teaohers.
S. BURNS.

_EBEN

“Didn’t you say, Edgar, that you pro-

posed to Ethel?’’
“Yes, I did.”
“But she told me distinctly last night
that no man had ever proposed to her.”—
Washington Star.
Statue of Pore

covenant broken,
nonsuit in an action for
the declaration being upon an indenture,
comor lease, under seal, and afterwards
mences another action in assumpsit upon
an account annexed for rent,
the cause of
action is not the same within the meaning
C. 82, sec. 124, which provides that
of R. S.
where a “second suit has been brought for
the same cause before the costs ot the former suit are paid, further proceedings
shall
be stayed until such costs are paid.”
There is a material difference in the form
of action, the declaration, the
plea, the
measure of damage, and the form of judgment. Exceptions overruled.

Marquette.

The Superior Counoil of Maine, of the
American Protective Association, representing the subordinate councils of Maine
in the following towns and oities, namely,

Portland,
Westbrook, Saco,
Sanford,
W'aterboro,
Buxton,
Windham, Cape
Elizabeth, Yarmouth, i’reeport, Bath,
Bockland, Vinalbavon,, Bangor, Houltou, Bridgewater, Orient, Blaine,[AugusGardiner,
Lewiston, Waterville,
ta,
Smyrna Mills and Scarboro, have sent a
protest to our Senators and Representatives in the Congress of the United
States against plaoing in Statuary Hall
in the Capitol at Washington the statue
of the Jesuit priest, Pare Marquette.

Franklin,

Elisha G. Jones.
Rescript(no opinion), Foster, J.—Action
of debt upon a judgment recovered in 1S57,
for $30.86 debt, and costs of
suit taxed at
$8.45.
The case has been twice tried. The plaintiff and defendant are brothers.
The defense set up at the trial was that the judgment had been satisfied. The principal evidence comes from the two
parties.
They
differ essentially in their statement of the
facts. The jury believed the defendant. It

mostly a question of veracity between the
parties. ‘The jury saw and heard the parties,
and had a right to judge of the weight to
l>e given to the testimony from each. We do
is

ot think the

case

requires the intervention

Gf this court to set aside the verdict. Motion
overruled.
Sagadahoc, ss.
Alfred Shrimpson and Sons vs. William W.

A rft

Rescript, Foster, J.—The decision of a
presiding judge as to matters of fact, in a
case referred to him with the right of exceptions, is conclusive. And exceptions do
not lie to his finding of any matter of fact.
Exceptions

;1

|;►
\1
1

►

|

I make the clothes look snowy

white,
I wash the

dishes clean and

*

WASHING

mamjjles it would do.'
kjjidt^vhat
I will

directed,

it will

jl

BEERING.

Shepherd Boy,

u

A.New
Stomach

Collides With Cape Electrics.

A team belonging to the London Art
Gallery of Exchange street, collided with
oar 19 of the Portland and Cape Elizabeth railway on Sawyer street, South

sufferer, get of your druggist this

are a

is

your food, improves your health,
your money—a lesson in economy,

saves

r

9 'I' MI ^

ifjM j

j

\

§1 |ill |
jl

I® IS li
wreath—jl|}

marks—“Cottolene
and
head in cotton-plant

FAIRBm^CO.,CHICAGO, Mm
Mifi
H *'f5
(gWSf
[p

224 State Street. BOSTON.
Portland, me.

up under the rail, near the centre of the
the whole
oar, ripping it badly nearly

IwjJ

IP
S

W

y

;►

paint look fresh

]1
«1

|

|

engine drawing

ing train in

charge

a

of

Conductor George
a

switoli

Westbrook Junction at 5 o’clock

morning delaying
was

running

re-

3-1

SALE—Deering Centre. 2 1-2

storied

house for two famlies, 19 rooms, in perfect
hotel, permanent FOR
WANTED—Woman
job, general work; no cooking; Ameri- repair, steam heat of latest pattern, fine large
can prel erred; would
employ two one for stable, 13,500 feet land, abundance of fruit,
light work. S. E. GRANT, lame&k, Maine all kinds, 1 minute to electrics, hige elevation
for

vfith

25-2

extensive

views.

Price

$4,500.

cost

$9,000. W.H. WALDRON & CO., ISO Middle
28-1
WANTED-A lady about 35 or 40 years old street.
who can come well
recommended,
Protestant girl, who desires a home in a fainilv of
SALE—East Deering, new 2 story house
three to do general work and
FORand stable with 5 acres land. 3 minutes to
companion.
Gentleman away most of the time
Address
GEO. S. NEVINS.Box 446. Freeport, Me
2-1

electric cars. Price $2,000. W. H. WALDRON
& CO., 180 Middle street.
28-1
SALE—Pianos. $65.75.100, 125.
I^OR150,175,190.200,
225. Now is the
to

buy

135.
time

piano for the cottage or summer residence. Call and see them. Warercoms 548 1-2
Congress street, cor. Oak. J. P. WHEELWRIGHTS.
28-1

GIRLS WANTED

a

l^OR SALE—Farm,

-TO-

11 acres,

300 hear-

over

apple trees, abundance small fruit,
by Normal school, post office. R. K. &c..
Sebago being put into town, electrics coming,
good house and buildings, fine chance for suburban home: price low. T. FaKDON, Gorham Maine.
28-1
close

Pack Hatches
-AT THE-

EXCELSIOR MATCH

TXOME
11
We

FACTORY,

you

a

Pork by Strip, 7c; best Country Ball Butter,
25c; 101b Tub Squire’s pure Lard. 75c; fresh
and Pickled
Tripe, 8c; Frankiort Sausage, 10c;
try our Hulled Corn, 10c can; Forequarters
Lamb, 6 to 7c; nice Corned Beef, 2. 4 and 6c;
Best Maccaroni, 10c; Red Alaska Salmon. 10c;
11 Bars Laundry Soap, 25c; California White
Ho .ey, 18c box; Best Baltimore Peaches,
10c;
fine cooking Molasses, 25 and 35c gal; 3 pek.
Savena Soap Powder, 25c; Best can Blueberries, 10c; 3 lb. best Cal. Prunes, 25c; best Pea
and Y. E. Feans. 45c pk; nice smooth large
Potatoes. 45c bush; 5 lbs. Carolina Rice, 25c;
6 lb. Buckets Jam, 45c; best Cocoa Shells, 5c lb.
JOHNSON & LAMBERT, 24 Wilmot St.
Cash Grocers.
57.1

Forty words inserted under

this heac
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Women’s Ball,
Citj
J Hall,
California opal, oval in
IOST—At
shape
and
in
the

Pickels.

30
cents gallon.
dollar a week on Meats.
etc. We call for oreers
and
deliver
them.
Telephone 228-5.
Best Rump Steak. 18 to 22c; line Vermont Tub
Butter. 22c; best Round Steak. 12 I-2c; Salt

TOST AND FOUND.

one

made

can save

Vegetables, groceries,

Morrill’s Corner.

Little

a

color,
transparent. Findei
please return to MISS JOSEPHINE HANSON

changeable

24-1

SALE-Or exchange, two story frame
Ij^ORhouse
and large lot with
frontage of 70

TO LET.

a

feet;

about one block from Congress street, at
upper end of city. BENJAMIN SHAW, 61 1-2
27-1
Exchange

Forty words xvserttd under this
one

head
week for 25 cents cash in advance.

street._

SALE—-2% story French roofed house
FORcontaining
12 rooms in first class repair,

T7i OR
RENT—First class brick
Cumberland street, between
Mellen streets.
BENJAMIN F.

house oi
State anc
HARRIS
and Middle

Jl

Chambers

Exchange

comer

streets.

heated by steam, with lot 70 x 80. Situated
No. 76 Waterville street.
For furtner oarticulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42J4 Exchange

SALE OR TO LET—The Homestead
of the late Thomas Quiuby, near Stroudwater In Deering.
Four acres of land
with
street cars;
lo
good house. On line of
minutes from Union station; perfect drainlocation as
age; Sebago water. As fine a
trere is in
Deering. Apply to ANDREW
HAWES. Stroud water.dec27-tf

IiOR

LET—Up stairs tenement of five room!
Prebio street, $10.00; Park Place
8 rooms, including water, $15.00
Cushman street, up stairs rent of 6 rooms anc
bath, $20: house of 13 rooms 67 Danfort!
street, $20. N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle
street, room 4.27-1

TO

on

IF l OFR WATCH KICK

RENT—On State street, a very pleasant sunny house of ten rooms witlisteair
heat.
BENJAMIN F. HARRIS,
Chambers,
Corner Exchange and Middle streets.
24-2

FOR

will
kick out
it and make it
WE keep
good time. Mainsprings 75c, cleantake the

WANTED.
Inserted nnder this
hesd
Forty
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
ward*

me abbabella

I will

buy
AND
MeKenuey’s.

WANTED—Within a radius of onea mile from head of Brown’s
or west, with
not less
than
four stalls. Parties having such to rent can
have a responsible tenant.
BENJAMIN F.
HARRIS, Chambers, corner Exchange and
Middle streets.
3-1
fourth of
STABLE

Wharf, south

you such a pretty ring ai
A thousand of them, the besi

the largest, the prettiest stock. Engagemenl
and Wedding; rings a speciality. McKENNY
The Jeweler, Monument Square.
jauistf

ANTED—Burnham's
\MT
It
No
for

IP WE WANTED A CLOCK

by grocers
sold to the
HALL. Try one case.
Time of
used. Try a bottle for health.

The funeral services over the remains
of the late Mr. John Q. Twitchell will
take place from the First Parish oliurch
at 2 p.
m., Tuesday, Maroh 3rd, and

on us

Pictures!

fra

n

WTOTICE—Impoteucy,
L!
ken
caused

SAMUEL

LEVY Is

MR.buy cast of! clothing

Anniversary,

icsiuicu,

Edwart

to

suipiicu;

rcuietiv

cueap,

oun-

21-2

Y\7ANTED—All

persons in want of trunks
▼ f
and bags to call on E. I). REYNOLDS,
593 Congress street, one door above
Shaw's
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can
therefore give bottom prices.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings. We frame
fed4-2
pictures.

prepared t<
of all descriptions fo

loan;

on first and second mort
real estate, personal porperty
or any good collateral securi
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42£ Exeliang

MONEY
gages

liisaca

22-tf

now

Address letters or post.*
highest cash prices.
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.
sepA-tf

Tickets should be scoured at once from
the members of the Samaritan Association for their reception and oeiebration oj

sexual weakness, shrunparts, nervous debility, lost vitality
by excess or overwork, positively

venient. good effects, can send l>y mail, strictly confidential.
Particulars, inclose stamp.
Address PRIVATE PARTY, Pr ss Office.

100 Ex
Furniture

cnange
JKlhngwoocl
Co. All accounts will be settled by
C. Jones at above address.

the remainder of the day.

smail

a

26-1*

stevens & .tones

the

that

ITT ANTED—A few ladies and
gentlemen
II
wanted to canvass for the Internationa
Publishing Company, for a good book. $40.00
For further informaper month, guaranteed.
tion call or address MRS. J. H. LIBBY, Scarboro. Me., state agents.
26-1

Notice—The
CO. have been removed to No.
street with

so

apartments for light housekeeping. The western part of the city or Deering. Address stating
terms etc. to MERCHANT, P. O. Box 739

before

offices of

way

or

frame. All kinds of easels from 35c up. E. D
Rl YNOI.DS. 593 Congress St., next door t<
Shaw’s Grocery Store.
feb24-lw

from his late residence, as previously
announced.
The store of Twitohell-Champlin & Co.,
will close at 12 o’clock noon today, for

a

of

a

29-1

We

start you in

can

three,
family
WANTED—For
suite of furnished
furnished house

in want of pictures shoulc
going elsewhere. The picturt
“Thorough-bred” given with every picture w<

call

We

surely make $6 to $10 a day. Costs
you nothing to start m this beautiful work.
Come and see for yourself. THE OPAL ART
feb2-l
CO., 569 Congress street.

2d mortgage:
insurance policies

PICTURES!
them! Those

WOMEN—Wanted to introduce a
and beautiful art work, new patented

new

and any kind of collateral security—notrs dicounted on favorable terms.
W 1’. CAKR
room 6 Oxford Building,
Ieb26d4w

street.

it is
3-1

year

AND

MEN

method.
you can

_MISCELLANEOUS.

College

Beef Wine and Iron.

quality and economy.
druggists. Bargain
by THOMPSON &

and
trade

cases

TO LOAN on 1st and
lt| ONEY
real estate—also lire

FREE!

equal

Sold

TITE Would go to McKenney’s because he hair
more up-to-date Clocks than all the otliei
stores combined. His 95c alarm clock is wak
ing up the town. Clocks, 95c to S50.00
McIvENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument,Square
jan' 5rf

call at house 13

of

ing §1.00; mainspring and cleaning combined
$1.50; all work nrstolass. McKENNEY. The
Jeweler, Monument Square.
janl5ti

BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, Chambers, cornel
20-2
Exchange and Middle Sts.

"marry

26-1

street._

3-1

bouse ot

or

Mr Twitchell*s Funeral.

on

stocks, bonds
ties.
street.

che 68th anniversary at Gilbert’s ball,
tomorrow evening. There will be music,
both vocal and instrumental, an address

WANTED—To buy all kinds of cast off
clothing, ladies’ dresses, children’s clothing and men’s clothing. I pay the Highest cash
price. Send letters or postals to MR. or MRS.
13-3
S. De GROOT. 70 Middle St., City.
""

jan21-4

WANTED—SITUATION'S.

by Mrs. George S. Hunt, and later in
the evening dancing and light refresh-

Forty
one

FULL

on

near

yesterday

trains until

noon.
The
outward bound one,
the inward bound track and

was

[. “Howard" & Co.

COUNT
PRINTING
printed the outside
job
and another pfinter printed the inside. Our customer said:
Didn’t you
print more than 3,oco?” Ans. “Not
more than 20 over.”
Customer: “We
had 250 of yours left over.” Natural deduction: the other fellow gave short
count. That’s the kind of competition
that makes friends for us. He cheated
the customer out of nearly 10 per cent,
of the job.
AN

a

recent

give

you

just what

we

charge

you

an

derailed by the automatic system of interlocking switches in use at jhe junction.
was

Salvation Oil should always be kept in
the kitenen. For the ready cure of scalds
and burns it has no eaual. 2oots.

PRINT

87 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET

PORTLAND.

ME^_

NURSERY AGENTS
on
the road
orders
WANTED—To take
during the coming spring and summer. Unand
chance
for
experienced
beginners
equalled
We waut. your help aiid.are willing
men.
to pay liberally for it.
Do not fail to writ® at once for full information.
WHITING NURSERY CO.,
KOSTON. MASS
457IilueHill Ave„
**‘1^
MW&Fm2

H.

words inserted
under this hea< 1
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

MADE

LIKE

A

HOWARD

•‘WATCH.”

Perfect in construction,

unsurpassed
n finish, new
drop frame assuring extra
, itiffness, detachable
sprockett, Vim tire,
; til parts made in our
works, warranted
>ei feet and fully guaranteed.
The only wheel
furnishing double
landle bars.

1

Agents

MILLS,

Order slate

LOST AND FOUND.

Congress St.,

for Cumberland

feb24

County.
eodjlm

COPARTNERSHIP

NOTICE.

Prescriptions

31 Exchange Street,

Me,
Portland,
eodlyr

CAUCUS.
Cape Elizabeth.
The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth are re
quested to meet at Grange Hall on Wednesday
March 4th. 1896, at 4 p. m„ for the pur pose o
nominating candidates for the several towi
offices to he supported at Annual Meeting
Per order, TOWN COMMIT TEE.

takes the lead of all.

beautiful and wonderful.

extreme care

I
•

it costs you nothing extra for
that, and without it your Pre-

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING

EPPS’S

scription is valueless.
Ask Your doctor about OUR repu

_

MR. JOSEPH S. HAM
day admitted

partner in our house
WM. X. PRINCE & CO.,
Jobbers of Fancv Goods. Small Wares and
Gents’ Furnishings,

*55

ian2S

a

St.,

Portland, Me
aim

The Republicans of Baldwin are requested tc
meet at the town lionse in said town on Sat
pururday, the seventh day of March, for the
severa
pose of nominating candidates for the annual
town offices to he supported at the
town meeting; also to select three delegates to
attend the the State convention to be liolden
in Portland. Per order of

SIMMONS &

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE

HAMMOND
CAREFUL CHEMISTS,

Congress

f»b20

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

'

JAMES EPPS & CO., Ltd., HomaopatMc
Chemists.

& Green Sts.
dtf

COCOA

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural taw*
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition. and by a careful application of the tine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Fops has provide*!
for our breakfast and supper a delicately navourcvi
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors'
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds’of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. "We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gacette.
Sold
Made simply with boiling water or milt
only in half-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thus:

tatlon for CARE.

Baldwin.

this

GENTS—A big snap for agents,

it sure!t
Something new,
First class lady
and gentlemen canvassers and agents wanted
S.
and
in everv town and city in the i.
Canada. Right of cities and towns given.
Agents for the Opal Art Co. are making $:'.0
to §60 per week. Call and see for yourself.
We can prove to you that our
agents are
THE OPAL ART
making §5 to $10 per day.
2-1
CO., 559 Congress street, Portland, Me.
4

adjunct of the apothecary, i.e.,

Agency.

Horace Anderson.

T OST—A pair of gauntlet sealskin gloves.
JJ Probably left in the Deering electric car
Finder will
Wednesday. Feburary 20th.
please return to K. H. E., Press Office and
29-1
be suitably rewarded.

WASTE D-AGESTS.

We throw in the most valuable

or

Insurance

\

20-1

OF US

Chandler’s Music Store, 4£
eodtf
Congress street,

ANDERSON, ADAMS & GO
Fire

a
Scandinavia
work.
Call or ac

at

g££i£S£
Ctl9

J.A.MERRILL&CO.,
503

E.

IVAN TED— Situation
by
girl for general house
&2 Newbury street.

dress

Piano Tuner. When you buy your

CYCLES.

we

for every time.

Maine Central wreck-

L. Barbour left the track at

train which

story

GGS FOR HATCHING—Settings” of
Ply
month Rocks, headed by
Rudd Cocker
ell,” also “Duke of Yroilc” Brahmas; 60 cent;
per 13 eggs. Address Box 143, Deering, Me.

car.

Samaritan

farm,
head <>f

acre

12 rooms;
house,
per year: two
ell,
barn and outbuildings; all connected, in first
J.
WM. MERRILL,
class repair, $3500.
Falmouth, Maine. Box 460.
20-3

who

eventa|

/

GenuineCOTTOLENEis JM
sold everywhere in tins with trade-mm

too.

N. K.

one

Tenement No. 65 Sprue*
rooms and bath, hot and cold
water throughout, fine laundry in basement,
$23 per month including water. Apply tc
LYMAN
II. NELSON on the premises oi

M| |fj j Jft

■

head

LET—Upper
TO street,
8

When a recipe calls for a cupful of lard or butter, use two-thirds of a cupful of Cottolene— M
the new shortening—instead. It improves

pulled his horse sharply to the side of
the track just as the oar was about to
pass. The tire of one of the wheels oame

this

advlne^.

120 Franklin street.

If yon

180
28-1

cure

never

[

SALE—In

est.iv

CO.,

fifty
FOR31 miles fromFalmouth,
Portland, attlie

KefereXms

of any disease compermanent, the purifying,

To make the

^IfSSON inCOOSSi

at 7.20. Much
interest is being manifested in the line chorus of ohildren to
participate on the ocoasion.
For particulars see advertisement In
this paper.

4,

?n

an

navigation on the Presumpscott river at
Staples Point bridge; can cut 60 tons of hay

Ieb26dlw

swraniniii!^^

beautiful sacred cantata in Congress St.
Methodist church on Wednesday, March

THE THURSTON
The

Inserted under
week for 25
c.,h

TOTANTED—A" experience girl
”
is a first class cook.
quired. 40'VEST. Cali in the

practically give

gl
preat disease-conquering discovery (the price
be without"
the complete treatment, consisting of one bottle
Puritana_asj forPuritana,
one bottle of Puritana Pills, and one
long as I live, and 1 believe that will be' of
bottle of Puritana Tablets,'all inclosed in one
some time, as I am growing
or write to tbe undersigned, and you,
younger and, package),
will bless the day when you heard of Puritana*
happier every day.”
The Puritana Compound Co., Concord. N. H.
<

careful training, the
Congress street choir, assisted by leading
talent of our city, under direction of Mr.
Carl F. A. Weber, will render the above

We

jl

pails

POWDER.

overruled.

1

bright,

I scour tin pans and milk

I make soiled
and new.

as

vs.

Pendextetr.

;

G.
W.

this year; a forced sale to close
Price $3,000. W. H. WALDRON &
Middle street.
es

ments.

ss.

Reuben Jones

jj
A ifti ifti A A A

>

Forty words

not

decisions from
the Law
The following
court were received yesterday
Cumberland, ss.
Brunswick Gas Light company vs. United
Gas, Fuel & Light company.
Rescript,
Foster, J.—Where a plaintiff has become

FARM

PANTED—FEMALE HELP,

>

yesterday forenoon, tearing
easily between
twenty hours, or lour hours quicker than the side rail on the oar almost completeservice.
She
the present steamers in the
ly oft. The aeoident was due to the careis to be completed and ready to go upon the
lessness of the driver of the toain, who

Classifying Him.

FOR SALE—7 miles from Portland,
cuts 60 tons hay, very large Orchard yielding 1000 bushels per annum. 2 story house and
barn. Sebago water, electrics will pass premis-

Poor/

jWhei^eraalize

After months of

length of the

feb2Gtf

and wife to take
charge of
m,l8t b.e a S«od farmer. For
furthei information inquire of .T c roi hNWORTHY, FRANK CROCKETT or O G
CHI PM AN. Overseers of the
fel>2(i-l

market ajraAj —^ If i~^Vr~ me want to plete and
ffuAthe/man who discovsed Puritana nourishing, correcting, and building-up
th^bMuidn, even better process must begin and end in the
than 1 was beforeIWastaken sick. My stomach. It is the
^
power producer of
wife slys that it is prej^iterous to say
the humin system, and by the aid of
that aiwthing but'Puillfcna saved my life,
for it alo saved me from the danger of Puritana will give healthy Blood, healthy
paralysl. At thjUsAe my friends would Liver, healthy Kidneys, healthy Lungs,
not
ha*gJyf^wScems for my chances. healthy Nerves, healthy Brain, andhealthy
|That isSvhy I do not lose a chance to, Skin. Puritana is the prize formula of
tell abJit Puritana; for I believe a great Prof. Dixi
Crosby, of Dartmouth College.
could be saved jf people_only'

ship wil make the passage
this city and
New York in Portland,

the

six, with one death, and in
It is intended to name
route March 1, 1897.
the hospital eight with seven deaths;
the ship the “John Englis,” after the vetscarlet fever two in the city, no deaths,
Use it in Time.
eran
shipbuilder (deceased) father of the
diphtheria eleven in the city,two deaths;
Catarrh starts in the nasal passages, affecting present John Englis, of New York, the
the
in
typhoid fever,three
city,no deaths, eyes, ears and throat, and is in fact, the great
largest stockholder of the company. The
and six in the hospital, one death. There
enemy of the mucous membrane. Neglected directors of the company have in contempwere 903 cases of all
kinds of disease colds in the head almost
In variably precede lation the building of a second steamship,
brought to his attention in the oity with catarrh,
causing an excessive flow of mucus, as soon as circumstances mil enable them to
twenty-three deaths, and three hundred and if
the mucus discharge becomes interrupted do so, and it is hoped in the not far distant
and ten in the hospital with thirty-seven
deaths. There were 210 fuinili6s visited, the disagreeable results of catarrh will follow future wo shall have a daily service by
492 patients seen, of whioh 127 were un- such as bad breath, severe pain across forehead water between this city and New York.
der and 265 over fifteen years of age; 3338 and about the eyes, a roaring and buzzing
calls made; 73 operations performed; 39 sound in the ears and oftimes a
very offensive
births, 60 deaths; total number of pa- discharge. Ely’s Cream Balm is the acknowlSUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
tients in the hospital, 276.
edged cure for these troubles.
charge

the top of my head.C_^
It stopped that miserablepain'at the
pit of my stomach; it made me eat like a
hungry man and sleep like a healthy,1
tired man. $ It cleared my head so that I
can now see without
glasses and walk
home through the crowd
out the least danger offjlSmg
uownupder,
the horses’
“It seems/g^od 'to'*epi^5ack to'the'

the

Team

CHICKENS

man

was

to

MUSIC AND DRAMA,

David the

competent

head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

hatched without the use
of
the “Lousy Old Hen.”
1 want to perform the operation for you. You furnish eggs
and I will do the rest. w. L. MERRILL,Cumberland Centre, Me. “Twin Maples.”
j-i

thoroughly,

nS' VvWJ0,.1116
BRADLEY,
4»y2 Exchange St.
A

j ust "what^I ’"needed.(
|When I got a bottle and began using it I take it
found that I was being made over new,1
just as it says, from the solesof my_feet
Puritana

john.

North

on©

■fir AN TED—An able bodied man who under
stands farming
between the
of 21 and 3o, and who comes wrell recomoffice of Wm. M.

Nature’s
Cure

~~

The Amerioan Cadet Band held an annual election Sunday, resulting in the
choioe of the following offioers:
Leader—B. B. Hall.
President—W. G. Newhall,
Vice President—H. C. Littlejohn.
Secretary—W. H. Shine.
Treasurer—Ira Hamilton.
Armorer and Librarian—H. C.
Little-

sa-

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

ages

SALE.

Forty words inserted tinder this

WANTED.

was

_

Cadet Band.

Standing Committee—Messrs. W.
Newhall, Charles Sohonland and V.
Libby.

Puritana

sick for nearly two years,"said
George H. Dunning, of Faneuil Hall
Market, the historic landmark of Boston.
“
I was run down, had nervous prostration, lost my appetite, could not sleep
without opiates, had little control over
my limbs, was so light-headed that I was
afraid to walk about alone,' could not see
except through a blur, had a constant
pain in the pit of my stomach, and had
abandoned business, pleasure, and, practically, life itself. When the crisis came
I was out of my head and my temperature
was up to
105 degrees. When the neighbors came to inquire the doctor told them
that I was past hope. My nurse made
another appointment, as if it was certain
that my death would come in five days at
the outside.
“
I had one chanceitTa hundred,and I
took that chance. All the doctors and]
•
medicines had failed in my case, and I
Puritana differs from all other medicines
threw them all ovef. * It seems as if there as
day differs from night. It cures disare new kinds of diseases in these
days ease by naturalizing and vitalizing the
of steam and
electricity, andjiew treaty Power Producer of the human system.
cnencs are neeaea,
“
To any man, woman, or child, who will

water.

state rooms being left out at this point, thus
North Berwick.
to extend the enBerwick,March 2.—Rev.Jesse Stone, allowing the dining room
windows on
tire width of the saloon with
been as prevalent as.usual the past year. now nearly 94, is apparently enjoying life,
each side, which will make the room exThere was au epidemio of diphtheria, in his neat cottage about a mile from this
The kitchen
with his estimable wife, a few years ceedingly light and pleasant.
but the stringent methods of the Board village,
his junior, where he cares for his cow and a will be upon the lowrer saloon deck directly
of Health strangled it in its infancy.
be connected
fine flock of hens. His contemporaries
in under the pantry wrhich will
Pneumonia has. raged with fatal efieot. the Methodist denomination have all
with the dining room. Quite a large numpas sed
The hospital has been put in first rate on before him, the nearest in age perhaps ber of the state rooms will be of extra size
for the use of families. The cabins and saNew bath rooms being the venerable, D.
B. Randall, 1).
sanitary condition.
The old gentleman loves to dwell upon loons will he built of pine, and w’ill be finhave been put in and the old ones util- D.
ished in wrhite and gold, while the stairs,
ized for muoh needed rooms.
The ca- his life work as a travelling preacher and
local pastor,and remarks now that his phys- railings, etc., will be of heavy mahogany.
of
tho
is
and
the
pacity
hospital
fifty
ical powers are weakening yet he feels that This work wiH all be done by the famous
for the year has been about
average
his power in prayer is not less than in the William Rowland, of New York,wrho planned
Pudor
forty.
3 Dr,
and finished the saloons of the Fall River
J reoommends days of strong manhood.
the careful numbering of all the bouses
warrant
line steamers which is a sufficient
The
of beauty, of construction and finish.
in the city as muoh valuable, time is lost
WIT AND WISDOM.
guarantee of the builders is that the ship
His report
trying to locate a family.

prey to disease.
Typhoid and scarlet
fever and other aoute diseases have not

1

(who comes from Brooklyn especially for
this oocasion,) and the Troubadour Club,
with Miss Grace A. Graves, acoompanlst.

American

FOR

HELP.

Forty words inserted under this
on©

one

and her classes
Culture will give an entertainment at
City hall under the auspices of the Y. P.
S. C. E. of the First Baptist church.
Miss Treadwell’s exhibitions have always been exceedingly delightful. She
will be assisted on this occasion by Miss
Florence G. Knight, tbe favorite soprano

double at both the

WANTED—MADE

Jrom head to foot.

■:!Efanr-’

Linnie 13.
in Phsyical

Treadwell

cures

Wade Over New from the SoleTof His'
Feet to the Top of His Head, by Prof.
OiKi Crosby's Prize Formula.

large donkey boiler of the Scotch type to
Reserved seats at Stockbridge’s.
heat the ship while in port, as well as to run
the electric light plant, and also the freight

The town meeting in Falmouth organized yesterday by the ohoice of H. J.
Morrill as moderator
and A. A. Noyes

are

In addition to this

evening Miss

It

LOCK,

SAVED AT THE VERY BRINK
OF THE GRAVE.

Miss Tread well’s" Entertainment,

Thursday

MISCELLANEOUS.

TmARKET MAN’S

Resolutions of Respect to Mr. John Q.
Twitchell.

At a meeting of the Portland Wholesale Grocers and Flour Dealers’ Association, held at <1 o’clock yesterday afternoon, these resolutions were adopted:
On
Saturday last our citizens were
shocked to hoar of tho terrible accident
that resulted in the death of Mr. John
To us who have known
Q. Twitchell.
Mr. Twitchell,and have had business and
social
relations with him, his death
comes as a personal loss; his fine business
qualities were reoognized by os ail; bis
genial way endeared him to every one.
Therefore, Resolved: That in the
death of Mr. John Q. Twitolieil tho city
of
Portland has lost one of her ablest
business men, a respected citizen, a gonorous hearted, honest man.
Resolved:
That wo bow in humble
recognition of that iniinite power and
wisdom that has called our lato assooiato
so suddenly
from this lifo to that higher
life beyond.
Resolved: That as a mark of respect to
his momory wo close our places of business at
1 o’olock p. in. on the day of the
funeral and remain closed for tho rest
of the day.
Resolved: That we extend to the family of our esteemed and belovod friend,
and to the corporation of which he was
the head, our heartfelt sympathy in their
great loss.
Resolved: That a copy of those resolutions bo spread on the records of this association; also that copies be furnished
the daily papers, and the family of our
deceased friend.
Edward
V. Carney
Tomlinson, F.
and George O. K. Cram, are tho committee
on resolutions.

the

At a Republican caucus held at Town
hall on Saturday, February 29th
1896,

MISCELLANEOPS.

GROCERS AND FLOUR DEALERS
Pass

A regular monthly meeting of the oity
counoil was called to order in the oounoil
obamber last oveuing. Aldermen ’.Voodbury, Wesoott and Turgoou were present.
The business of the meeting wag rcooiviug the election returns and disposing of
ail unfinished business,

COMPANY

STEA3IS1I1P

T OT>4«»i

octl

Quotations of Staple Products

in tlie

Union Pacific.
73,4
Ainericau Bell.203
Amenoan sugaY, common.116V»
Sugar, cld.101%
Ceu Mass., pld...
do
common.,. 10%
Mexican

Central.

New York

Leading Markets.

Quotations

^following
New York Stock and

Railroads lower.

Bar silver t8Vi.
Mexican dollars 54Va
Sliver at the Board was quiet.
Exports.
POINT-a-PITRE—Schr Grace Davis-1455
had
heads 43 do without 1
shooks
with
sug
15j bbl with heads and hoops 1 HO ruin shooks
with heads 76,660 w o staves 4550pr w o heads
1097 rum shooks wLth heads a?*!!! ft lumber.
{laEroatk Iieveiptii,

PORTLAND. Mch 2.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Port170
cars
land.
miscellaneous merchandise; for

connecting roads 150

ears.

Retail Grr<»ti«r»

su-jar

Portland market—cut loaf 7 ; confectioners at
; pulverised—c;
powered, oe. granulated
*•
coffee crushed 00 •, yellow 4Vs

7‘

5Va

Portland Wholesale

Market.
PORTLAND. Meh 2. 18i)6.
Flour quiet and steady at unchanged figures.
Pork and Lard weak and lower Eggs weak
and lower.
The following are to-dav’s wholesale prices of
Pr /visions, Groceries, etc..
p i«nr.

uraiK

Superfine &Wliear. CO-fbs.
(586
low grades.3 25 S3 50 Corn, new, car 38*40
Corn, nag iota.. 40*42
Spring Wueat bak•rs.cland bt3 700385 Meal, bag lots. .40*41
Patent bprne
Fats, oar lots
28329
wueat... 4 1504 35 Hats. bag lots
30*32
niicli. sU'gin
otton Seenroller.... 4 25,a4 35
car lots. 00 00522 00
clear do.. .4 15&4 25
bag lots 0000&24 00
11 Louis st'gi
lacked Jir’p
4 2504 36
roller...
car lots. 14 60*15 6o
clear do.. 4 1504 25
bag lots. .*16*17 00
Wut'i wheat
Middlings. .S16«17 00
4 3504 50
patents.
Dag ots. .*17&19 00
Fish.
Coffee.

Cod—Large

Shore
.4 7505 25
email do. 2 6003 25
Pollock
.2 2503 25
Haddock... 1 5002 00
l • ake.1 6002 00
Herring, box
...

Stocks and

By Telegrapn 1
to-day’s closing quotations

Feb. 29.
.. 1081/3
coup. .*110
United States 2s reg..
as

vl'I
New

4s

<>ntra!
Denver

r»-.lie;

Bonds

are

,,

Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Mch 2.
Money ©asy at 3@4 per cent.; last loan
± per cent., closing at 4 per cent.
Prime met
cantile paper was quoted at 6% & 6 per cent.
Sterling Exchange was firm, with actual
87 mr
business in bankers bills at 4 86V2
60-day bills and 4 87^(84 88 for demand;
1 osted rates at 4 87V*®4 89. Commercial bills
Government Bonds
60-days at 4 8GV2g4 86.
easier.

on

lsts..'lOl

&| it. G. 1st.113
tbiid Uds.
73
bausas Pacific Consols!..'.!! 73
Oregon Nav. ists.,110
Kansas Paclflc lets...102%
Northern Pacific cons 6s_
t icsill; quotations of stocks:

Mcll. 2.
41.108%
tollOVi
as
101
113
73

73%
llo

102%
42%
16%
148
HO
171
15

Boston* Maine....
Central Pacific.15
Cues, « urn*. 16%
t-iucaso * Alton.156
Chicago * Alton,preterrea_170
tillcairo. Burlington * Quincy 78
Delaware* Hudson Canal Co.126%

1'eiaware.Lackawana

163a
155
170

77%
126Ve
160,

* Westldo

Denver & Itio tirande. 13
t-ne. 16
preferred
28%
r,,
11
inois Central. 96%
1 ake Erie &
West. 20%
Bake Shore.147%
:ouis*,Nash. 517/g
Maine CeDtral R.

Central.
MichlganCentrallpf.
Minn & St. L...
Minn. * SC. Louis, pf...
Mexican

13
16

28%
9+v
21

14-%
62%8

11
«6

10%

RAILROADS.

Mcli
Caracas.New v01f'' ?remen
Laguayra.. Mcli
New^Verk
New v0r,k
New
xorK.
..New
York. 8’thaiunton ’"oh
Delcomyn.New York..Montevideoiiini
Noordland
..New

3
4

....

■

■

a

1 PORTLAND &
ROCHESTER

..

....

..

Y'ork.

,Cientuegos..Mcli

12

....

...

14%
166
12

71%
76»/a
130
40
122
108

dobfd.130

Steamer Tremont, Deering, Boston.
Cleared.

97%

J27

St. Paul * Omaha. 40
ao prfd.122
<*' Paul. Minn. *
Mann.108

MONDAY, March 2.

145

tint. &

Barque Eimirandn, Duncan, New York—Consolidated ice o.
Sell Grace Davis, Dodge. Point-a-Pitre—J H
Hamlen & Son.
Sell Melissa A Willey, oathartn, Brunswick—
Chase, Leavitt & Co.

Soli Augustus Palmer, Haskell, Norfolk—J S
Si Co.
SAILED—Sells John B Manning, and Jona-

Winslow

7 V*
6%
83%

New York Mining Stock*.

Quebec

III effect Monday, November, 4, 1895.
Trams leave Vt iscasSetf for Albion atm wa'
at 9.55 a. m. and 8. 55 p in. A rive, n
Wiscasset at 9.05 a. m. and 6.ir>p in.
Trams leave Albion at 15.00 a ni and i.4(
p. m. Arrive in Albion at 1,20 and 6.56 p. m
stations

RICHARD T.
may

RUNDLKTT.'uluT MgrSU1',m1

18_

of

Molasses.

Forto Kloo..., .27®33
Jarbaooes.
25:428

|

|
J

of the Stearns Bicycle is made with a view to its forming a part of the
hest wheel on earth. It’s a good rule to buy only that which has given
satisfaction. The Stearns Bicycle has countless friends, who have weighed
their mount in the balance of service and found it far from wanting.
He
who seeks the best and is
willing to Day for it should linger no longer
on the brink of indecision.
Get a Stearns catalogue, buy a “Yellow
Fellow” and obtain

?

F

Ii
»

p

4

#

#

^
J
i

i

|

ji

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., 46 Exchange St.
STATE

5

AGENTS.

VICTORS.
VT

mw

Wakes

AND OLD SORES
CATARRH, MALARIA,
KiDNEY TROUBLES
and DYSPEPSIA

Marvelous Cures
in Blood Poison

Are entirety removed by P.VJ*
—Prickly Ash. Poke Root and Potfcl*
glum, the greatest blood purifier oa
earth.
Abbrd*E*r, O.. July 21., 1891.

Bay. Rhode island.

Notice is hereby given that on Feb 19,1896,
gas buoy, painted black and showing a lived
white light, was moored in 17 feet water 011 the
easier y edge of the shoal making off from Plum
Beach. Western passage of Narr igansett Bay,
and about 100 leet to the southward of Plum
Beach Shoal Beil Bvoy. which will be retained
In position.
By order of the Light-House Board.
John G

{

a

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

5

p

Walker.

j>
f

....

Victors

J

W

sT

^F
V

primary, secondary and tertiary
Syphilis. for blood poisoning, mercunal poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
in ail blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
eczema—we may say, without, fear oi
contradiction, rhat P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures

:<F'

BICYCLES.

i£w
VT

A

mail

jH,

Wr

^

....

1896 Models Now In.

N.M. PERKINS &

CO.,

cases.

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
and whoso blood i3 in an impure conuition, due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the won*
derful tonio and blood cleansing prop*
ertieaof P. P. P.
Prickly A^h, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

jgk

—

Springfield, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1893.
—I can speak in the highest terms of
your medicine from my own personal
Knowledge. I was affected with hoart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
35 yoars, was treated by the vary btwfi
physicians ana spent hundreds of dollars, tried every known remedy withOut finding relief. I have only takon
one Dottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say it has done me more
than anything I have overtaken.
can recommend your medicine to aXk
sufferers of the abovo diseases.
MR8. M. M. YEARY.
fiprlngfleld, Green County, Me,

Jk

$J|P
.A

Dealers,

,JI\
fSBr
"’e

Copt. J. b.

P

Fcr

-Qt

#

Mk

food

Hp•£>

4$)
PS*\
Mtt

W?

^

Qfo
T

Johnitoa*

To all whom it may concern: 1 here*
bv testify to the wonderful properties
or P. P. P. for eruptions of the skin. I

^

AM

tufferod for voveral years with an un*
sightly and disagreeable eruption on
I tried every known reme*
my face.
dv buw in vain,until P. p. P. was used,
sued am now entirely cured.

X.

dfj
4(p
^

_

T

1896.

Sequin, Tex. January 14.1893.
Messrs. Lippman Bros.. Savannah,
Qa.: Gentlemen—l have tried your P.
P. P* for a disease of the skin, usually
known *a skin cancer,of thirty years*
standing, and found great relief: IS
purifies the blood and removes all ir*
ritation from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
sores.
I hi ve takon five or six bottlea
and feel confident that another course
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
me from indigestion
and stomach
troubles. Yours truly,
CAPT. W. M. RUST.
Attorney at Law*

^P

m*l°6
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^B
^
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PROPRIETORS,
Llppmu’. siock-enuaik, fi»

J J™

ERIE MEDICAL GO,,BUFFALO,N.Y.

30,

R.

R.
1895.

«vestern"division.

Effect December 22, 1893.

Mechanic Fails, Humiord Falls,
Lewiston,
Livermore Falls. Farmington, Pliillips, Rangeley. Oakland and Waterviile,
8.46 a. m. For Brldgton, Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, SL Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, L.sbon
Falls, Lewiston, via. Bruuswick, Gardiner Augusta and Waterviile.
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick. Lisbon
Falls. Augusta, Waterviile. Bangor, Bar Harbor
Oldtown and Houlton, via B. St A.
1.16 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
station. Mechanics
Kumford Falls,
Falls,
Lewiston, Farmington, K-ingllold.
Phillips
Oakland, Bingham. Waterviile, Skowbegan,
Bangor and Vanceboro.
1.20 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick. Augusta. Bath, Rockland and all stations on
Knox Si Lincoln division. Waterviile, Skowhegan, Belfast. Dover and Foxcroi't, Greenville. Bangor, Bucksport. Oldtown, Vanceboro.
St. John, Halifax, Honlton and Woodstock.
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake, Brldgton, FryNorth Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
burg.
St. Johnsbury, Montrea'Iand Chicago.
6.06 p. m. For Brunswick. Bath,
Lisbon
Falls, Augusta and Waterviile.
6.10 p. m.. For New Gloucester, Dauville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanic
Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, sleeping cars, for
Bath,
Lewiston,
Waterviile.
Augusta,
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
Stephens. St John and all Aroostook County.
1 (alil'.x and the Provinces, but does not. run to
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and box croft or beyond
Bangor, Saturday nights.

Wl

M

Effect October

Trains leave Portland. Union Statlou, for
Scarboro Crossing, 10.00 a. m.. 5.15,6.20, p.
m.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
а. in.,
3 30, 5.15, 6.20, D m.; Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m.,
12.40, 3.30, 5.15,
6.20, p. m.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.40, a. in., 12.40. 3.30, 5.16,
б. 20 p.ra.; Wells Beach, 7.00.8.40 a.m.. 3.30,
6.15 p. nj.i North Berwick, +3.45, 7.00, 8.40,
a.m. ,12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; Kennebunkport, Somersworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. m.,
12.40, 3.30, 6.15 P.m.; Rochester. FarrjJngton, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.. 12.40, 3.30 p. m.:
(via
Woreester
Wolfboro, 3.3"* p. m.;
Somergworth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowel), 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p,
m.
Exeter. Boston. 13.45. t7.00, 18.40a. m.t
§12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston, +7.25,
10.16 a. m 12.65, 4.20. 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston lor Portland., 7.30, 8.30 a. ro.. 1.00,
^
4.16 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston, express 3 45 a. m. For Boston
and way stations, l.oo' 4.16 p. m. Arrive in
Boston. 7. v6 a, m., 6.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.

T

#

1.00 p.

m.

For Brunswick

Bath,

Augusta,

Lisbon Falls,

WatervUle,

and

11.00 p. m„ Night Express with sleeping
cars for an
points.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Bridgton,
8.25 a. in., Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
8.30 a. m.: Waterviile. Augusta and Bath.
; Mattawanikeag.bangor and Kockland

PI 6 EON ^ Ru^fs
-=S:=
MILK
$53 Um
A positive preventive. Can be
carried invest pocket, all com-

Si

pletein
on

small package. Mailed to
* «..*
any auuress
address
recdnt of
of Si
receipt
$1 hv
Dy
r.-,
^
The Japanese Pile
Cure
one

For sale in Portland by JOHN D.
57o and 800 Congress Street.

COTTON ROOT

DEHYROYAL QILLS 3C
^6®always

reliable

andHfi^eafe.

® alwaysbskforDr.RusfB®
n
M
”

Female®
llQt?nyr2ya*
fail
never injure.®

Cotton
Pills.

LADIES!
Root

and

They never
Mailed toany adreceipt of ■ $1.00 by
9

dress on
Company, St. Paul Minn.

KEEFE, 205Midal St.,

and

SIMMONS & HAMMOND
novedtf

QUICK SALES AND SMALL PROFITS.
Ginger Suaos,
Ginger Curt wheels,
Lf mon Cart Wheels,

10 cts.
10cts.
loots
loots,
.10 cts
loots,
16 cts.
12 cts.
12 cts.
26c to 60c

hifle Nuts,

Crackers,

Animal

Vanilla Crisps,
bruit Biscuits,
Assorted Cakes,
Graham

Waters,

Tea.
Chase and Sanborn’s Coffee in
2 lb. cans.
Chase and Sanborn’s Orion Tea
try it.

s.

lb
lb
lb.

lb
lb.

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb

lb.

4 lb. Seodiess Raisins, for
5 lb. Currants for
6 lb Good Raisins,
3 lb. Fancy Katsius,
100 Crackers,
20 lb. Sugar and 1 lb. 60c Tea,
Good Cooking Molasses,
Sauer Kraut
10 ID. Rolled Oats.
4 lb. good California PrunesSalt Pork by the Strip,
Beans, all kinds,
Good Canned Salmon,

26 cts
26 cts
26 cts
25 cts
25 cts
26

A.

$1.60.
cts. gal.

6 cts. lb.
25 cts
25
7 cts. lh.
60 eta. pk.
10 cts. can.

cts'.

Try High Life Coffee.

MADDOX

Telephone. 318.3

gg & 37

Middle,

St.

__

n22dft

"SHH—BB
prostration and all nervous diseases of
♦&P«£Feat remedy for nervous
of either sex, such as Nervous Prostration, Fall*

12.26; Kingfltild, Phillips, Farmington, KumFalls, Skowhegau, Oakland and Lewiston
12.30 I), m.; No. Ccnwav and Frveburg 4.40
Rockm.;
Watervifle,
Skowliegan,
p.
land 6 25 p. m.; St, John. St.
Stephen,
Aroostook County, Bar Harbor and Bangor
6.36 p. ni.; Rangeley, Farmington, Rumford
Falls, Skowhegau,Lewiston 5.45 p. m;Chicago
all
and Montreal and
White Mountain
p.m., all points on B.& A. R. R„
points. 8.10Bar
1.40
Harbor.
a.
Bangor,
m.:
express Halifax, St, John. Bangor Wateryllle
and Augusta, 3.30 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
Portland, Dee. 17. 1895.

t or

dtl

Portland & Rumford Falls
Oot. 7, ISIS
DEPARTURES.

In Effect

“DON’T

8.30 A. M. & 1.15 P. M. From Union Station
lor Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buokfleld, Canton.
Dlx field
and Rumford Falla.
8.30 a. m„ 1.06 and 6.10 p, m, From
Union
Station
lor
Poland
and

Mechanic Falls.
Train leaving Union Station 1.16 p. m. connects at Ruiaford Falls with R. F. & R. L. R. R.
train for Byron nod Houghton.

Through passenger coaches between Union

Station,

Portland and Rumford Fails.

Through tickets on sale for all points
on

P. tt It. F.

R’jr.

R. C. BRADFORD. Traffic Mgr.

Portland, Maine.
L. L. LINCOLN Superintendent,
FeblOdtf
Rumford Falls. Maine

SSWJ70
^rsans
t Manhood,

i-rrr
^‘ V*orry, excessive use of

APOLIO
’TIS

Calling

at

Londonderry._

From

Frvm

Port and
Liverpool
Steamship
30 Jan.Numidian.20 Feb.
13 Feb.Laurentian.5 Meh.
27

Feb.Mongolian.19

Meh.

The Saloons and Staterooms are in the entral part, where least motion is felt
Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at the command of the
Music
passengers at any hour of the night.
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
WINTER RATES—Cabin, $50 and $60.
A
reduction of 10 per cent, is made on Round
Trip Tickets except on the lowest rate.

Second Cabin—To Liverpool. $30; return,
$56. Glascow, 32.50; return $60. Belfast or
Derry, $31.25; return, $57.50.
Steerage—To Liverpool, Loudon. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including everv re-*
quisite for the voyage..'..'.$24.50
For tickets or further information
apply to T. P. McGOWaN, 418 Congress St.
H. G. STARR, 2Va Union Wharf or
H. & A. ALLAN, )
Portland.
[ and 92 State St.,
feblldtf
Boston.
}
J

■

o

wmauoiiai

to.

araamsmp
roa-

—

Easlporl. Lubec. Calais, St John, N.3., Halifax, M.S.

and all parts of New Bramswicb, Nova Scotia* Primce Edward Inland, and. Cape Bret-*
The favorite route tcf Oampobelle &ud
St. Andrewi. N. B.
on.

Winter

Arrangement.

Leave,
Wednesday, March 4,
Monday,
9,
Friday,
19,
Wednesday, •' 18,

Return,

Monday March 2.
0.
Friday,

Wed.

II,

16.

•-

Monday,

"

Friday,

20.

Through tiekets issued and baggage euecked
to destination. HT*Freight received up to 4.00
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other information
at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B.COYLE,Gen. Mao.
ap29dcf

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.

THE
BAY

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.
After Monday, Sept. 2,

Steamer

Enterprise

Will leave East B.,^thbav Monday
m. for Portland, touching at So.
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and
Island.
Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.4E 'a.
Touching at Squirrel
Pemaquid.
Boothbav Harbor, Heron Island, So.
and East Boothbay.
a.

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK BRD

PRINTER

No. 37 PLUM STREET.

at 7 l J
Bristol

Squirrel
m.

for

Island,

Bristol

Wednesday, leave Femaquid at 6 a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. fo*
Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
lslaha.
F'rldav, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel island
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. fof
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel island.
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
aug31dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
New York Direct Line.
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

Delightful and Invigorating Sea Trip.

The Steamships Manhattan and Co'ta;
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, ThurS
days and Saturdays at 6 p. in. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, same days at 5 p m
York, one way, $-t.oo, Round

^Faretojsew
J.F.

J. B. COYLE, Manager.
LISCOMB. General Agent.
nv2-dtf

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
and

Saturday.

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3pm
From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p m. losurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel
Freights for the West by the Penn R R and
South by connecting linos, iorw.uuou tree of

iommission.
Bound Trip $18.00.
Passage SIO.OO.
Meals and room included
For freight or passage apply to F. P.
WING.
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, sa State St.. Fiske Building, Boston.
Mass.
oot22dtf

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothba; Harbor ant
Wiscassett.
Tuesday,

Oct

29ih

the

evv

SALACIA.

leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Toesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays »• Sam
for Popham Beach, Bath, Beolhbay Harbor
and Wiscassett.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays at 6.43 a. in
for Bootlibay Harbor, Bath. Popham Beach
will

JOB

STEAMERS

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co

STEAMER

BUY

CHEAPER IN THE END.

NEW AND PALATIAL

STATE AND
PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest tram's for points
beyond.
Through tiekets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1. 1895.

On and after
and fast

nn7Z.V>
anteo

BORROW TROUBLE.”

ALLAN LINE.ROYAL ^.ST£AMLiverpool ami Portland Mail Service,

R'y. BOSTON AND PHlUDOM

Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors,
Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Con*
Insanity. With every *5 or<ler we give a written guaror refAind the
to,jure
money.. Sold at *1.00 per box, • boxes
0°- »H. MOTT’8
CHEMICALCO.. Cleveland,Ohio.
«
iitor*4>
sale by Lar.ders & B.ibbige, 17 Monument
Square. Portland. Me. oct# tu.th&Sln
;

lrin'KllKn
ArlvTiriR"fTaf
Arn
BEFORE AND At
TER USING,

ber 5th, steamer Merry*
will leave Portland Pier, PortlandSundays
daily,
executed:
For Long,
Ialands,
and
cbebea*ue
HarpBWell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, 2.0C
p. m. For Clift Island, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday 2.00. n. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr’a Island
6.45 a. m. calling at Unrpswell and interj
mediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15
a .inISAIAH DAN’EuA
oct5dtf
Gen’l Manager

Beginning Noveu

coneat'

ford

oct4

MANmnEOR

The Thurston Print,

in

Lewiston,
Baugor.

....

..

Boston & Maine

harpswellsteambgatgI

Portland, Union Station, Railway
Square, for stations named below and intermediate points as follows;
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland
Augusta, Waterviile, Skowbegan, Pittsfield,
Kaneor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
Brunswick,
8.30 a.m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)

Mm

LIPPMAN BROS.

m.

and berth.
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, Livool or Loitdondery. $30.00 and return
$55 00.
To London, Bristol or Cardiff $3
Steerage to
additional, or $01 return.
Liverpool, Londonderry, London, Belfast.
$24.50
and
Queenstown and Glasgow,
$25.50, according to steamers.
Aiijiij lo ii. G. h'J'AKK, 2 1-2 tnlon
Wharf, T. P. SU-GOW AA. 41a Congress
Exchange
J. W. PETEii-ON. 2
street,
street, or DA VIL) I 'OKKANCK & CO., lieu
d.*cHiitf
agents. Foot of India street.
er

Trains leave

\

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

a.

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on
Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
TICKET
MIDDLE
OFFICE NO.
177
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
CHAS. M. HAYS, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
Portlana. Nov. 18th. lSUo.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
7.20a.m., paper train for Brunswick Au,
gusto, Waterviile and Bangor.

in?

U

p. m.
From Quebec. 12.15

In

\

SEALED

DIRECTORY

ARRIVALS.
Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. ra„ and
12.15 3.10. 5.15 and 6.30 p. m.
From
Island I’oud, Berlin and
Gorham,
8.25, a. m., 12.15 and 6. 30 p. m.
From Chicago auu Montreal. 12.15 and 5.30
From

m

Testimony from r he Mayor of Sequin^Tuk

Boon oil Blood Diseases Moiled Frog.

m.

UKrI

l>ORM.\IO\

Royal Mail Steamships— Liverpool Service
via Londonderry.
From
From
From
Liverpool. | Steamers, i Portland, ! IL'libtx
Feb. I
Jan. 9
j •"coianiHn 1 .Inn. 3a
Jail. 23
1 Vancouver 1 Feb. 13
j F -b. ]5
Feb. 1
Feb ;u
j Labi odor i Fe^>. 27
Steamers sail on Tbursda> after arrival of
all trains due at Pori laud at noon.
Kates of passage—First Cabin $50 to $70;
return SHOO to $130, according to steamer

p. m.

PORTLAND.

pmn

1.30 p.

For Quebec, 1.30 p. in.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R

d»

J. P. JOHNSTON*
(gigatUbyl
•
Savannah. Qfe
Skin Cnncer Cared*

_

i».

and Lewiston
7.16, 7.65 a. in
1.10, 1.30, 5.20 p. m.
Gorham and Berlin, 7.55a.m.. 1.30 and
5.20 p. m.
For Island Pond.7.66 a. m., and 1.30 p. m.
For Montreal
and Chicago, 7.65 a. m., aDd
For

For Kiddeford. Portsmouth. Newbury
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. m., 12.55
p. m. Arrive in Boston. 5.58 a. ill.. 4.15 p.
m.
Leave Boston for Portland, *0.00 a. in.,
7.00 p.m,
tDoes not run Mondays.
Connects with Kail Lines tor New York,
South and West
(Connects with Sound Lines tor New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
Scatboro Crossing
with
HConnects at
train tor Boston via Eastern Division.
Througn ttekete to all points in Florida,
the Soutn and West lor sale at Ticket Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. F. and T. A., Boston.
dtf
1e21

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO

—

1895

SUNDAY TRAINS.

^

—

—

Nov. 18th,
follows:

EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station for Cape Elizabeth,
a.
m.;
118.45
Saco. Conway Junction,
Wolfboro
9 00 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth. Amesbury, Newbury port. Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 12.00, +9.00 a. ra.; §12.55
16.00 p. m. Arrive,ill Boston. 5.58a. m., 12.49,
4.15. 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00. 7.46 p. m.

t
?

Springs,

P- purifies the blood, builds uu
weak
and
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseusL'S, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness,
gloomy
reellng3 and lassitude first yrevailed.

’ST

RAMBLER

LEADING.

J?
the

M

Mess es Lipfman Bros. Bavannah.
Oa.: Dear Bibs—I bought a bottle of
Ark. .and
yourP.P. P, at Hot
It has done me more good than three
months* treatment at the Hot Springs*
Send three bottles O. O. D.
Respectfully yours.
Ski. M. NEWTON,
Aberdeen, Biown Cour.ty, Q,

> Rheumatism

E. S'. PENDEXTER.

—

i

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES

Buoy, Narraganset

STILL

after
MONDAY.
trains will run as

a

Measure for Measure.

NEW

..

|
|

Inch

Mariners.
Light-House Board,
1
D. C.,.Feb 28, 1896. j

Beach Shoal Gas

and

For Auburn

Every

Washington,
[Plum

TRUNK

I.EAVE.

Itsiilroad <«

Rear-Admiral U. S. N.t Chairman.
YORK. |M6b. 2. 1896.—The following
rotr
AiiXi
are today's closing quouuigus or mimes stocks:
know
Col. Coai....
memoranda.
Fancy.30*36 Hocking Coal.... 3V* j
Vineyard-Haven, Mcli 1—Brig Eugene Hale.
Ten.
Home stake,
30
Scaleo....
9@13c Amoys.16*2o Ontario.L21/* Harding, from Savanna la Mar for Boston, now
anchored off Nausheu Islan
Mackerel, bi
reports heavy
>
Jongous... 14350 Quicksilver
1 Va
....
NW gales I he entire passage; iost and split sail's
Extra Is 00 OO0$OO lapan..;.18@36
do pid.*.15Va and sustained some
A IX E
BEST.
Shore is S22 OO0$26
damage to hull.
Formoso.20®bQ
".Twiiin.....
New York, March 2—Barque H J Libby, of
bhwie 28 SF19 00^$21
Sugar.
Our
are now ready for your Inspection
6
samples
Victor,
62%
Portland. Pray, from Turks Island for Boston,
Produce.
standard Gran
6Vs Portland.
1 66 with salt.went ashore at Fire Island at 4.30 this
Cape Cran’brs$ 9®$iO EX-qualitv,flne
l 66 morning, and has 12 feet water in her.
Golden Fleece,
Rudder
Maine,
5 3-i6
$7®$9, granulated
broken and cargo ruined. Ciew landed at Fire
Jersey $8 000$9 00; Extra C,
4%
Island.
New York
Seed.
Lit© Stock Market.
Chicago
Pea Beans.1 40@l 45 Fimothv.
Baltimore, Feb 29-Sch O I) Witherell. Chase,
4 Vi® 4 Va
from Rock port, bad foregaff broken and fore(By Teiegrapm
Foreign—nominal
□lover,West, a <• 8
ill split on the passage.
Yellow iives.J 6O;s01 65 do
No. 561 Congress St., Portland. Me.
stays
N. V,
Mch.
9Soy2
1896.—The
Cattle
mark2,
CHICAGO,
Cal l ea-1 7001 75 Alslke.
Philadelphia, Feb 29—Barque Puritan. Dun9! 1310
et—receipts 14,600: firm:choice 10 higher ;com
dtf
jam 3
Irish Potat’s. bu35@40 lied lop,
15:515 Vj mon to extra steers at 3 30 «4 60: stockers and ning, from Sourbaya. reports, from 17tli to 22d,
oweets. Vineland 6 00
froTinous
feeders at 2 65@3 66: cows and bulls at 1 4 0 off Hatteras, experienced heavv gales and split
.•■ails and sustained other damage.
do Jersey— @450 Fork(«3 60; calves 3 00,2,6 26;Texans 2 5&380.
Onions—
clear.. 12 76*13 °5
nogs—Receipts 23,000; strong to 6c higher;
Domestic Porta.
Native,bbl 1 5001 75 jacks... 12 75*13 2 > he >\y packing and shipping lots at 3 56qj3 95;
S pChickens..
14015
NEW YTORK—Ar 29th. ship St Mark, Dudley.
light. 12 26*12 76 common to choice mixed 3 75(5)3 95: choice hsTurKeva, Wes- x50lbc leef—light..
9 00 Nuried 3 90®4 00, light at 3 75,a4 00; pigs at Boston; sells Apphia & Amelia. Willard. Horse
North, turkeys 15 « 17 heavy.
10 50 3 20063 26.
Island for Colonial Beach: Chaney Woolsey,
k owls..
11013c Snlests Vfcb* 5 75*
Sheep—receipts 18,000; weak, 5c lower; in- Ginn, Rockland; Dreadnaught. Cobb. BooihUay
ferior to choice at 3 5ug3 66; lambs at 3 60® for Philadelphia; Yankee Maid, Gilbert, beer ; seventeen
Apples.
,ara.tcs and
years of steady improvement
is>e; F li Baird, Nickerson. Portland for PhilaL’ancy. 3 00@3 50 y% bbl.nure.|6y2(365/g 4 60.
Fair to good 2 2502 50
do coni’ud. 6V4ta
delphia.
—ANDBaldwins.. S3 0003 50 Dails.compd 6to iSti&a
cld 2«th, barque Evie J Ray, Karston, PaDomestic Markets.
Kvap 4P tb.8@9c
dan g.
pails, pure 7*. ®7 !4
Lemoni.
s-s
BOSTON—Ar 1st, sch Mary Brewer, Thomas,
pure If
(By Telegrauh.t
9Vs[*98/s
Messina
2 5003 50 1 lams
Rockland.
* in
MARCH 2. 1890.
Paiermo— 2 6003 25
A
PALACHICOLA—Ar
sch
doeov'ra
Maud
29th,
Snare.
@10 Vi
NEW YORK—The Flour market
receipts
Oranges.
Oil.
2 >,193 packages; exports 3,658 bbls and 6.999 Salvage. Demerara.
3 00®3 76 ] [erosenel20ts
California.
BALTIMORE--Ar 29th, sch Cassie F Bronlo34 sicks: sales ,300 packages; unchanged, Quiet
4 5006 00
Jamaica
son. Bennett. Providence.
Llgoma.HVi and e.isy.
3 76 a.4 50
Valencia.
BRUNS YVICK—Sla 28th. sch Dora Matthews,
Centennial.1114
Flour 'quotations—low extras at 2 50,®3 00;
New York.
Eggg.
Cratt's Asual ..1344 e *'• nulls
extra at 4 15a4 26: city mills patents Brown,
Nearoy.170
] levoe’s brilliant 13y4 4 3J®4 55: winter wheat low
BRIDGEPORT—Sid 28th, sch Abenaki, for
grades at 2 5uu
Eastern extra.. 16017 n hall bbls lc extra
New York.
Hardware
3 u«*: fair to fancy at 2 85<<g3 90: patents at 3 90
8 FreeSt
Fresh Western... 016
CHARLESTON—Cld 29th, brig H B Hussey,
Kaisins.
f e b 2 il
44 15; Minnesota clear 2 70.23 30: straights Warr, Boston.
Held.
(al4 1 Iuseatel.60 lb bxs3®6
do
at 3 004^3 50: do patents 3 35,a4 30: do rve
tfuttei.
Sid 29th. sch Warner Moore. Crockett, Rich.ondon lay’rll 50®176
mixtures 2 60@3 30; superfine at 2 102S2 70:
Creamerv.lncy.. 23'3)24
mond; Clara A Plilnnev, New York.
Coal.
fine at 2 00£?2 55.
Southern flour quiet and
GiitEnee Vr :nt.20®22
FERN AN DiNA- Sldi 29th, sch Wm C Tanner.
Iietail—delivered,
2
<
Choice.
018 'umberland 4 uo®4 60 steady; common to fair extra 50@3 00; good Johnson. Philadelphia.
to choice at 3 00®3 30. Rye flour quiet,steady
< lliestnut....
Cheese.
1*6 00
GALVESTON—Cld
29th, sell Isaiah Hart,
95. Buckwheat flour at nominal 3 20
N. Y. fct’ry.12 C412Va 1 rranKUo....
Fernandina.
'7 25 2Hi6022
25. Buckwheat at 40(g4ic. Cornmeal dull Williams,
V ermont... 12
ftsl2 V2! .ehlh.....i
Sid
sch
Belle
29th,
®6o0 and steady. Yellow Western 2
O’Neil, Dunton, Mobile.
20@2 25; bran*
3age ....13 ®13M» ] ’ea.
NORFOLK—Ar
4 00
sell E S Newman, CasMISS A. L. SAWYER’S
dywine 2 20. Rye, state 49Vs afloat. Wheat— well, Bridgeport. 29fcli,
hu;saies8 86,000
receipts 925 bush; exports
Cld 29th, sclis-Sylvia Hall, Lowe, and Edw C
CSram (jnotauon^'
busli; dull, easier with options; No 2 Redin Smith, Lane, New Yoi k.
SCHOOL
of shorthand and typewriting
store and elev 813a ;afloat 82 v4 c; fob at 82s/4
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Also, Headquarters far Shorthand Work
29th. sch Katharine
@83% : No L Northern 77. Corn—receipts 22,- D Perry, Garfield. Boston.
snd Typewriting.
425 bush: exports 13,393 bush; sales 3,0oo
Saturday's quotations.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 29th, sch Benj F Poole, CENTENNIAL
BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE St
bush;dull,firm; No 2 at 37Vic elev; 38V4afloat. Ross. Newport News.
WHKAT.
jaul
end
tiO.OOo bush; exports 6,OoO bus;
Sid 29tli, sch Elvira J French, Kendrick, for
Feb.
May. Oats—receipts
at 26Vi. Philadelphia.
sales 32,00v bush; dull, steady; No
Opening.06ya
67%i
united at 1 26. Coffee—Rio
Petroleum
steady:
Closing.05 Va
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 29th, sch R F Pettigrew,
67%
quiet and steady; No 7 at 13V4@1 3%. Sugar— Welch, New York.
core.
raw quiet, steady; refined quiet and
steady;
Sid 29th, sch David P Davis, Davis, KenneCUSTOM HOUSE WHARF, i'OHTLAliO ME
4
8
Feb.
May. No 6 at 4Y*C; 7 at 6-l6c;No at 4V4 sNo 9 at bec.
Winter Time Table, in Effect Nov. 35, ’95.
Opening.29
sn5/6 4 3-16c;N© 10 at tVfeesNo 11 at 4 l-iflc; No 12
SALEM—Ar 28th, sch Lizzie Crfrr, Teel, Tho- Leaves Portland
For Forest City Landing,
4
Cosing,.29
7-lfc@4 11- mas <»u for New York.
316/s at 4c- No i3 at 3 15-168. off A at
Peaks Is and. 5.45, 6.40, 8, a in.. 2.16 and
L6c; Mould A at 5V4 : standard A 5{ConfectionPORK.
NC—Ar 1st, sch Falmouth,
WILMINGTON,
6.10
lor
Little
m.
and Great Diamond,
p.
ers’A 47/jsc;cut loaf and crushed 6«/gc-.powder- Wallace. Navassa.
May. ed 5V4<%: granulated at r-c: Cubes 6V4c.
Trefethens and Long Island. 8.0tJ,a. ill.,
WASHINGTON—Cld 29th, schr Augustus
Opening.
9.60
and
m.
2.16, p.
Quotations are those made by refiners on the Hunt, Blair, Baltimore.
C.osiug.
9.70
C. \V. T. GOElJsG, General Manager.
one-pricebasis under the ulan of October loth,
LARD.
uov25dtf
1896 which makes large dealers and wholesale
July.
Sept. grocers agents of the Trust handling sugars on
Sid fin Hiogo Feb 28, snip State of Maine,
Opening.
consignment, and who are at stated times ol
Closing.
CITY OF
settlement allowed a emmission of 3-16c & lb. Park. New York.
Ar at Bahia Feb 23, barque Doris, Thompson
There is also a trade discount of l per cent on
Monday » quotations.
lots and 1 per cent for cash if paid with- Baltimore.
bbl
100
Proposals for Paving Blocks.
WHEAT.
At 8avanna-Ia-Mar, Ja. Feb 15, barque Golin GAv»n da.vs nnrl no Ii-hyIp
on
den Slieaf, Chandler, for Camden, NJ.
No
sales
less
than
26
Mcb.
barrels.
For
quantities.
May.
proposals for furnishing the Street
O eniug.o6yfe
6n
sugar packed in bags there is no a dftional
Department with granite paving blocks for
Spoken.
Cosing...65 V2
6714 charges on granulated or softs from 1 to 14 inthe
1896
will be received at the office of
year
and
other
ib additional.
ORE.
clusive.
Jan 25, Iat 24 S. Ion 41 W, ship Tillie E Stargrades Vsc
the Commissioner of
Public Works until
Freight* to Lierpool quiet, steady; gram by buck. Curtis, from New York for Portland, u.
Meh.
Ma'.
the 4th day of March, 1896.
WEDNESDAY,
steam JL-y* d.
0 ,emne.29
3! in
at 12 o’clock in., when they will be publicly
Coslug....29
The successful bidder will
3(6/s
CHICAGO—Wheat closed quiet at 66V2C cash
opened and read.
POI1K.
be required to give a bond in a sum and with
an'* Men.
Marvelous Results.
sureties satisfactory to the Commissioner of
May.
< oru closed quiet 29V«c cash.
9.«6
01 ening.
Blanks on which proposals
Public Works.
tmi.' closed quiet 2QVsc cash and Mch.
9.30
Qltsing.
further inFrom a letter written by Rev. J. Gun- must be made, specifications an
1'ork closed firm 9 66 cash and Mch.
be
can
formation
at the office of said
l aid closed firm 5 82V2 cash and Mch.
derman, of Dim on dale, Mich., we are Commissioner whoobtained
reserves
the
to reject
8400
bbls;
j
wheat.
ecemrs—Flour,
right
40.000
Portland Stock List*
to make this extract: ‘‘I have
bush: cor 1. 225.000 bush: oats, 434.UOU bush; permitted
any or all bids should he deem it for the inno hesitation
in
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and rve. 6,0i<0 bush barJev. 62.000 bush.
recommending Iir. terest of the city so to do Bids should be
rokers, 186 Middle street.
Shipments—Flour 665 obis; wheat 83.700 King’s New Discovery, as the results marked ••Proposals for Granite Paving Blocks”
and addressed to GEO. N\ FEKNAi l), Combusli; corn. 141.000 bush; oats 171,000 bush; were almost marvelous in the case of my
si OCRS.
feb24dtd
rve. 776 tuum; barley 30.000 bush.
wife. While I was pastor of the Baptist missioner of Public Works.
Par Value.
Bid. Asked
Description.
church
at
Rives
ST LOUIS—Wheat closed quiet 71c bid for
Junction
she was
< anal
315
318
National Bank....... 100
cash.
down
with
Pneumonia
98
brought
succeed100
Casco National Bank.100
Corn closed 26%c cash.
» umberland National Bank.. 40
86
38
ing Da Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of
() ts closed 19 bid cash.
98
100
would last hours with little
Chapman National Bank.100
coughing
Receipts—Fiour 650 bbls; wheat 14.300
98
100
hirst National Bank.100
interruption, and it seemed as if she
110
112 busn; co 11 131 0jo bushjoats 46.000 bush; rye could not
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
survive them. A friend recombusu.
198
100
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
SNmnents— Flour 8,600 bbls: wheat 8 400 mended Dr. King’s New Discovery; it
100
102
Portland National Bank.... 100
llo
112 lush;|:orb 53,000 bushjoats 15,000 bush;rye was quick in its work and highly satisPortland Trust Co.100
?
k.U
1 ortland Gas Company. 50
85
90
factory in results.”- Trial bottles free
DR. S. C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT
318
120
Portland Railroad CompanyiOO
Regu- l£ sold under positive written
DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Bed at 74c; N®1 at Geo. M. Young's Drug Store.
guarantee, by
Portland Water Co.100
loo
106 White at
489 Congress
74% c. Corn—No 2 at 28%. oats— lar size 50c. and $1.00.
authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
BONDS
treefc.
No
White 23%.
H. G. Starr, Westbrook.
Loss of Brain and Nerve Power: Lost Mai hood;
3 04
Portland City 6s. 1897.7 03
1 ortland <5<r. 19U7.12u
Quickness; Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
122
C niton
jllarutec*
Confidence; Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102Va103V2
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
Portland 4s, 1913, Funding.lo7
107
(By
Telegraph.)
aex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
3 10
iangores.1889.it K. am.107
MARCH 2. 1896.
Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opiuir or Liquor,
baugor os. 1905, Water.116
317
which leads to Misery, Oonsumr^ion, Insanity
bath cs. 1898. it. K. aid.104
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-dav was
106
and Death. By mail, $1 a b i; six for $5; with
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.100
V»c lower and umet. sales 475 bales; middling
302
written guarantee to euro or refund money.
Bntb 4V,». 1807.
302 uplands at 7 il-l6c; middling gulf 7 I6-I60.
Municipal.100
bath 4s, 1921, Refunding.loo
Sample package, containing five days’ treatment,
302
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotou market to-day
with full instructions. 25 cents. One sample
Belfast Os. 1898.3/. it. aid.104
106 was
steady; middling 7“/sc.
Belfast 4s. Municipal.101
only sold to each person by mail.
303
aiais 4s. 1901—1911
CHARLESTON—Tim
Cotton
market
Sold by J. H. Hammond, cor ner Free and
to-day
102
Refunding. 100
was quiet: middling 7%?.
Lewiston os, 1901. Municipal.108
Center Sts.; I.. C. Fowler, corner Congress and
110
Lewiston 4s. 1913. Municipal.102
SAVANNAH—The Cotton
market
Sts., and II. P. s. Goold. 581 Con
Lafayette
104
to-day
race 4s. 1 ooi.
was quiet: Middling 73/sc.
Munlclpal..
loo
gress St.,Portland, Me,
Maine CentralR. K.
7s.1898,1st. mtgl06
10S
Cotton market to-day was
MOBILE—The
is. 191.2, cons.
IKe easy; middlings 73/«c.
mt«l34
The'canvass for the Directory having been
104
106
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to day was finished, all recent changes should he sent to
1900.
extens’n
1os
108
,.
.,§**•
7>/se.
m.doUng
41/aS. 1906, Skr- FdlOl
3 02 nominal:
the publishers at once to secure Insertion.
heeds & Farmingtop R. K. es. lS'm 100
in,
1 h e
DirecBenland & Oedg gCs 1900. 1st
The price of d* ft E
18
Markets.
European
Portland Water Co s 6s. 1899_ 104
MORE in harmony
lor all order)
OncB
w
tory will he
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927
with the world, 2000
(By
Telegraph.)
iq(>
\q%
received later than March 7th, 1896. See ttiat
completely cured men aro
LONDON, Meli. 2 1896.—Consols 109 ll-l6d
the publishers have your order before that
singing happy praises for
for money and 109% d for the aceouut.
Boston .Stock Market.
the greatest, grandLIVERPOOL.Mch. 2. 1*96.—Cotton market date to secure the subscription price of
est and most sucThe following are the latest closing ouota easier: American middling at 4%d; estimat- S2.00.
cessful cure for sexqu<Ha
tlons of stocks .,t Boston:
ed sale 1 10,000 bales; speeuLtlon and export
ual weakness and
Mexican Centra 4"S :.
600 bales.
BC)1,
lost vigor known to
Aichlson, Top. & Santa,Fe. It.1B1f
Ouotations Winter Wheat at 6s 8d@5s 9d
medical science. An
Boston* Maine.
'w,
Spring Wheat 6s 7V»dS6s 8%a.
account of thiswonJo
Corn 3s 4d.
pfd
.
dcrful dtecovcry% in
Maine Cemrai..
Pork steady 63 8d.
book form, with references «nd proofs,
will be sent to sufThere ■ no hotter proof of the excelMINIATURE ALMANAC .,. .MARCH 3.
fering men (sealed) free. Full manly vigor
lence of JJr. BullV Cough
Syrup than
permanently restored. Failure impossible.
1 jo
that it is lecoiumeiEJotl by leading physi- 8un rises. 6 15 H. h water 1
Sun sets. 5 88
97 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
cians.
Moon 1*1303.10 69 Height.... 9 09—8 08
mar ‘J
..

On

Notice to
Office

8V4
43

WiscnssciA

STEA MERS.

RAILWAY.

#

than Bourne.

11"%

Sugar.common.116%
Texas Paclflc.
8V4
UnionPaciflc. new. 7%
U. S. Express. 43
Wabash....
6%
do prfd. 17%
Western Union. 83
Riehmona* West Point.
do prfd.

PORTLAND.

Arrived.

103%

Old Colony.

Western. 14%
PaclficMail. 27%
1 ulmau palace.156
Reading. 12
Rock Island
71%
St, Paul. 76

PORT OP

16

j.

OffKEBLE STREET

after Sunday, December
6, ut.55
Passenger trains will >.«>,« Portland:
For
Worcester, Clinton, Aver Junction
Naanna, Windham and Epplnsr at 7.8 J
m. and 12 30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points Nor:
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Spring-vale. Alfred. Water
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. in. 12 80 an
4.25 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m
12 30
3.00, 4.25, 5.20 aad 6.25 p. «.
For Westbreoli, Cumberland Mills, Webrook Junction and Woodford's at 7 S'.
9.46 a.
m..
12.30, 3.00.
4.26, 5.21
ind 6.25 n. ro.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connect
at Ayer JnneUen with
"Hoomo Tonne
Route” for the West and at Union Station
W orcester. for Providence and
New lork

GRAND

J

*.*
*>

4f
4*

l

,1tr

NEWS

MARINE

233%
1063/4
4%

13
70
4o
177

*

..

19%

Norm western. pta.14o
now York Centra;. 07%
New York.Chicago fi st. Louis 13
fiTDSdo 1st pfd. 67%
New York* N E. 40

STATION FOOT
On and

—

—

*

Is

R.

Palatla.New Y'ork. .Hamburg ...Meh 14
New Y'ork. Laguayra.. Moh 14
Venezuela
Foutabolle.New York..St Thomas. Meh 14
Lucania.New »ork. Liverpool,..Moh 14
New York..Rotterdam.Meh 14
Amsterdam
Mohawk.New Y'ork. Lonmin —Moh 14 via “ProTldenoe
Line," for Norwich an
Tjomo.New York..Deuierara..Meh 14 New York, via "Norwich Line” with Dost.'
Saale.New York. .Bremen —Mob 17 A Albany K. R. for .lie West, and with u
Germanic_New York-. Liverpool... Hob 18 New York All Rail via “Springfield."
Mcli 18
New York. .Antwerp
Trains arrive at Portland trom Wotccv
Kensington
St Paul.New Y’ork. .So’amptoic.Moh 18 at 1,80 p. m.: fnoir. Rochester at 6.80 a. r.i
London
21
0
York.
—Moh
and
6.45 p.
m.1: from Gorin,,
Mobile.Neyv
8.30 a-uf
Etruria.New York.. Liverpool.. Mcli 21 at 6.40.
10.60 a.
1..
m..
5.4d ahc. (5.15 p. m.
Anehoria.New York. .Glasgow;....Meh 21 4.16,
For
.Liverpool. .Mcli 21
through Tickets to ,11 points West .,n
Mongonan.. .Portland
Vaendam.New Y'ork.. Rotterdam Mcli 21 Soutn
apply to F. li, COLLINS. Ticks
Moravia.New York.'. Hamburg;. .Moll 21 Agent, Portland. Me.
3. W. PETERS, Sup S.
,„,,Q

70

Northwestern.103%

Portland & Worcester tin

ipiLLlI-1-L--_L._J

RAILROADS.

J

4

York. .Antwern
Me
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool ...Mcli r>
Laurentian ....Portland
Liverpool
Me
a
Columbia.New York.
5
Umbria.New York. .Hamburg'.'.Mob
Liverpool.. Meh 7
Persia ..New York.. Hamburg. .Moh 7
Spaarudam-New York. Rotterdam.Moh 7
Furnesia.New York. .Glasgow
.Me
7
Mississippi.New York.. London
Mcli 7
Btetaguo. New Y'ork. Havre
Mon 7
York.
K.Wilhelm XI.,New
.Genoa.Men 7
Y’unuiri.New York. .Jamaica
.Mon 7
Aleue.New York. .Kingston .Mob 7
Finance.New York. .Colon
Moh 10
Spree .New York. .Bremen ..<.Mch 10
Trinidad.New York. .Bermuda!. ..Noli 11
St. Louis.New York. .S’thamuton.Mcli 11
Friesland .New York.. Antwerp ..Meh 11
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool...Moll 11

96

80
Missouri racme. 23%
New Jersey Central.105%
Nerthen Paclflc common....
4%
do
preferred.... 15%

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

T ahn

Santiago.New

Atchison.16%
Adams Express..148
A nine an
Express..HI

itio,roasted
2o®2S
rava do.28@31

11

OCEAN STEA HKR
1HOVEWEVP4
FROM
FOR

and

Portland
ssi.ooto

Fare,

Wiscassett.
O. C. OLIVFR.
President.
oct2b

Bath, Boothbay Harbor and
CHAS. R. LEW IS.
Treasurer,

oU

1

THE
NEW

PRESS.

FOR THE

FOURTH

TIME

ADVEEIISMEKTS TODAY.

Owen. Meore & Co.
J. K. Libby.
Hooper. Son & Leighton.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Larrabee's White SMire.
Messenger’s Notice.
Atkinson Co.—2.
Dow & Pinkham.
Eines Bros.
W. L. Card.
Notice is hereby given.
XJ. S. Lighthouse Proposals.
AUCTION SALES,
O. Bailey & Co.
p..

Janies P. Baxter Is Chosen Mayor
Of Portland.

Warden—Bvnon, Rep., .540; Fenley, Dem.
297; Moody, Pro.. 9: scattering, 1.
Clerk—Lauglilin, Rep., 041; McGrath,Dem.
296; Marsh, Pro., 10;.
Constables—Perry, Rep., 542; Thrasher
Rep., 643; Conway, Dem., 297; Roach, Dem.,
298.
School Committee—Vosc,
Dem., 308.
WARD

Rep.,528;

Barton,

NEW

j7r7ubbYT]

SIX.

See the East Window I

Alderman—McDonald, Rep., 536; Cobb,
Dem, 364; Norcross, Pro., 14; scattering, 2.
Councilmen—Corey, Rep., 544; Lamson,
Rep., Rep., 628; York, Rep., 543; Noyes,
Dem., 359; Littlefield, Dem., 358; Nowlan,
Dem.*360; Hobbs, Pro., 14; Ham, Pro., 14,
TOTAL VOTE SOMEWHAT LARGER Delano, Pro.. 14 scattering.
Warden—Gray, Rep., 545 Kimball, Dem.,
THAA LAST TEAR,
! Clerk—Ball, Rep., 544; Callan, Dem., 357.
Constables—Jov, Rep., 544; Johnson, Rep.,
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
544; Morgan, Dem., 356; Green, Dem., 358.
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on Page 0.
WARD SEVEN.
Alderman—Leighton, Rep., 721; Clifford,
Dem., 359; Kimball, Pro., 17; scattering, 1.
Seven Wards—Messrs Illsley, Thomp723:
Councilmen—Johnson, Rep.,
Mayberry, Rep., 720; Smith, Rep., 718; Deering,
son, Fagan, McDonald and Leighton Dem, 360; Green, Dem., 354; Mahoney, Dem..
(Republicans) and Eelioe and Howell, 348; Burrowes, Pro., 18; Brown, Pro., 18;
Siiorey, Pro., 18.
(Democrats) Will Sit In the Upper
Warden—Hanson, Rep., 718; Welch, ,Dem.,

Republicans Carry

ST. LAWRENCE ST. PARISH.
Held

a

Meeting Easi Evening—Decided to

Accept Flans for the New Church.

Usual

as

Five

of

Hoard—Council Will Stand 15 RapubliThere was an adjourned meeting of the
can and 6 Democrats—Prohibition Vote
St Lawrence street parish last evening.
The
building committee made a report
Falls Off Badly.
and the meeting was adof progress
Mr. Baxter received a substantial majority
They reported yesterday and is again elected
journed for one month.
Mayor of
fund for the new ohurch has
that the
Portland for a fourth time. The weather
now reaohed a little over $15,000.
was
It
was about as disagreeabe as it
could
posdecided to accept the plans that have sibly be and doubtless kept from the polls
in the hands of the com- many Republicans who would have liked
already been
mittee and from which the illustration to swell that majority but did not dare to

in

a

rceent

issue

of

the PRESS

was

JOTTINGS.

A very interesting meeting of “The
Knowledge Seekers” olub was held on
Friday evening with Miss Hills, of At
lantio St., at which the olub was the
recipient of a very fine gavel presented
by Mr. Thomas S. Lauglilin. The evening was devoted to the study of Emerson
and his works.
The reuglar monthly meeting of the
Women’s Maine Indian Association will
be held in State street ohapel this afternoon at 3 o’clock.

| The! regular monthly meeting [of the
Salvation Army Aid Society will be postponed until Wednesday morning, March
11

The storm continued through yesterday.
was not a heavy rain, but the tog

There

in the early morning,
light drizzle foil at intervals during the day.
The Fraternity club was entertained by
5Fredeiiok V. Chase, Esq., last night
with paper by Judge Robinson.
The gentlemen of High street church
■will give a supper and entertainment
next Thursday evening in the vestry.
Supper at ? o’olook followed by an enterwas

quite heavy

a

is to be rendered In Congress street M. K. Church on Wednesday
evening. A rare musical treat is in store
for all who attend.
1 485
A man named Stanley was caught be- Isld. 1 59
36
tween cars, it is reported, that consti- Isld. 2

plished choir,

2
3
4
5
6
7

tuted part of a wrecking train that wunt
out on the Boston & Maine from Portland to look out for and repair injuries
to the road, and had an arm broken.
Last evening many of the neighbors
and
personal frieDds of Mayor Baxter
called to congratulate him,
and a large
bon Are
was lighted
in front of his

457
43
32
557
371
510
336
406
404

26
1
3
23
21
15
9
16
16

3409 3116

140

2G3
586
344
496
481
659

Baxter’s

3

1
4
3
3

1
Isld. 1
Isld. 2
2
3
4
5
6
7

Baxter’s majority

528
58
36
291
664
329
501
545
672

430
38
18
530
259
480
281
339
319

39
5
15
31
44
39
28
19*
35

3624 2685 255

1895 was,
1896 was,

684
143

WARD ONE.

Alderman—Ilsley, Rep. 59;

Not True.

Birnie.

43; Skillings, Pro., 1.

Dem.,

Councilmen—Foss, 46 Rep.,
Johnston,
Rep., 59; Sprague, Rep., 5‘J; Brackett, Dem.,
57; Dyer, Dem., 43;
Morrill, Dem., 43;
McDonald, Pro., 1; Howard, Pro,, 1; Brack-

It was reported yesterday that instead
ot two
separate buildings the Masons
and the
newly organized opera house
unite in building one
company would

ett, Pro., 1.

Warden—McVane, Rep. 59.
Clerk—Littlefield, Rep., 59.
large block to be jointly ocoupied by
Constable—Bickford, Rep., 59.
School Committee—Hall,* Rep.,
the order aud the company. This was
Dem., 49; Lowell, Pro., 1.
positively denied last evening by a momISLAND

ber of the opera houso committee.

59; Blake,

members of
will meet at their rooms in the
First National hank building tonight,
and after transacting their business will
have a supper at 6.30 o’clock.

Constable—Sloan, Rep.,

42.

School Committee*—llall, Rep.,
Dem., 29; Lowell, Pro., 4.

Free exhibition if the wonderful talking machine at the Preble House this afternoon and evening.
Be sure and hear

WARD

38;

Blake,

TWO.

Alderman—Daniels, Rep., 296;Kehoe,

it.

Dem.

519; Littlefield, Pro., 24.
Councilmen-Carle, Rep., 293; Davis, Rep.,
293; Froth in gh am, Rep., 291.; Henley, Dem.,
530; Dougherty, Dem., 522;
Bryson, Dem.,
527; Farrington, Pro., 24; Dyer,
Pro.,
24;
Pierce, Pro., 23.
Warden Snowman, Rexi.,293; Wilson, Dem.,
529; Craig, Pro., 24.
Clerk—Eastman,
Rep., 292; Flaherty,
Dem., 524; (’lark, Pro., 24.
Constables—Williams, Iiep. ,291; Woodsome,
Rep., 293; Madden, Dem., 5.3.

family
plate
|
Jp?

WARD

handed down from gener-

Warden—Carney, Rep.,64G;Standisli, Dem.,
319; Wilber, Pro., 22.
Clerk—Morse, Rep., 649; Donovan,
Dem.,

of family
noted the
noted the

315; Coffee, Pro., 23.
School Committee—Brownson, Rep.,
Bates, Dem., 320.

pride—the more
maker, the more
plate. It is, therefore, a
gracious and a kindly ***
thing to do, in buying Sil-

holds
the
DRESS-GOODS
Throne
this Spring.

Mohair

r

1

Our
buyer for this department has
been starching the market for novelties
Suits and
in Spring Jackets, Ladies’
Capos, and from the specimens we have
now on exhibtion, he has been very suocessful in obtaining the choicest things
from
the leading garment and cloak
houses in the country.
You
may say a little early to buy
spring garments, but early buying means
from the choicest
the best selections
in Light
Our line of Jackets
things.
Plaids, Scotch Cheviots, Light Covert
CHoths, Silk-lined Cheviots, Capes in
light tans, Black Granite Silks, Velvets,
Brocade
Silks, Black Ksrsoys and Clay
Worsteds, are all £bat can be desired.

The

wonderful

Talking

Graphophone—or

new

Machine. The most
fasoinating
invention o f the ago.
Songs, Band Selections, Cornet and

Banjo Solos, Recitations, reudered with
marvellous aocuraoy and distinctness. A
conoert will be given
Wednesday bstween
10 and 11 o’olock a. m., and 3 and 4
p
m.
The selections to be:
“King Cotton Maroh,” by Sousa’s
Band.

“Midway Plaisance,” by Sousa’s Band.
Waltz,” Band Selection.

“La Serenata

“Jolly Darkies,” Banjo Solo.”

Nets in several styles with and
Fish
withoat flounce, in the newest designs;
also Point D’Esprit, Dotted and Figured
Muslin, and Swiss Embroidered Muslins
with

ruffles, in fact,

a

full line of the

up-to-date styles.
Scrims, 5, 8, 10 and 19 cents.
Silkolines, plain and figured, 10 and
12 l-3o.

War is on.
In spite of Jobbers and Manufacturers,
shall sell 100 dozen of Red Seal Sarsaparilla, SI.00 quality; 100 doses, for 99o
wo

TWO

March

A

designs.

Scrofula Bunches
Formed on my neck and humor broke out
on my face.
Sores came on my forehead
and caused me
much suffering.
I took my doctor’s
prescriptions for the
blood and other

Oi-.VU

lustres, glossy,

Mohair

Some
firm.
changeable,
others monotint,
all are

century—the

ham, Pro.,

;

WARD

Woodbury,
Dem., 294; Rush, Pro., 10; scattering, 2;
Councilmen—Dow, Rep., 539; Virgin, Rep.,
541; Thompson, Rep., 530; Fletcher,
Dem.,
304: Rogers, Dem., 298; Rounds, Dem., 291;
Crandall, Pro., 10; llougli. Pro., 10; Sterling,
Pro., 10; Frank O. Thompson 5.

Too good for Dry Goods Stores—

Jewelers only.

TO CURE A COLD IN

t

542:

ONE

DAY.

Take laxative Brcmo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refunu the money if it fails
to cure.
;i5c.

super

i

1

o

o r

mere.

Fine

heads, full blown

and it has effected a permanent
oare. Hood’s Sarsaparilla has also given
me strength
and renewed health. I
gladly recommend it as an effective blood
medicine.”
Miss Caheie M. Wells,
Sanbornton, N. H. P. O. address, Laconia.

five. AUdruxxists. 26o.

wild

the best inter-

know of.

we

Light.

Same

price

as

the

ordinary
35c

kinds,

Messenger’s Notice
Office of tlie Sheriff of Cumberland County,
of Maine,
State
Cumberland ss., March
2nd. A. 1). 1890.
rid Ills Is to give notice tliaton the 29th day oi
February. A. 1). 1890, a warrant in In
solvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency lor said County of Cumberland, againsi

Jo

cts.

makers’ requisites of every kind, the
best qualities at the lowest

Dress
prices.

WILLIAM H. PHILLIPS, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor on
of
said
whict
Debtor,
petition
petitioniwas tiled on the 29th day of February,
A. D,, 1896, to which date interest on claims
is to he computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
property bv him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said
Debtor, to prove their debts and choose one oi
more assianees of his estate,
will be held ai
a Court of Insolvency to be holden at Probatf
Court Hoorn, in said Portland, in said County o;
Cumberland, on the 16th day of March, A
D.. 1896. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first abovv

51.00.
51.25.
51.39.

VAE1IES.

Thess Celebrated
HATS
Are

p

9
$

It is

decidedly noticeable to
every time we replenish
our stock, for how much less
we can buv standard goods, or
how mucfi better quality we
get for the same money.
This is only natural too, as
processes and machinery are

I

0

C

S

S
c

C

Our new 5c Soap made
with Buttermilk is equal to
many 10c.

OTHER ATTRACTIVE GOODS.

5

5

p

?

6

MIDDLE

STREET.

IDEAS for dainty dishei
made from Armour’s Ex'
tract of Beef.
Cooking lec
ures
every morning. Daint)
Luncheon all day, no charge.
Every day this week in our sam

UEW

|5

5

selliag

j

!
j

$30.

Draper,

j5
4

f

46 FREE STREET,

dec4

1

eodlv

HEREBY GIVEN that the subNOTICEIS
scriber
has
been
duly
appointed
and

room.

taken upon lilmsell the trust of adminisof the estate of
IRENE G. KING, late of Portland,

Ask how to get a cook book.

J. R. LIBBY.

\

line of Busi-

Tailor and

LWO.

COUCH

trator

in
the County
of Cumberland,
deceased,
and has given bonds as the law directs, and
I have appointed Henry P. King of Portland,
Me., agent or attorney within the State of
Maine. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons uuleDted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to

lounges

I
I

Tlic

only

Agent

Soled

for

will find them

GREAT BARGAINS.

THE

In

our

DUNLAP

Drapery

Department this

make one of the
medium priced
displays
goods in this city. New invoices of
LACES just arrived.
....
Our CHAMBER CURTAINS at
$1.37 is the same you see
elsewhere for more money.

year
best

we propose to

of

HENRY P. KING,
Portland, Me., Agt. or Atty.
mar3dlaw3w u*
Portland, Feb. 28,1896.

237 MIDDLE

ST.

Proposals

X♦

2
*

HAT.

AT

1
*
KINSON

OX

♦

CO.,

Monument
L.

CARLETON, Manager.

GENTS’ WATCHES.
A hundred of them.

kind you wish.

Any good

Don’t keep the J
poor
Elgin and Waltham ©
are all right.
They have suited ♦
millions and will suit you.
$5.00 Y
to $100.00.
I

LADIES’ WATCHES.
in

Way up
prices.

j Kenney,

Sqr'l !

J

I
<'

ones.

in quality. Way down
We have a hundred of
No old stuff but the latest
Y them.
5 produccions of the Elgin and
$10, $50.
+ Waltham Companies.
+

FURNISHING

of

will be

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ •

J

this

Hatter,

Light-House lnspetor, First DisPortland, Maine, Fsb. 28th. 1896.
received at this office until 12
o’clock M. on Saturday, the 14th day of March,
1896. for furnishing mooring stones for use
district
year
in tills
during the fiscal
The United Stales
ending June 30. 1897reserves
the right to increase or diminish,
of
during, the fiscal year, the ouanlity
any item or article named in the specifications,
and a clause to tills effect will be inserted in
the contract. Forms of ptoposals and printed
specifications, showing what is required, can
be had or seen by applying to tins office. The
right is reserved to reject any or all bids, and
E. WINGATE, Comto waive anv defects. G
mander. U. S. N„ Light-House Inspector.
eodlit
mar3

OFFICE
trict,

•«

flat is

MERRY,
Tlxe

You

p

0OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO3

onr

I

GOODS.

SPRING
Examine

•

\

OOOOOO

| II.H.IffAY&SOY, l

WE ARE READY TO SHOW

! W. L. CARD,

THE OPENING DAY WAS

|
^

?

Store.

ness Suiting's we are
Which we have exchanged for ou |
at
PRIZE
QUAKER, j
“our latest improved range,” to be 2 §25, §28 &
sold at your own price as we have
no use for them.

Timnied.

R.ead.y,

Sal, Feb. 29th.

us

==

Coiagres§ Street,

Wliite

1

Japanese Serge, paragon frame, fas
black, solid rubber handles. Also dec
orated Dresden handles,
$1.0(
Corota Covering, rain proof, Dresdet
door-knob handles.
Also many fanei
twisted handles. Tight rolled. $1.21
Fast black. F.ngllsh Serge Covering
Congo bandies, gnarled and twisted,
$1.31

600000000000000000000001

I

18 RANGES

$27.50.

lady compositor, one who ii
iconversant with first clas:
book
work.
Steady work and good pay
SMITH & SALE, 4.5 Exchango St., Portland
Maine.
3-1

BETTER

516

MANSON G. LARRABEE.

Silk Coverings, $4.00, $4.50, $6.00
Tight rolled, steel rod, silvei

pie

Just opened, some of the choicest and
newest of the season’s manufacture.

Can be seen on our first floor
during this sale at $3.5o to

WANTED—A
thoroughly

l

In connection with the above goods will
be shown one of the finest lines of Window Draperies in the uity.

ARTHUR 0. KING,
Chicago, 111., Administrator, or to

C. L. BUCKNAM,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court o
Insolvency for said County ol Cumberland.
mar3&10

p

Um

Paragon frame, Sllkoltne Covering
light weight, rain proof, ourved bird
stick,
75i

the estate of

p

o:

crochet trimmings, new garnitures, now
laces, new insertions and new buttons.
The line is coin pie te.

Tough,

strong, holds the stitches.
Refluffs after months of flattening.
Three shades, Black, Slate White.
Three weights, Heavy, Medium,

True Blood Purifier prominently in the public eye.
$1; six for |5.

tasteless, mild, effee-

and

roses

FIBRE,

RAMIE
lining

Only

are

twill,

even

flowers and clover tops scattered all
over them. 45 inches.
69 cts

Sarsaparilla

Hnfifl’s
Pills
uuuus

cash-

grounds tinted in dtinty
with elegant designs of wheat

tones,

friends,

p
?

t

brellas.

printed

French

perfected.

FIVE.

a

Spring

50e, 75c

recommendation of
my

10.

Alderman—Fagan, Rep.,

vided

journeying gowns,
separate skirts, summering suits,

Hood’s Sarsaparilla upon the

Is the

that and pro

lustrous.
Excellent for

without much benefit. The scrofula not improving I resorted to

Hood’s

printed

warps, with minute pimples of glossv
Mohair. Every conceivable tint,

Councilmen—Moore, Rep., 383; Woodbury,

Rep., 374; True, Rep., 376; Flaherty, Dem.,
McDonald, Dem.,
471; Merrill, Dem., 483
479; Johnson, Pro., 21;
Coffin, Pro., 21;
Doughty, Pro., 21.
Warden—Darton, Rep., 377; Barry, Dem.,
478: Gilman, Pro., 10.
Clerk—Way, Rep., 37G; Stevens, Dem., 479;
Scully, Pro., 10.
Constables—Merrill,Rep., 370; Morse, Rep.,
370; Hall, Dem., 478; Hall, Dem., 480; Burn-

see

MMae

Select-

WARD FOUR.

Alderman-Clark, Rep., 380; Howell, Dem.,
473; Parker, Pro., 21.

GORHAM trade-mark:
LION,

Once there was a human chrysalis, who in her Lenten-Iarva-Iife neglected to prepare for be
promised Easter Social Season; and when blossoming time eame her dresses were not finished
and when at last she came out. she was passe, a grub, a wall flower.
Moral. Select your Easter things now and have them made up leisurely, and be In seaso
when the season comes.

649;

Constables—Hanson, Rep., 645; Skillings,
Rep., 040; Dodge, Dem., 317; Henley, Dem.,
310; liamlen, For., 22; Johnson,
Pro., 23.

that it bears the stampof the
most famous silversmiths

VI *Bl

ready-buds.

written.

Pro., 23; scattering, 3.

generation, be-

of the present

THREE.

Alderman—Thompson, Rep., 632: Sawyer,
Dem., 329; Oakes, Pro., 21; scattering, 1.
Councilmen—Pine, Rep., 045; Stone, Rep.,
Weber, Dem., 343;
045; Brown, Rep., 012:
McGouldric, Dem., 320; Blake,
Dem., 315;
Hughey, Pro., 22; Coffee, Pro., 23; Skillings,

****

for this purpose, to

First

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Dem., 29; Dyer, Dem., 28;
Morrill, Dem.,
20; McDonald, Pro., 5;
Howard, Pro., 3:
Brackett, Pro., 4.
Warden—Ackley, Rep., 42; scattering, 1.
Clerk—Jones, Rep., 42; scattering, 1.

change

ver

the

man.

WARD TWO.

Alderman—Ilsley, Rep., 39: Birnie, Dem..
27; Skillings, Pro., 4.
Councilmen—Foss, Rep., 39; Johnston,
the Builders’Ex- Rep., 39;
Sprague, Rep., 39; Brackett,

comes a matter

Republican Except

troubles,

The
Little Samaritans’ Aid Society
Alderman—Ilsley, Rep., 533; Birnie, Dem.,
will meet with Miss McGregor,S95 Spring 424; Skillings, Pro., 26.
Counci linen—Foss, Rep., 516;
Johnston,
street, today at 4.39 p. m.
Rep., 540; Sprague, Rep, 541; Brackett, Dem.,
442; Dyer, Dem., 415; Morrill, Dem., 412; 31cDonald, Pro., 23; Howard, Pro., 22; Brackett,
PERSONAL.
Pro., 22; scattering, 2.
Warden—Sargent, Rep., 551; Littlefield,
The many friends of Mr. Guy Shorey, Dem'., 407;.Hatch, Pro., 22.
Clerk—Monroe, Rep., 543; Bradley, Dem.,
steward at the Maine General Hospital,
413; Gibson, Pro., 25; scattering, 1.
will regret to learn of bis severe illness
School Committee—Hall, Rep., 530; Blake,
Dem., 425; Lowell, Pro., 27.
at the above place.
Constables—Field, Re., 544; Heath,
Rep.
Mr.John Cousens of Muujcy Hill, was 544; Maginham, Dem., 407; Barnabee, Dem.,
26.
412;
Watson,
Pro.,
taken sick Sunday and was quite ill yesISLAND WARD ONE.
terday.

to

All

f Ift

10

majority

house.

ation

GORHAM ELECTION.

ON

Entertainment.

Spring Garments.

Mohair

tainment.
“David the Shepherd
The cantata,
Boy,” by Mr. Carl Weber and his accom-

The

Leavitt, Jr.,

724; Cousins,
Constables—Jones, Rep.,
Rep., 725; O’Day, Dem., 353; O’Connor,
Dem., 352; Williams, Pro., 16.

THAT DAY the grubbecomes a gorgeous Dragon
fly (if she’s ready).
The chrysalis, a Butterfly (i f she hasn’t delayed).
Buds blossom on
Easter Monday (the-good-and

Another

tb

and

Clerk—Phillips, Rep., 720;
Dem., 356; Hayes, Pro., 19.

Ladies’

“Honeymoon March,” Band Selection. bottle.
NOVELTY NIGHT
“One
Girl in the World,” sung by
The price may be $1,00 Wednesday, and
Quinn.
The Republicans of Gorham elected theii
Ladies’ Suits.
GOWNS. Attention catchers
it may not be but 17o.
entire ticket by about
eighty majority,
Covort
Cloth Reefer
Toilet Sets.
(a) Built on correct lines, o:
EdLight Brown
with the exception of first selectman,
Mixed Cheviots and Sootch mixGentlemen’s White Shirts.
ward H. F. Smith, Dem., who was elected,
Mohair gleams out of Wool and best muslin, V neck with false yok * Jacket,made
Muslin Toilet Sots, in spots and plain,
tures,
up in the very latest styles.
running eighty votes over Lewis McLellan, Silk and
trimmed
with
narrow ribbon, plain Irish
which cornea up under the embroi
What a difference in White Shirts, yet
glorifies both.
Rep.
Point Sets, Irish Point Scarfs, Mats and
Boys Clothing.
and
Following is the vote:
Pillow Shams, which we are showing at all are in a souse alike, 25 to 60o can be
the
chest.
dery,
protects
ERE ARE TWO
EXAMTown Clerk—J.C. Summersides, Rep., 328:
taken oat of the cotton,findings, or putWhat a good time. Tbore is one store very low priced.
Two bands of rich Guipure embroidery wit) ,
Cyrus Abbott, Dem., 166.
PLES of the charming pos- 18 tucks form the yoke. Double back yoke for Mothsrs of Boys—for the emergency
ting together of a shirt, and you would
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers ol
full
eta
has
arisen
for
us
long,
body.
79
to
do
more loss selling
Poor—Lewis McLellan, Rep., 212; Carlyle W.
Stamped Linens.
hardly be the wiser. Our line of celesibilities
of
Mohair
at
of
Short
Pant
Boys’
Shaw, Rep., 329; George It. Spinney,* Rep.,
(b) A curious square shaped yok , Overcoats and Reefers.Suits, Boys’ Capo We will put on sale today a fine dis- brated white shirts will bear the closest
Roben
334; E. H. F. Smith, Dem., 292;
Crockett, $2.00.
Meserve, Dem., 161; George W.
The Suits are those we have taken from play of Stamped Goods in Bureau and examination and comparison. We claim
made
of St. Gall Embroidery-Inser
Dem., 160.
$6, $7, and $7.50 grades, made from Commode Scarfs, Tray Splashers and for them—to be the Best White Shirts
326
(a) Heavy whip cord of wool tion, narrow lawn ruffle edge witl l out
Treasurer—Stephen Hinkley, Rep.,
the
nattiest patterned Cheviots we've had Centre Pieces.
George I. Bickford, Dem., 167*;
made in America for the price.
foundation with Mohair surface, a
this season. Others have asked $7, $8.50
Our 70 by 18 scarfs In Momie Linen
Superintending School Committee—J. A,
Lace at neck.
Broad Lawn ruffl for them.
The Famous SENATOR, made of the
at 69, 60 and 89a
Your
Hinkley, Rep., 3 years, 321; George R.
$3.50.
choice,
5 changeable
lustrous polish.
Our 50 by 18 Scarfs in Momie Linen at best shirt making ootton in the
Spinney, Rep., 3 years, 329; Aug. F. Kemp, high,
with
the
Lace
frames
oountry,
Bdged
yoke,
Rep., 1 year, 328; O’Neil W. R. Straw, Dem. combinations.
Others at 2Ee.
The Overcoats and Keefers.
50, 39o.
extra fine linen bosom and wristbands,
168; George E. Files, Dem., 166; Alpheui
at 50, 39, 85, 19, 12o.
Cloths
$1.00
Tray
Boothby, Dem., 171;.
reinforced front and baok. The joined
They are made for wear!and warmth
at 29, 25, 19c.
Auditor—Charles W. Harding, Rep., 329; J,
(b) “Alsace” Novelty Silk and
and if we’d bad anything like Overcoat I Splashers
Pillow Shams, Hemstitched, 50o; Plain parts stayed, patent gussets, hand made
W. Jordan, Rep., 167; C. B. Harding, Rep., 1,
Mohair
into
woven
smallish irreguweather, there would never have been 25c.
Collector—Charles B. Harding, Rep., 331
button holes, long and short bosom, all
any need of such a sale as this.
Your
Frank C. Harding, Dem., 165.
lar designs.
In this department we will close our
sleeve lengths, open and closed fronts,
ohoice,
$1.08.
entire stook of Children's Caps, Bonnets
i
always
is
3 styles all at
$2.00
Gentlemen, why not let us make your and Fur Sets, regardless of oost; also Warranted to fit, only 90o, unlaundered.
A KUUINUADUU I
Mfcb&Alit
month. It’s neve spring suit—Hundreds of foreign and Ladies’ Garments and Hoods at 50c on the
THE BONANZA, cut by the same
rowdy
domestio
at
si.75. woven
samples to seleot from. We
Mayor Elect Baxter.
From Daugor to Portland by Way of Engpattern as the Senator, long and short
safe to be ten minutei i guarantee a nt and our prices are as low dollar.
in a Paisley, or
and damp.
Broche
expose themsevles to the rain
as ready made garruonts.
land.
bosom and
Wash Dress Goods.
wristbands, made of fine
walk from your umbrella in Marcl
During the morning ,the Republican vote
linen, reinforced front and back, extra
This is Silk
and
style.
was about two to one
this
shall
we
New Novelty Dress Goods.
During
opening
display
compared vith the
or April and as it is as liable to bi !
Yesterday a Bangor gentleman wanted
the best line of Washable Dress Fabrics stayed, extra quality ootton, a regular
Democrats, but after noon the Democrats j to send a
Mohair, and it’s difficult to say which
In Crepo'as, Silk and Wool Novelties, Mo- to be found east of Boston,
from that city to Port$1.00 shirt, only Too, unlaundered.
despatch
Umbrelk
as
Organdies,
to
out
their
vote
in great shape.
showery your
began
get
contributes the most to it’s beauty, sunshiny
hair Florentiaes, Giaces, Sicilians, two Jaconats, Swiss, Dimities, Jaconat Duohland. By reason of the destruction of the
THE
FOREST CITY, the popular
By comparing the vote of this year with
should
bi
! toned
the
or
the
irridesoeut
LaBel
)e
combinations,
$1.75
Silk,
efleots, osse, Foulards, Lappet Cloths,
Mohair,
short bosom shirt, open front, its wearlast year, it will be seen that the Republican bridge at Benton direct communication
Bnurettes,
Dresden Cropous, Chameleon
Ore
Jacquard
pen
effects,
Moires,
qualities unmatched, for 65c, unvote fell off this year about
200 and
the with Portland was impossible, but the
and Persian
and all the plain and Piisse, Jacquard Cheok Musliu, Imperial ing
armures.
The
laundered.
dressy look solid coloredefleots,
Democrats increased about 600 *Tliis year’s Western Union got the message through
effects.
Lace Larons and Percales. The newest
THE PORTLAND PRIDE,a T5o Shirt,
total vote was slightly in
excess of last
and most exquisite eolor combinations.
all the same and this is the way it was
-warps are printed before
long and short bosom, 50c, unlaundered.
Scotch
New Silks.
finished Zephyrs, Ginghams, Perfect
ing,
g o o <I
year’s, Mr. Baxter’s majority is 143.
done:
It was telegraphed from Bangor
fitting, Custom made.
weaving,the
looming
8 l-2o yard. Never sold less than
brings
The Republicans made a complete
Speoial
sweep to North
Sidney, O. B., then to Heart’s out a Chene
A new line of Fancy Silks, beautiful 12 l-2o.
of their ticket in five wards.
besides
which
is
fram<
effect,
shape,
New Suits,
The latest designs for Waists, 10 and
desigus, dainty, and rioh colorings, and
Content, N. F., thence to Valencia, Ire- a
This is the vote in full:
set brocade figure.
a fine assortment.
Black Satins, Black 12 l-2o.
land, thenoe to Land’s End, England,
Ladies’ Suits,
the latest oreations of
and covering Brocades, Plain colors, etc.
Silk Finished Highland Plaids, 17o.
Six or eight designs,
Mayoralty Vote*
$1.50
thenoe to Dover, thenoe to Brest, Franco,
\ 'ii.\ m i ii
Very stylish, very
Seersucker Stripes and Cheeks, 10 and imported designs.
and
thenoe to St. Pierre, Mequeton, thence to
New
nicely made,
12 l-2o.
something more nobby
MULTITUDE OF CHARMTrimmings.
,—-,
VV e
havi
than
have
been
5
you
Cheok
and
7o.
seeing.
sa
w
a
a
Apron
Ginghams,
Duxbury, Mass., thenoe to Boston, and
ERS at a Dollar, smallish
New jet trimmings, new jewel triraCloth Finished Prints, medium and
thence to Portland.
new
niings,
new dark, 6o yard.
New Capes—New Jackets.
;
spangled
o:
trimmings,
thought
Some are

made.
BRIEF

he Social Season begins
Easter Monday, April 6th.

the

350.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

MONUMENT

feblS

Jeweler,
SQUARE,
tfothorsp

!
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